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ABSTRACT
The first part of this thesis investigates the optional
sampling theorem for submartingales indexed by a partially
ordered time set. Although the optional sampling theorem
is true for martingales indexed by partially ordered time
under very general circumstances, the submartingale version
requires one to restrict the stopping times to a special
subclass of general stopping times. These special stopping
times, which we call reachable, are defined in terms of a
sequential stopping problem in the partially ordered time
set. We show that the optional sampling theorem is
generally true for submartingales and reachable stopping
times. Conversely, if the optional sampling theorem is
true for a given pair of stopping times and all submartingales,
then these stopping times must satisfy our reachibility con-
dition. Thus, we are able to characterize the stopping times
which make the optional sampling theorem true for submartin-
gales.
The second part of this thesis derives a generalization
of Ito's stochastic differentiation formula for a class of
multiparameter processes including the multiparameter Wiener
process. We develop simple stochastic differentiation rules
to obtain this formula, and we show that the formula is a
.natural consequence of the ordinary deterministic multipara-
meter differentiation formula and the one-parameter Ito
stochastic differentiation formula. In the two-parameter
case our result agrees with those of Wong-Zakai and
Cairoli-Walsh. We then apply the formula to represent multi-
parameter square integrable martingales which are measurable
with respect to the multiparameter Wiener process.
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INTRODUCTION
1. Background for Random Fields
A stochastic process is a collection of random
variables indexed by a single real or integer parameter.
That is, the parameter space is a subset of the real line
and one usually thinks of the parameter as a time. How-
ever, in some applications it is more appropriate to
consider collections of random variables indexed by more
general parameter sets. Such a collection of random
variables with a general parameter set is called a
random field and sometimes, a stochastic process with
multidimensiontal time or equivalently, a multiparameter
stochastic process.
Random problems are common in the natural sciences,
particularly in those sciences which investigate continuum
phenomena -- for example, fluid mechanics and electro-
dynamics. However, although the problems are common,
treatment of these problems as multiparameter stochastic
phenomena is a relatively recent development. Considering
the extreme difficulty of such treatments, this late
development is not surprising. Indeed, at the present
time random field models generally fall into two extreme
categories: exact models which are intractable to
calculation and computation, and computationally tractable
models which do not model realistic phenomena. It was
the goal of this thesis to define new models of random
fields which are general enough to cover some realistic
phenomena, yet which possess enough structure to give some
hope of computational results.
This thesis investigates two mathematical models for
such random fields. In Part I we study random fields
indexed by partially ordered sets and we develop martingale
and optional sampling theory for such partially-ordered
time processes. In Part II we study random fields indexed
by Rn which can be represented by stochastic integrals
over Rn. In section 2 of this introduction we discuss
the contents of the thesis in more detail. In the remainder
of the present section we briefly survey a range of random
field problems and a corresponding range of random field
mathematical models.
Perhaps the oldest and one of the most difficult
applications of stochastic methods to field problems is
in turbulence theory. Here the random fields are random
three dimensional velocity vectors parameterized by four
dimensional space-time. Taylor (1938) first modelled
the phenomenon of turbulence in fluid dynamics as a
spatially stationary random field which may be described
by its spectral characteristics. Batchelor (1953) gives
a good discussion of this approach with emphasis on using
this model to understand the physical phenomenon of
turbulence. The recent encyclopedic treatment by Monin
and Yaglom (1971, 1975) provides a detailed treatment
of the mathematical basis of this statistical model for
turbulence as well as the physics. For a concise dis-
cussion of the mathematical tools and techniques alone,
see Lumley (1970).
The statistical approach to turbulence is based on
Fourier and correlation analysis of the random velocity
field, and it uses the hydrodynamic equations to derive
relationships between the various correlation coefficients.
Unfortunately, the resulting set of equations is infinite
and they must be solved simultaneously to obtain any one
correlation coefficient. Thus, in order to compute low
order correlation coefficients one must assume that the
correlation coefficients vanish or have a fixed form
above some order so that one can truncate the infinite
set of equations and obtain a finite set of equations
for the desired low order correlations. This problem
of truncating the infinite set of equations is known as
the closure problem and is discussed, for example, in
Monin and Yaglom (1975).
Despite the extreme difficulty of obtaining compu-
tational results from the statistical turbulence model,
this approach is widely taken in related sciences. For
example, Csanady (1973) uses some of the simpler results
in his study of turbulent diffusion of pollutants in the
atmosphere. Epstein (1969) also takes this general
approach for his study of the statistical treatment of
dynamic meteorology. A similar spectral model is popular
for large scale meteorological fields. See, for example,
Tatarskaya (1965) or more recently, Fraedrich and Bottiger
(1978).
A problem related to the turbulence problem which
uses similar mathematical techniques is the problem of
wave propagation through random media. For example, one
might have electromagnetic waves passing through a medium
whose refractive index is represented as a random scalar
field -- see Dence and Spence (1973). Similarly, one has
sound waves propagating underwater (see Beseieris and
Kohler (1978)) and seismic waves propagating through the
ground (see Cameron and Hannan (1978)). In each of these
cases the practically important problem is to reconstruct
the most probable signal from the received wave which has
been distorted by the random medium. Frisch (1968) gives
a more general, detailed discussion of these problems.
A different problem which also uses spectral techniques
isthe problem of describing anomalies in the earth's gra-
vitational field. The problem is roughly similar to the
turbulence problem in that there is a basic spatially
stationary random field which must satisfy additional
equations (principally Laplace's equation in this case
rather than the Navier-Stokes equation of fluid dynamics).
Note that the random field in this case is naturally
parameterized by a sphere. Consequently, spherical
harmonic functions are used in the spectral analysis of
the global statistical properties. Cartesian spectral
analysis is possible for the spectral analysis of local
statistical properties. The paper by Nash and Jordan (1978)
surveys current results and provides an extensive biblio-
graphy.
Spatially stationary random fields are also used
to describe phenomena for which there are no additional
mathematical relationships to satisfy. The principal
example is that of two dimensional image processing.
Here the problem is to describe the noise in the image
by a spatially stationary random field model and then
estimate the uncorrupted image in a statistically optimal
way. Rosenfeld and Kak (1976) provide an excellent survey
of the general problem of digital image processing, dis-
cussing both the statistical and nonstatistical methods.
Larrimore (1977) surveys the problem of statistical
inference for such problems. Note that the problem of
computer processing of images has inspired much work on
two-parameter recursive estimation techniques. We will
discuss this work later.
Problems similar to the image processing problem
occur for geology and hydrology. Again, spatially
stationary random fields are used to describe phenomena
for which there are no additional mathematical relation-
ships known. The typical problem is to use a spatially
stationary random field model to describe statistically
a spatial pattern for which only a few measurements are
available. For example, Rhenals, Rodriguez and Schaake
(1974) use two parameter spatially stationary random
fields to describe rainfall patterns. The practical
problem here is to obtain a statistical estimate of rain-
fall and run-off patterns from relatively few rain gauges.
A similar approach is taken in statistical geology, for
example, as discussed in Merriam (1970). Note that
Matheron (1965) has developed a correlation technique
called kriging which can be used to describe certain
nonstationary fields. The problem in geology is to
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estimate statistically mineral deposits in a given region
on the basis of very few measurements (mines, wells) or on
the basis of indirect measurements (surface topography,
faults). One uses observations to construct a probability
map of mineral deposits and then one explores the region
most likely to contain deposits. See Harbaugh, Doveton
and Davis (1977) for a survey of this approach to oil
exploration. Delfiner and Delhomme (1975) discuss the
general application of kriging to this problem. A specific
application of spectral techniques to real mineral exploration
in South Africa is discussed in Longshaw and Gilbertson
(1976).
So far we have discussed mainly the spatially
stationary random field models. Indeed, these are the
most popular models and they possess a rich structure
determined by the geometric structure of the parameter
set. Generally speaking, the structure of the parameter
set determines what assumptions one can make about the
mutual dependence of the parameterized collection of
random variables which constitute the random field.
If the parameter set has a group of transformations
associated with it, it is possible to generalize the
concept of stationary time series to the so-called
second-order homogeneous random field. One does this by
requiring the covariance function of the random field to
be invariant under the transformations of the parameters.
For example, a random field which is parameterized by
R and which has a covariance function invariant with
Espect to rotations and translations in R3 is called
isotropic. The general group theoretic case is treated
by Yaglom (1961). An earlier treatment of the special
case of random fields parameterized by R is given by
Whittle (1954) who pays special attention to problems
of statistical inference for such homogeneous random
fields. The statistical problem for more general homo-
geneous random fields is discussed in Hannan (1965, 1967,
1969).
Homogeneous random field models suffer the serious
problem that few realistic phenomena are actually
homogeneous.
But while the stationary theory of random fields
has become well-established and richly developed, the
development of nonstationary theories of random fields
has lagged behind. Much of the difficulty stems from
the fact that the usual one-parameter theory of dynamic
processes depends heavily on the specific properties of
the real line. Particularly important is the ordering
of the real line which permits its interpretation as a
time parameter for a dynamic process. Unfortunately,
for all practical purposes the total linear ordering of
the real line is unique to that parameter set. This
act severely complicates the attempt to model non-
stationary random fields by drawing analogies with one-
parameter processes. Nevertheless, some progress has
been made.
For example, mathematicians interested in statistical
mechanics models have generalized the notion of Markov
property to random fields. Kemeny, Snell and Knapp (1976)
give a brief introduction to the mathematical theory of
Markov random fields with a denumerable parameter set.
Spitzer (1971) and Preston (1974) introduce the Markov
random field in connection with the theoretical study
of phase transitions in statistical mechanics.
Bartlett (1975) has used nearest neighbor Markov
models to represent patterns of species distribution in
ecology.
Earlier, L6vy (1956) generalized the concept of
Markov property to random fields with continuous parameter
space Rn. Wong (1971) gives a brief introduction to
this topic, and in his paper Wong (1969) gives covariance
conditions for a homogeneous Markov field with parameter
space Rn. These covariance conditions are very restrictive
andindeed, they show that nontrivial homogeneous Markov
fields are possible only for certain dimensions n.
Kallianpur and Mandrekar (1974) obtain a wider class of
Markov fields by defining generalized random fields
analogous to generalized functions (see also Gelfand and
Vilenkin (1964)).
By generalizing the order relations of the real
line, one can develop another model of nonstationary
random fields and this is the model we develop in this
thesis. Instead of assuming a total linear ordering of
the parameter set, one assumes only a partial ordering
of the parameter set. Chapter 1 of part I presents
the formal definition of partial order, but as an example,
the order relation between sets defined by set inclusion
is prototypical. With this partial order structure on
the parameter set it is possible to define naturally
martingale, stopping time, increasing process and
related concepts for random fields, and several authors
have done this. Bochner (1955) presented martingale
theory with a general partially ordered time set. In
this paper Bochner attempted to unite several ideas
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from the theory of stochastic processes under a
general theory of martingales indexed by a partially
ordered parameter set. In addition he stated (without
proof) the general version of the submartingale con-
vergence theorem and the optional sampling theorem for
submartingales. Unfortunately, both results are not
generally true when the parameter set is not totally
linearly ordered. Krickeberg (1956) discussed fully
the convergence question when the parameter set is
partially ordered and directed (so that every two
parameters have a common upper bound in the parameter
set). Later Chow (1960) noted that the optional
sampling theorem for submartingales was generally false,
and he proved it true for martingales parameterized
by directed sets. Chow (1960) also considered conver-
gence of these martingales. Recently, Kurtz (1977)
has proved the optional sampling theorem for
martingales indexed by a general partially ordered
parameter set with topological structure. In Part I
we discuss in detail the optional sampling theorem for
submartingales: this result is surprisingly different
from the martingale result.
Specific partially ordered parameter sets have
received much more attention than the general case. The
most studied example is the parameter set Rn with a
coordinate-wise ordering. That is, if s and t are
vectors in Rn, one defines the order relation t < s
to mean that t. < s. for each of the n coordinates1 - 1
s. and t. of s and t, respectively. Such a par-
1 1
tially ordered parameter is known as multidimensional
time.
The additional structure of the multidimensional
time parameter set allows one to obtain more specific
results. For example, Cairoli (1970) has extended the
martingale inequalities of Doob (1953) to a class of
multiparameter martingales. Cairoli (1971) has also
extended the submartingale decomposition theorem but
the extension applies to a multiparameter process
called an S-process and not to multiparameter sub-
martingales. In Part I we present a counterexample
which shows that the general multiparameter submargin-
gale can not be decomposed as the ordinary one-parameter
submartingale.
Multidimensional time has also provided a con-
venient setting for extending the Wiener and Ito sto-
chastic integrals which are closely connected with the
one-parameter martingale theory. Ito (1951) introduced
the multiple Wiener integral. In a series of recent
papers Wong and Zakai (1974, 1975a, 1975b) have extended
the one-parameter results of Ito (1961) to two-parameter
processes. Among other results, Wong and Zakai extended
the celebrated stochastic differentiation formula of
Ito to two-parameter processes and used it to represent
two-parameter martingales by means of stochastic
2 2 2integrals over R and R x R . Cairoli and Walsh
(1975, 1977) present similar results and Yor (1975)
generalizes the representation theorem to n-parameter
martingales.
Multiparameter processes have also been applied in
information processing problems in recent years. See
Bose (1977) for a general survey of current work in
multiparameter system theory. For example, two-parameter
processes are widely used to model the filtering and
processing of noisy two-dimensional images. In this
problem it is particularly desirable to obtain efficient
computational procedures for processing large arrays
of data. In this regard much work has been done on
designing recursive algorithms for which the recursion
is defined with respect to the two-parameter partial
order. We discuss this in more detail in Chapter 2 of
Part I. Larrimore (1977) gives a general survey of
the area. Woods (1976) and Woods and Radewan (1977)
discuss recursive estimators in the discrete parameter
case. Wong (1968, 1976, 1978) applies the stochastic
integration theory of Wong and Zakai (1974, 1975) to
obtain recursive algorithms for the continuous parameter
case.
2. Summary of Thesis
The following is a brief synopsis of the contents of
the chapters in this thesis.
Part I. The Optional Sampling Theorem for Partially
Ordered Time Processes.
Chapter I
Partial order relations are formally defined and
then the partially ordered time stochastic process,
martingale, stopping time and other concepts are
defined. Multiparameter processes are introduced and
some basic examples, particularly the multiparameter
Wiener process, are presented and discussed.
We review Kurtz's (1977) results on optional
sampling for martingales and show the results do not
generalize to submartingales. However, we do prove the
submartingale theorem for a class of two-parameter
submartingales and present a counterexample for a
similar class of three-parameter submartingales.
Chapter 2
Given an a priori distribution of a signal source
in space and time, a moving sensor must intercept the
radiating signal in minimum expected time. This
simple problem illustrates how the issues of causality
(of the information structure) and recursion (of the
computational solution) arise in the formulation and
solution of a partially ordered time problem. This
problem is generalized in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3
We extend the results of Chapter 2 to a general
classof stopping problems with partially nested in-
formation structure. After formulating the problem
precisely, we show how to solve it by means of a
dynamic programming equation. We find that many of the
usual one-parameter results still hold. For example,
the dynamic program has a unique optimal cost function
associated with it. This cost function can be computed
by means of a backward recursive computation with respect
to the partial order relation on the time set.
Chapter 4
We define a new type of stopping time, called
reachable, which is included in the general class of
stopping times defined in Chapter 1. We show that the
optional sampling theorem is true for submartingales if
the stopping times are reachable. Conversely, using the
dynamic programming results of Chpater 3, we show that
if the optional sampling theorem is true for all sub-
martingales given a fixed pair of stopping times,
then the stopping times must be reachable.
Chapter 5
We conclude Part I by discussing the significance
of the results for random field theory and by indicating
possible extensions and directions for further research.
Part II. Multiparameter Stochastic Calculus
Chapter 1. Introduction
We discuss briefly the background of the stochastic
calculus.
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Chapter 2. Definitions and Notation
We present the necessary definitions and notation
we need to develop the multiparameter stochastic calculus.
Chapter 3. Two-Parameter Stochastic Differentiation
We discuss the two-parameter stochastic differentia-
tion formula and the various new types of stochastic
integrals required to interpret the formula. We compare
our integrals with the Wong-Zakai (1974) and Cairoli-Walsh
(1975) integrals, thus establishing the equivalence of
their formulas and our own. We also introduce a stochastic
partial differential operator that obeys very simple
differentiation rules and allows a simple formal derivation
of the stochastic differentiation formula. This stochastic
partial differentiation operator is the same as the
"stochastic partial" which appears in Cairoli-Walsh (1975).
Chapter 4. Multiparameter Stochastic Differentiation
This chapter discusses the n-parameter stochastic
differentiation formula and the n-parameter integrals
necessary to interpret it rigorously. Here we emphasize
the concept of a stochastic differential. This point of
view permits a simple formal derivation of the multi-
parameter stochastic differentiation formula and
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emphasizes the multiparameter formula's close relation
to the deterministic formula and the one-parameter Ito
formula. The derivation up to this point is formal in
nature, as we utilize differentiation formulas and
differentials without rigorous proof of their
properties.
Chapter 5. Stochastic Measure and Stochastic Integral
This chapter contains the first rigorous results.
Here we define the concept of stochastic measure and its
corresponding integral in order to treat all types of
stochastic integrals together. At the same time we
ofer some geometric insight into the stochastic calculus.
Chapter 6. Mixed Integrals and Products of Stochastic
Measures
Here we define mixed stochastic-deterministic
integrals and the product of stochastic measures in
preparation for the main results in the next chapter.
Chapter 7. Product Differentiation Rule
We present the rigorous proof of the product
differentiation rule, which is the central technical
result of this second part. This justifies the formal
manipulations of chapter 2 and chapter 3.
Chapter 8. Representation of Multiparameter Martingales
We first prove the multiparameter stochastic
differentiation formula for vector-valued processes.
Using this result we show that all Wiener functionals
with finite variance can be represented by multiparameter
stochastic integrals. From this it follows that all
square integrable multiparameter martingales can be
represented by multiparameter stochastic integrals.
Chapter 9. Conclusion
We conclude by discussing possible generalization
and extensions of the multiparameter stochastic
differentiation formula to more general types of
processes.
PART I: THE OPTIONAL SAMPLING THEOREM FOR PARTIALLY ORDERED
TIME PROCESSES
CHAPTER 1
OPTIONAL SAMPLING OF STOCHASTIC FIELDS
1. Introduction
It was recongized early by Bochner (1955) that it is
possible to extend the idea of stochastic process to pro-
cesses with time parameters taking values from a partially
ordered set rather than the usual totally ordered para-
meter set such as the integers or the real numbers. With
respect to the partial ordering, there exists a natural
concept of submartingale, martingale and stopping time,
and one can formulate the corresponding optional sampling
theorem. Bochner (1955) stated the optional sampling
theorem for martingales and submartingales indexed by a
special kind of p.o. set called a directed set (see section 2
for definitions and notation). Unfortunately, Bochner
omitted the proof of these results and in fact the result
is false for submartingales in general (see the second
counterexample in section 3). Later Chow (1960) noted
that Bochner's result was not true for submartingales
We will abbreviate "partially ordered" as "p.o." in
the sequel. Thus, we have "p.o. set" for "partially
ordered set" and "p.o. time" for "partially ordered
time."
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(the counterexample in section 3 is essentially the same
as Chow's counterexample), but Chow was still able to prove
the optional sampling theorem for martingales indexed by
directed sets. However, in his paper Chow assumed an
unnatural restriction on stopping times defined on p.o. time
sets. We will explain this restriction in section 2 when
we define stopping times on p.o. time sets. Recently
Kurtz (1977) has been able to prove the optional sampling
theorem for martingales indexed by directed sets using
the natural definition of stopping time which we also
assume. For the case of discrete valued stopping times,
the proof of Kurtz is similar to that of Chow, but without
the unnatural restriction on the stopping time that Chow
makes. In addition, Kurtz extends the optional sampling
theorem to the case of martingales indexed by a topological
lattice.
However, none of these proofs of the optional sampling
theorem for martingales indexed by directed sets extends
to the submartingale case. Indeed, as we mentioned earlier,
simple counterexamples show that the submartingale version
of the optional sampling theorem is generally false.
Nevertheless, we prove the optional sampling theorem for
two-parameter submartingales measurable with respect to
the two-parameter Wiener process defined in Park (1970).
More generally, the result is proved true if the two-
parameter family of a-fields satisfies the conditional
independence hypothesis of Cairoli and Walsh (1975). A
simple counterexample shows that the optional sampling
theorem for two-parameter submartingales can be false if
this conditional independence hypothesis is not satisfied.
Moreover, the corresponding optional sampling theorem for
n-parameter submartingales can be false for n > 2, even
if one assumes the n-parameter analogy of the conditional
independence hypothesis.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2
presents basic definitions for p.o. time sets. Thus, we
define martingales, submartingales and stopping times with
respect to p.o. time, and we state what the optional sampling
theorem should be for p.o. time submartingales. Section 3
presents the simple proof of the optional sampling theorem
for martingales indexed by finite directed sets. We then
discuss why this proof doesn't work if the time set is not
directed or if martingales are replaced by submartingales.
In the case where the p.o. time set is not directed but
where the family of a-fields satisfies the conditional
independence hypothesis, we show that the optional sampling
theorem is still true for martingales.
2
In section 4 we assume that the time set is Z + and
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that the probability structure satisfies the conditional
independence hypothesis stated in Cairoli and Walsh (1975).
With these assumptions we then prove the optional sampling
theorem for two-parameter submartingales when the stopping
times take finitely many values. We also present a counter-
example to show that analogous results do not hold for
the time set Rn when n > 2. Section 5 treats the case
when the stopping times take countably many values but are
2
not necessarily bounded in Z+. This case requires a uniform
integrability type condition on the submartingale similar
to the condition for optional sampling on the time set
of integers. Section 6 extends the result of section 4
to stopping times which are bounded in R but may take
a continuum of values. In this case we must assume the
submartingales are "right continuous" in an appropriate
2
sense with respect to the partial ordering of R . Finally,
section 7 concludes the chapter by discussing the counter-
examples and the significance of the failure of the optional
sampling theorem for submartingales. This section indicates
how the negative results concerning the optional sampling
theorem for general p.o. times suggest a new approach to
optional sampling which we develop in the succeeding
chapters of part I.
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1.2 Definitions and Notation
Although we are most concerned with the time set R in
this chapter, for future use we will present the definitions
for more general partially ordered (p.o.) time sets. Recall
first the definition of partially ordered set: 1
A partially ordered set (T,<) is a set T together
with a binary relation < defined on T and satisfying
the following properties for all r,s and t in T:
(2.1) t < t (reflexive property),
(2.2) t < s and s < t imply s = t (antisymmetric property),
(2.3) r < s and s < t imply r < t (transitive property).
What makes the partial order partial is the absence of the
fourth property,
(2.4) s < t or t < s \V s, teT.
If a partial order also obeys (2.4), one says it is a total
order. Thus, for example, the usual ordering of the real
numbers or integers is total, but the ordering of sets
defined by set inclusion is only partial.
1See, for example, Birkhoff and MacLane (1967).
2The same symbol < will denote all order relations,
including the usual order for integers or real numbers.
We will indicate what order relation < represents
whenever there is danger of confusion.
A special kind of p.o. set which we will discuss in
section 1.3 is the directed set. A set (T,<) is directed
if (T,<) is partially ordered and if any two elements
of T have a common upper bound - i.e. for any r, s in T
there is a t in T such that r < t and s < t.
With this definition of p.o. set the notions of
increasing a-fields, martingales and stopping times for
partially ordered time sets are natural generalizations
of these concepts for the usual linear time sets. For
example, Bauer (1971) discusses the general case in his
text on probability theory when he defines martingales.
An early paper which takes this general viewpoint of
partially ordered time is Bochner (1955). For convenience,
the definitions are repeated here.
Let (T,<) be a partially ordered set and let
(P,Q,F) be a probability space. A collection {F s sT}
of sub-a-fields of F is increasing if s < t in T
implies that Fs C Ft. We will assume that each Fs con-
tains all the null events, that is, all subsets of zero
probability sets.
A random function X : T x Q -+ R is adapted to the
increasing family {F seT} if for each t in T, the
map w -+ X(t,w) is Ft-measurable. Keeping with the usual
notation for processes, we will sometimes write X(t,w)
as Xt(w) and the random variable w -* X(to) as Xt'
Note that for general parameter sets T the mapping
t + Xt is a random field as described in the general
introduction to this thesis, but one with the special
property that it is adapted to an increasing family of
a-fields.
A submartingale with respect to the increasing family
{Ft : tCT} of a-fields is a collection {Mt : tET} of
real-valued random variables such that for each t in T
the random variable Mt is Ft-measurable, the expectation
E(|MtI) is finite and for all s in T such that s < t,
(2.5) E(MtIFs) > M5 .
Similarly, a supermartingale is defined by reversing the
inequality in (2.5) and a martingale is defined by
replacing inequality with equality in (2.5).
As an example of a martingale we present Ito's normal
random measure. Suppose (X,8,m) is a measure space
and define T as the set
T = {E : m(E) < 00, E e B},
partially ordered by set inclusion. Ito (1951) constructed
a zero-mean, Gaussian family {O(E) E s_ T} with the
property that for all E and E' in T
(2.6) E( (E)3(E')) = m(E t) E')
The property (2.6) implies that for disjoint sets
{E : n > l} in T such that U E belongs to T.
n - n>l n
(2.7) E()  ) = (E ) a.s.
n>l n>l
where the infinite sum is defined as a mean square limit.
Due to (2.7), one calls 6 a random measure.
If FE is the smallest a-field which makes (E')
measurable for all E' in B for which E'C E, then
{FE : E C T} is an increasing family of a-fields with
respect to the set inclusion order on T. The normal random
measure is a random function on T adapted to
{FE : E e T} as is easily seen. Moreover, is a
martingale. To see this note that if E'(C E for
E,E' in T, then (E-E') and (E') are independent
of each other and
(S(E)|IF ,) = ( (E-E')+ (E') I FE'
= E((E-E')) + (E')
= 3(E').
An important example of a partially ordered time
martingale is the multiparameter Wiener process discussed
for example in Park (1970). Although they are particularly
concerned with stochastic integration, the papers by
Cairoli and Walsh (1975) and Wong and Zakai (1974) and
part II of this thesis also contain reference material
on the two-parameter Wiener process. One can derive the
multiparameter Wiener process from the normal random
measure presented above as follows.
Let T be the set of t in Rn with nonnegative
coordinates ti Define the multiparameter order < on T
so that s < t for s and t in T if and only if
s 1 < t. (the order relation on R) for each coordinate,
1 < i < n. For t in T let [0,t] denote the closed
rectangle in Rn defined as
[0,t] = [0,t 1 ] x [0,t 2] x ... x [Otnl'
Suppose X = R. B is the Borel a-field of R and
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m is Lebesgue measure on Rn, and form the normal random
measure S on Rn and the corresponding a-field FE as
above. For each t in T, define
(2.8) Wt = 6([0,t]),
(2.9) Ft = F [Ot]'
Then it is easy to see that {Wt : t c T} is a martingale
with respect to the a-fields {Ft : t 6 TI and the multi-
parameter partial order. Part II will treat the multi-
parameter Wiener process on Rn in more detail and define
stochastic integrals with respect to it. We will see
there that all square integrable multiparameter martingales
with respect to the a-fields of (2.9) can be represented
as stochastic integrals.
Returning to the case of general p.o. time, let us
define stopping times. A stopping time T with respect
to the p.o. time set (T,<) and the corresponding increasing
family of a-fields {F t e TI is defined as a T-valued
function of the underlying probability space Q such that
the set {o : T() < t} is in Ft for each t in T.
This seems to be the natural extension of stopping times to
p.o. time sets and this definition is the one given by
several authors including Bochner (1955), Krickeberg (1956),
Bauer (1971) and Kurtz (1977). Chow (1960), on the other
hand, imposes the extra condition that {w : T(w) > t} is
in Ft as well as {w : T(w) < t}. For one-parameter time
sets which are discrete, Chow's extra condition follows
from the first more natural condition that {o : T(M) < t}
is Ft-measurable. For general p.o. time sets this need not
be the case as figure 2.1 illustrates and as we now explain.
In either the one-parameter or p.o. time case, the set
{w T( ) < t} is F t-measurable for a stopping time T.
In the one-parameter case, however, T(M) / t is equivalent
to T(w) > t and thus, the set {w : T(o) > t} is the
complement of {w : T(w) < t} and must be Ft-measurable.
On the other hand, in the general p.o. time case (for
example, the two-parameter case of figure 2.1), the relation
T(w) / t need not imply the relation T(w) > t. Thus, in
the general p.o. time case the Ft-measurability of {T < t}
need not imply the Ft-measurability of {T > t}.
Kurtz (1977) showed that Chow's extra condition that
{T > t} c Ft is unnecessary to prove the optional sampling
theorem for martingales indexed by directed sets. This
extra condition is also insufficient to obtain the optional
sampling theorem for martingales indexed by non-directed
sets or by submartingales indexed by directed sets. Indeed,
the two counterexamples of section 1.3 both use stopping
s /t
s t
s < t
s>t
s t
s t
Figure 2.1
times which satisfy Chow's more restrictive definition.
Therefore, we do not use Chow's definition of stopping
time, but we restrict our attention to the first natural
definition.
If T is a stopping time, there is a corresponding
a-field denoted F defined as the collection of all
T
F-measurable sets A such that the set A/n{T < t} is
in Ft for each t in T.
The optional sampling theorem for general p.o. sets
essentially asserts that under appropriate conditions,
if T and a are stopping times on T such that a < T,
and if fMt : t 6 T} is a submartingale (martingale) with
respect to {Ft t s T}, then E(M F ) > ( = )Ma. As we
see in succeeding chapters, the distinction between the
martingale and submartingale versions of the optional
sampling theorem is crucial. Whereas the martingale version
is true in very general cases, the submartingale version is
true only in special cases - some of which we discuss in
this chapter and in chapter 4 (section 4.1).
In proving the optional sampling theorem for the
2 2
special time sets T = Z + or T = R+ we will assume that
the a-fields {Ft : t s T} obey the following conditional
independence hypothesis. Let s - t denote the point
(min {s1 ,t1 }, min {s2 ,t2 )
as illustrated in figure 2.2.
Conditional independence hypothesis:
For each s and t in the time set T, the a-fields
F and F are conditionally independent given the a-field
s t
FsAt'
This is condition (F4), p. 113, in Cairoli and Walsh (1975).
Note that this condition is satisfied if {Ft : t c T} is
generated by the two-parameter Wiener process, as it comes
from Ito's normal random measure. Indeed, if we let
A = [0,t] - [0,tAs], B = [OtAs], C = (0,s] - [O,W4s]
as in figure 2.2, then the a-field Ft is generated by
F and F and the a-field F is generated by FA B s
and FB* Moreover, F B = FtAs and all three a-fields
FA, FB, FC are independent, since A, B, C are mutually
disjoint. It follows that given FtAs (= FB) the two
a-fields Ft and Fs must be conditionally independent.
The conditional independence hypothesis generalizes
easily to processes on Z or R . Indeed, this hypothesis
makes sense for any p.o. set (T,<) such that for any two
elements t,s in T there is a greatest lower bound
tAs also in T. That is, r < t and r < s imply that
40
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r < tAs.
In the case T = Z or R , the conditional inde-
pendence hypothesis is true if the a-fields are generated
n
by the n-parameter Wiener process on R+.
To complete this section we note the following
continuity condition that will be needed in the case
T = R . A process {M : t e R } is right continuous
+ t +
if for all w except for a set of probability zero, for
2
all t in R , we have
lim Ms(W) = Mt('
stt
t<s
1.3 Optional Sampling for Martingales and Counterexamples
Bochner (1955) originally stated the optional sampling
theorem for both martingales and submartingales indexed by
a directed set, but he omitted the proof of either case.
Although Bochner's theorem is true for martingales, as
Kurtz (1977) has recently shown, it is not generally true
for submartingales as we will show by counterexample in
this section. This failure of the optional samplincT for
submartingales has nothing to do with lack of uniform
integrability type conditions - the examples we present
have finite time sets and finite sample spaces so that
such conditions are trivially satisfied. The failure
for submartingales is essentially due to the lack of a
total ordering of the p.o. time set.
In this section we present the optional sampling
theorem for martingales indexed by directed sets due to
Kurtz (1977). Then we show by means of a very simple
counterexample that this result can be false if the p.o.
time set is not directed. Next we present a simple
counterexample that shows the submartingale version of
the optional sampling theorem can be false even if the
p.o. time set is directed. Finally, we show that the
martingale version of the optional sampling theorem is
true for finite p.o. time sets which are not directed if
the conditional independence hypothesis is true.
Theorem 3.1 (optional sampling for martingales, directed
time sets)
Suppose (T,<) is a finite directed p.o. set and
let a and T be stopping times with respect to the
increasing family of a-fields {Ft : t e T} such that
a < T. If {M : t e TI is a martingale with respect
Kurtz (1977) considers infinite time sets with topological
structure, but we confine ourselves to finite p.o. time
sets.
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to {Ft : t T}, then E (MTIFa) = M.
Proof:
To prove E (MI F a) = Ma we must prove for each
A E F that
(3.1) E (MT A*I = E (M IA)
where IA is the indicator function for the set A. Let
t 1be the greatest element of T (which must exist
since T is finite and directed). We prove (3.1) by
proving that
(3.2) E(M A- E(M -I
1 a A
and then proving that
(3.3) E(Mt *A = E(M *I
Since for any s in T we must have s < t 1 , the
martingale property of {Mt : t e TI implies that
(3.4) E(Mt IFS) = Ms*
Note that by definition of F., if A e F then
Af{a = s} is F -measurable. Multiplying (3.4) byS
IAf{C=s} and taking expectations yields
(3. 5) E (Mt IA ({a=s })
Since clearly M s I fi {=s } A){a=s} we must have
from (3.5) that
(3.6) E (Mt IA(){y=s}) = E (M-IA -,) {a=s}
Since T is finite, we may sum over all s in T to
obtain (3.2).
To prove (3.2) we used only the fact that a was
a stopping time and A e F . Thus, if we can show that
A E F implies A e F we will also have (3.3) by the
same result by replacing a with T in (3.2). Suppose
A E F . To show A c F we must show that
(3.7) AO{T < t} E Ft
for each t in T. Since we assume a < T, we have
that T < t implies a < t. Thus, {a < t} C{T< t}
and
(3.8) A f) {a < t}/3 {I < t} = A /) {T < t}.
But since A e F , we must have A /) {a < t} c Ft
by definition of FC. Moreover, {T < t} e Ft since T
is a stopping time. Hence, the intersection
A ( {a < t} (f) {T < t} is in Ft and (3.8) implies (3.7).
This shows that A c F implies A e FT. The result
(3.3) follows and the proof is complete. //
The proof of theorem 3.1 does not work if the p.o.
time set T is not directed, nor does it work if the process
{M t: t C T} is assumed to be a submartingale and not a
martingale. If T is not directed, there is no greatest
element t and clearly the proof we have given for the
theorem cannot be used. If T is directed, but
{Mt : t e T} is only a submartingale, then we can only
prove the inequalities
(3.9) E(Mt A > E(M eA
and
(3.10) E(Mt *A > E(M *IA
1
in place of (3.2) and (3.3). Unfortunately, this allows
us no deductions about the relationship of E(M" -I ) and
E (M I A )
The following two counterexamples show that theorem 3.1
does not extend to general non-directed p.o. sets T nor to
submartingales {Mt : t e T}.
Example 1. (Martingale with non-directed time set)
Let T = { (0 ,0) , (0 ,1) , (1,0) } with the partial
ordering (0,0) < (0,1) and (0,0) < (1,0) as illustrated
in figure 3.1. Let Q = {w ,o}' F = 2 and define
P({W1 }) = P({w 2 }) = $. Then define F(0 ,0) = {,0} and
let F(0,1) = F (1,0)= F. Define the martingale
{Mt: t e T} as follows:
(0,0) (W1 = (0,0) (W2) = 0,
Ml(1,0) (W1 M (0,l) (W2)
M (1,0) (W2 M (0 ,l) (W1)
Define stopping times a and T as follows:
T(W 2 ) = (0,l) , T(w 1 ) = (1,0) ,
a (W 1 ) = a (W2 ) = (0,0) .
M(0,1) (w1)
M (0,1) (2) ~ -
M (1,0) (l1)
M (1,0) 2
(0,1) (1,0)
m (0 ,
(0,0)
= 0
Figure 3.1
= -1
=1
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Then it follows that a < T but
E(M IF ) = -l 0 = M.
Example 2. (Submartingale with directed time set, due to Chow)
Define T = {(0,O), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)} with the
partial order relation (0,0) < (0,1), (0,0) < (1,0),
(0,1) < (1,1), (1,0) < (1,1) and (0,0) < (1,1) as shown
in figure 3.2. Define F, F(O,0), F(0,1), F(1,0)'
M(0,0), M(0,1 ), M (1,0), P, 2, a and T as in example 1.
In addition, let F = F and define M as
M (1,) (W1 ) = M( 1 1 ) (2) = 2.
It is clear that {M t E T} is a submartingale.t
However, when T and a are defined as in example 1 we
have the same result E(M IF ) = -l and M = 0 so
that E(M TIF a) X m a even though a < T.
The reason that the optional sampling theorem fails
in these two examples is that the events occurring at the
two incomparable times (0,1) and (1,0) are dependent.
Indeed, the corresponding a-fields F(1 ,0 ) and F (0,1)
are equal in these examples. In the next result for
martingales we rule out this possibility by assuminq
M (w 1) = 2
M (w2 ) = 2
(0,l) (1,0)
M(0,1) w
M(0,1) ) = -1
M(1,0) (w 1 ) = -1
M(1,0) (w2 ) = 1
(0,0)
M ( 0 ,0) = 0
Figure 3.2
are conditionally independentthat F
given F(0,0)'
Theorem 3.2 (optional sampling for martingales, non-
directed sets with conditional independence
hypothesis)
Suppose that (T,<) is
that for each t and s in
lower bound tAs. Let {Ft
family of a-fields indexed by
each t and s in T, the a
conditionally independent giv
is a martingale with respect
and T are stopping times wi
a p.o. set with the property
T there exists a greatest
t c T} be an increasing
T and suppose that for
r-fields Ft and Fs are
ren F sAt if t : t e T}
to {Ft: t c T}, and if a
Lth a < T, then E(M |Fa = M a
Proof:
Essentially, we show that (T,<) may be imbedded in
a directed set (T*,s*), and that M can be extended
to T* so that the martingale property is preserved.
The result then follows from theorem 3.1.
Suppose 1 T and define T* = T U {l}. Define
<* so that t <* 1 for all t in T* and so that for
t,s e T we have t <* s if and only if t < s. Thus,
(T,<) is imbedded in the directed set (T*,<*). Define
F1 as the a-field generated by {Ft : t c T}. Thus,
and F (0 ,1)
{F t T*} is an increasing family of a-fields. Let
{tt 2 ,.. .tn} be the maximal elements of T with respect
to <. That is, the t are elements such that there is
no t in T with t < t. Define the random variable M
by the formula
(3.11) M1 = (-1)m-lM
m=l l<i 1 <... imSn tiA t 2
... At I
denotes the greatest lower bound
of {t. ,. . .,t. } which must exist because of our assumptions
'1m
about T.
To show {Mt: t 6 T*} is a martingale with respect
to {Ft : t c T*} it suffices to show that for each i
(3.12) E(MliFt.) = Mt.
1 1
Then, if
because
(3.13)
t c T we must have t < t for some i, and
Ft Ft. we would have from (3.12) that
E(Mi|Ft) = Mt'
To prove (3.12) we must first derive the fact that
for all t, s in T we have
In (3. 11) , t- A -- At.
1 m
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(3.14) E(MtIFs) = MtAs'
To see this let A be any Fs measurable set. Then the
random functions IA and Mt are conditionally independent
given F tAs. Thus, we have
(3.15) E(IAIFtAs)-E(MtlF s) = E(IAMt|IFts)'
The martingale property tells us that E(M tF tAs) MtAs
since tAs < t. Moreover, since MtAs is F tAs-measurable,
we have that
(3.16) E(IAIF tAs)MtAs =E(IAMtA sF tAs)
Substituting (3.16) in (3.15) gives
(3.17) E(IAMtAs IFtAs) = E(IAMtIFtMs)
and taking expectations in (3.17) yields
(3.18) E(IAMtAs) = E(IAMt ).
Since A e Fs in (3.18) was arbitrary and since MtAs is
F -measurable because tAs < s, it follows from (3.18) that
s5
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(3.14) is true.
Using the result (3.14) we can now prove (3.12) by
direct calculation using the formula (3.11) for M1 . To
facilitate notation we show (3.12) in the case i = 1;
the other cases are exactly similar. First rewrite (3.11)
as follows:
(3.19) M1 = Mt
n-l m-1
+ Y (-1) {
m=1
Mt.
1<i <...<m<n i
- MI M t t.l<i2<'''<im+1<n ti t2
Conditioning (3.19) with respect to Ft an
gives
(3.20) E(M 1 IFt ) = Mt
t .IM+ 1
d using (3.14)
n-l ml
+ y(-1) {
m= 1 Mt t1~y...<m-n 1 i
Noting that the terms in brackets in (3.20) vanish
t.
t.
im
MtMt t.
i<i 2 <''' <im+1<n 1 1 2
t.
Im+1
identically, we see that (3.12) is true. This completes
the proof of the theorem. ///
To illustrate the theorem in a simple case, consider
the case when T is the two-parameter time set as shown
in figure 3.1:
T = {(1,0), (0,1), (0,0)}.
Then the random M is defined by (3.11) as
M = M(1,0) + M(0,l)
Taking the conditional expectation of M with respect
to F(1,0) we obtain from (3.14) that
E(M IF(1,0) =M(1 ,0) + M(0,l)A(l,0) - M (0,O)A(1,0)
M (1,0) + M (0,0)
= M (1,10)'
Note that theorem 3.2 asserts that the martingale
version of optional sampling is true with the conditional
independence hypothesis because we can imbed the original
time set in a directed time set and apply theorem 3.1.
- M(0,0)'*
-M (0,0)
In the next section we see that the conditional independence
hypothesis implies that optional sampling is true for
2 2
submartingales when the parameter set is Z + or R+'
In the submartingale case, however, the results are much
more restricted than in the martingale case - even when
the conditional independence hypothesis is satisfied, the
optional sampling theorem can fail for three-parameter
submartingales as we show with a counterexample in the
next section.
1.4 Optional Sampling for Two-Parameter Submartingales:
Finite Valued Stopping Times
Theorem (Optional sampling)
Suppose that {F : t 6 Z } is an increasing familyt +
of a-fields satisfying the conditional independence
hypothesis. Let a and T be stopping times taking
2
finitely many values in Z and such that a < T. If
{M - t E T} is a submartingale with respect tot
{Ft: t s T}, then M < E(M IF).t ar = T a
The proof of the theorem requires the following lemma
2
about stopping times defined on Z+'
Lemma
Suppose that {F t E Z } satisfies the conditionalt +
independence hypothesis and let T be a stopping time
with respect to {F : t e Z}. For each s = (s1 s2)t +2
2 1 2in Z + there exist A and A in F such that
1 2 1 2A f) A = 0, A 1 ) A = Q, and also
S S S S
A1 Af){ s < T(Li)} _{ (s +1,s2
and
2
A s /1 {W s < T(w)} ( {oW (s ,s2 +1) <T()}
The set S = {t : s < t} is divided into the sets
S1 = {t (s +1ls2) < t} and S2 = {t : (s ,s2+1)} as
illustrated in figure 4.1. The lemma says that if T c S,
then one can determine whether T c S or T c S2 on the
basis of information in F alone. Thus, on the basis
of Fs alone we can pick a point t which is either
(s1 +1,s 2 ) or (s1 ,s2+1) such that s < t < T. In later
chapters we will generalize the property described by this
lemma, and in chapter 4 we will define a special class
of stopping times (called reachable stopping times) in
terms of this property.
Proof:
It suffices to prove the result for s = (0,0); the
(s1,s2+1
S = (s,s 2 (s 1+1,s2)
Figure 4.1
other cases are exactly similar. The conditional inde-
pendence hypothesis implies that F (0,n) and F m,) are
conditionally independent given F(0Q) for any m,n > 0.
Since {T = (O,n)} lies in F (0,n) and {T = (m,O)}
lies in F (m,0)' and since fT = (0,n)}{T fT = (m,O)} 0
if m > 0 and n > 0, it follows that
(4.1) P({T=(On)}IF (00))-P({T=(m,0)}F (O,)) = 0 a.s.
for all n,m > 0.
Define two sets K and K2 in such that
K = U {T = (O,n)} and K2 = 0 {T = (m,O)}.
n>0 m>0
Adding up the equations (4.1) for all m,n > 0 gives
(4.2) P(K1 IF(00) )P(K 2 IF( 0 ,0)) = 0 a.s.
Define the set E to be {w : P(K 1 IF (O,)) > 01.
Since P(KlIF (0,)) is an F(0 0 )-measurable function,
E must be an F (0,0)-measurable set. I t follows from (4.2)
that for all w in E, except for a subset of probability
zero, P(K2 IF (O,)) = 0. Thus, one must have
P(E f K 2 ) = f P(K 2 IF(0,0))dP = 0.
E
Furthermore, it is easy to see that
P (E f\K ) = f P(K 1 IF (00))dP = P(K 1 ).
E
Hence, it must be true that both E n1 K2 and K 1 /E have
zero probability. Assuming, as we always do, that F (0,0)
contains all null events, then we see that N = E F K2
and N' = K /E are both in F 00) Define A 2 as
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the set (E/N) \ N' and A(0,0) as the set Q/A (
Since E, N and N' are each in F(, both A1(0,-0) (0,0)
and A 0 0 ) are in F(0 ,0). Moreover, one can rewrite
A and A 2 in terms of E, K and K2 as follows:
(4.3) A2 10 1C
(4.3) A (0,0) = (E/K2 ) U (K 1 /E) C (Q/K2) U K1 ,
(4.4) A 0 ,0 ) = [((Q/K1 )f1 Q/(E/K2 )) (E f) K2 )] C (Q/K1 ) 1 K2.
Recall how K and K2 were defined above. If w
lies in A (0,0) then (4.3) tells us that either w 6 K
or w 4 K 2* In the former case, T(w) = (0,n) for some
n > 0, and thus, (0,1) : T(w) in this case. If w 4 K2
and in addition T(w) + (0,0), then T(w) + (m,0) for any
m > 0 and m = 0. Consequently, (0,1) < T(w) is true in
this case also and we have proved
A 2 (1 {(O,0) < T}C'{ (Or1) -<T}(0,0)
A similar argument using (4.4) and switching the roles
of K and K in the above argument gives the other
result,
A 1 n {(0,0) < T} C {(1,0) < T}.(0,0)
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Before proving the optional sampling theorem, let
us discuss the problems involved in extending the one-
parameter proof to the two-parameter situation. Suppose
2
that a and T are stopping times in Z and a < T.
Let A be in F and let B = A 0 {a=s} so that B
lies in F and s < T() for w in B. We want to
s -
prove that
(4.5) f M dP < f M dP.
B s = B
To understand the two-parameter proof, first consider
the one-parameter case. For the moment suppose in (4.5)
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2
that s is in Z instead of Z + and suppose that T
is a one-parameter stopping time in Z+. To prove (4.5)
in this case, rewrite the left hand side as
(4.6) f M dP=f M dP + f M dP.
B s Bf{sT} Bfl{s+1 < TI 
Since {s+1 < TI lies in Fs, the submartingale property
implies that
(4.7) f M dP < f Ms+1 dP
Bfl{s+1 < TI S Bf){s+1 < T}
and hence,
(4.8) M dP < M dP + f M dP
B - Bf{s=T} Bs+1 T
Proceeding by induction, one can then show that
(4.9) f M dP < f M dP + f M dP
B BCf{s < T < s+n} T Bf{s+n+l < TI s+n+l
for all integers n > 0. By letting n -+ oo one obtains (4.5).
Unlike the one-parameter situation, (4.7) is not true
for two-parameters and thus, one cannot go from (4.6) to
(4.8) and by induction, to (4.9). The problem is that for
one-parameter stopping times if T Z s then necessarily
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s+l < T so that {s+1 < TI is always F -measurable,5
and thus, (4.7) follows. But for two-parameter times
if s / T (assuming s < T to begin with) then either
(s11s2+1) < T or (s +1,s2) T. Neither {(sl+1,s2  T
nor {(si,s 2+1) < TI is necessarily F5 -measurable and
(4.7) is not generally true. The counterexample in section 3
is an example for which this happens.
However, if one assumes the conditional independence
hypothesis, then the preceding lemma allows one to replace
1 2{(s+1,s2) g T} by A and {(s,s2+1) : T} by As1 2 5 12
in the two-parameter version of (4.7). Since A and
A2 are F -measurable, the argument can proceed.
S S
Proof of the optional sampling theorem:
Let B and s be fixed the same as in (4.5), which
equation we shall prove. For each t in Z let It
denote the nonnegative integer t1+t2. We now construct
sets Bt in F for each t for which s < t such that
the Bt have the following properties:
(4.10) B = B f) {s/IT = B/ {s < TI
(4.11) Bt Bt, = 0 if It-s| = It'-s| and It / t'j
where both s < t and s < t'
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(4.12) Bt C {t < T} for each t
(4.13) Bt is F t-measurable
(4.14) B f1{|T-s > n} = U{Bt :t-s n, s<t}
(4.15) fM dP < f M dP + M dP
B -~ B/{T-sl<n} T t-sI=n Bt
s<t
where n > 0 in (4.14) and (4.15). Note that (4.15) is
the two-parameter version of (4.9). Once we have (4.14)
and (4.15), the optional sampling theorem is finished.
For then, since T takes only finitely many values, the
set {IT-sl > n} = 0 for some n sufficiently large.
Thus Bt = 0 for all t such that It-s| = n. Likewise,
B is contained in {IT-s| l n}. Then equation (4.15)
becomes (4.5), which is the same as
f M dP < f M dP.
Afo{a=s} a = A/){c=s} T
Since a takes only finitely many values, there is no
2
problem summing over s in Z + and obtaining the answer
f M dP < f M dP
A A
for all A in Fa. In other words, M < E(M F).
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To prove the existence of the sets {B : s < t},t
proceed by induction on n = It-si. To start, the set
Bs is defined as B ({s / T}, which clearly satisfies
(4.10) through (4.15). This is the n=0 step of the in-
duction. Suppose that we have found Bt for all t such
that It-si < n and we want to find B for r such that
r
ir-sf = n+l. For each t such that s < t and It-si = n
1 2 1 1define the sets Bt and B as B= Bt(f) At andt t
B = Bt A . If s j t but It-sI = n, define
1 2 1 2
B1 = Bt = 0. The sets A and A are the ones appearing
t t t t
in the lemma and depend on the stopping time T. The sets
1 2.
B and Bt inherit the following properties from Att
2 1 2 1 2
and At: Bt Bt 0; Bt Bt = Bt; t + (1,0) < T() for w
1 2 12
in Bt and t + (0,1) T () for w in Bt; Bt and B2
belong to Ft. In order to reduce the notation in the
proof let a denote (1,0) and let 3 denote (0,l)
in Z+'
For each r such that s < r and Jr-si = n+1 define
B as B = (B _1 B _ )/{T=r}. Now check that these
r r r-ct r-
B satisfy (4.11) through (4.15).
r
Suppose s g r,r' and Ir-si = Ir'-s| = n but r # r'.
From the definition of Br and Br, it is easy to see
1 2 B 1 2 Sincethat Br C Br-a \f Br-_ and Br B r'-a~fB'S ic
(3.11) is true if t-s| = |t'-s| = n, it follows that
B f(B3, =0 if t t' for i,j =l,2. If t = t,
t ti
1 2 1 2 1then Bt n Bt' =Bt ) Bt =0 since Bt
2
and Bt, were
constructed to be mutually disjoint. Let t,t' take
the values r-a, r-8, r'-a, r'- we find that
1 2 1 2(B ) B )_ fl (B, f B , ) = 0 and hence,
r- r- r -a r -
Br /) B , = 0. This proves (4.11) for the induction step.
Since (4.12) is true if It-sl = n and since
|r-a-s| = Ir'- -sl = n if jr-sl = n+l, it must happen
that r < T() for w in B 1
r-a
or B 2 It
r-C
easily follows that r < T(w) for w in B . This
r
proves (4.12).
It is easy to see that
B f'){jT-sl > n+1} ) tJ{B s < r, r-sj = n+1}.
We must now show the inclusion the other way to prove
equation (4.14). If o lies in B(\ {T-sj > n+1}
then o lies in B n{JT-sJ > n} also. Since (4.14)
is true for n,
B /){IT-s| > n} = U){Bt : It-sI = n, s < t}
and hence, w lies in Bt for some t for which s < t
and |t-sl = n. From (4.12) it follows that t < -(w) so
that either t+a < T(M) or t+ < r(w). However,
JTCw) - sl > n+l by assumption so that equality cannot
occur in either case -- that is, either t+a < T(w) or
11
t+ < T(w). Thus, either o is in B /{T = t+a} or
it is in B /{T = t+ } and hence o lies in eithert
Bt+a or Bt+,. Therefore,
B( ){IT-sI > n+1}C UJ{B s < r, jr-si = n+1}
and (4.14) is true for the induction step.
Finally, to show (4.15) note that if s < t and
It-sl = n, then
f Mt dP MdP + f Mt dP
tB 1 2
Bt Bt
< f Mta dP + f Mt+S dP.
1 2
t t
The last inequality is a consequence of the submartingale
property. Rewrite the last two integrals as
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f1 Mt+a dP
Bt
M. dP +
T
B tf{T t+aj
f M t+dP f
Bt B2 f{T=t+ }
I
B /{T=t+a}t
M t+adP
M dP + f Mt+ dP*
B /{T=t+}t
The set B F) {T = t+a} is the same as B 1){IT-st = n+1}t
and likewise B f) {T = t+ } is B / {1T-s| = n+l1}.
Putting these facts together one finds that
f M dP <
Bt t
f M dP
(B UB t)/{|T-s| = n+1}
+ f
B /{T=t+a}
M t+ dP + f
B /{Tt+S}
or
f M dP < M dP
B t B {
t Bt {IT-sI=n+l}
B /{T=t+a}
Mt+a dP + f
B /{T=t+ }
Adding the inequality over all t such that s < t and
It-sI = n gives
M t+dP
Mt+ dP.
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I f Mt dP= M dP|t-s|=n Bt Bf){IT-sI>n}C){IT-sI=n+l} I
s < t
+ f YtdP.
t-s|=n Bt
s < t
Since {IT-si > n} f {T-s| = n+1} = fIT-sI = n+1} and
since (Bfl{IT-sI n}) U (B ~\{C|T-sI = n+l} is equal
to B fI{T-sI < n+1} we obtain (4.15) for n+1 by
adding this last inequality to (4.15) for n. This
completes the induction argument for constructing Bt
for all t such that s < t, and the proof is finished.
QED
Although one can easily extend the conditional
independence hypothesis to Rn time sets and even to
more general p.o. time sets as described in section 1.2,
the optional sampling theorem is not true in these more
general sitatuions. The following example shows that
the result fails for three-parameter submartingales even
when conditional independence holds.
Example.
We construct an example for the time set T defined
as the Cartesian product {0,1} x {0,1} x {0,1}, a subset
of Z3, namely the vertices of the unit cube. One could
3easily extend this example to one on all of Z 3 or to
Zn for some n >3. Let T be partially ordered with
3the coordinate-wise ordering of Z + analogous to the
2
partial ordering we defined on Z+.
Let ={,2' 3' 4' 5'' 7with P({w})Let~ ={ ,,w,3,w4 ,w51w 6 .w77 8} i
for each i, and let F be the collection of all subsets
of Q. F(0,0) is taken to be {0,0} and the other
a-fields are defined by their atoms.
F is generated by the sets
(1,0,0)
{W V'1
2
W 3 F W 4 }, {tW 5 W 6 ,' 7 ,w 8 }.
F (0,1,0) is generated by
{Wl W2 ,W 6 } {W3 ,W4 ,W7 OW8{o ,2' 5' 6 ' 3' 4' 7' 8
F(0,0,1) is generated by
W 1 'W 3 '& 5 l0 7 }, {W 2 'W 4 'W 6 "' 8 }.
F 1,1,0) is generated by
{b31 ,oW2 }, 'W 3 1 W4 ) 'W 5 1 W6  7,W 8}.
F (1,0,1) is generated by
{W 2' "4 ' {W 5 'W 7 {W 6 v8 *
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F is generated by
{1 ,o5 2 ' w6 ' 3"'7 ' 4'8'
Finally, F is the same as F.
One can think of these a-fields being generated by
three independent random variables taking on the values
0 or 1 with equal probability. Thus, define the
random variables a,r3,y as follows:
a(o ) = a~ 2) = a(W 3) = a(w4 ) = 0,
a(W5) = a(=O = a(w7) = O, '
(oW) = B(W 2) = W5 ) = "w 6) = 0,
(oW3) = = u(W7 ) = (W8 ) = 1,
Y( 1 ) = y(o3 = y(5 ( 7 ) = 0,
y(W 2 ) = = y(W6 ) = y(W8 ) = 1.
Then F(1,0,0)
generated
F (1,1,0)
is generated
by , F 00,1) is
is generated by a
by a, F(01 0)
generated by y,
and , F 1,0,1)
generated by a and y, F ( 0 1 ,1 ) is generated by 6
and y, and F ( 1 1 1 ) is generated by all three random
variables. Since a, 6 and y are independent, it is
easy to check that {F t T} satisfies the con-
3ditional independence hypothesis for Z+
Define M = M 6 -1 and
let M (W) = 1 for i / 3,6. Define Mt = 0
if t / (1,1,1). To check that {Mt : t e T} is a
submartingale it suffices to show that E(M(lll)IFt) ? o,
for t = (1,1,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,1). A simple calculation
shows that E(M (1 11 )IF 1 1 0 )) is equal to 1 if
W = W1 ,o2'w7'w 8 and it is equal to 0 if o = w3'w4' 5'6'
The other conditional expectations are similar. Finally,
define T(o) = (1,1,0) if o = w ,w2' let T(o) = (1,0,1)
if o = o5 'w 7, let T(o) = (0,1,1) if o = o4 ,w8 , and
let T(o) = (1,1,1) if o = w 3't 6 . It is easy to
check that T is a stopping time on T. Let
a = (0,0,0), then
E(M |F ) = E(MT) = (-1). + (0)--=- - 1 0 = Ma.T ar T 4 4 4 - a
Note that the 3-parameter analogue of the lemma of
section 3 is not true in this example. Since F 0,0,0)
is {0,0} there cannot be three sets in F(0,0,0)
denoted A 1  A2 , A3  which partition Q(0,0,0)' (0,00) (0,0,0)
and such that
A( , {(1,0,0) < T},
A2  {(0,1,0) < T},(0,0,0)
A( 0,0,0) C(ol) <TI.
This cannot occur because one of the sets A must
be Q and none of the sets {t < T} is Q for
(0,0,0) < t. Thus, the optional sampling theorem is not
true even though the a-fields satisfy the conditional
3
independence hypothesis for Z+'
2
1.5 Optional Sampling: Stopping Times in Z+
Most of the work is already done since the construction
of the sets Bt in the previous theorem does not require
that a or T have finitely many values. However,
other conditions are necessary to make sure that (4.15)
converges to the result
f M dP < f M dP
B s T B
as n + w.
Theorem (optional sampling for countable times)
Suppose {Ft : t C Z I satisfies the conditional
independence hypothesis and suppose that a and T are
2
stopping times on Z+ with a < T. Suppose that
{Mt : t E } is a submartingale with respect to
{F : t E Z }. For each integer n > 0, define M
tO + n
to be the random variable max {Mt : t 6 Z , ItI = n}.
Assume that the following conditions hold:
(5.1) E(IMI) < o and E(IMTI) < c,
(5.2) lim inf f M dP = 0.
n + o {IT > n}
Then it is true that E(M TIFa) > Ma.
Proof:
Suppose that A is in F and s is in Z andar +
define B as the set A \ {a=s}. As in the theorem for
finite stopping times, there are sets Bt for each t for
which s < t such that (4.10) through (4.15) are true.
In particular, (4.15) states that
f M, dP < f M dP + f mtdP
B Bf3{T-sj<n} |t-s=n Bt
s < t
for each integer n > 0. The set {|T-sl<n}/3 B
increases to B as n + o. Since E(IMP T) is finite,
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dominated convergence implies that
(5.3) lim f
n - o Bf){IT-sI<n}
M dP = f
B
Suppose that It-si = n and s < t. Then It! = n + |st
and by definition of
Mt = M n+Isl
for all these
it-sj=n
s<t
Thus, it follows that
Mt dP < I
B/ {iT-s|>n} 1si
To obtain the right side, use (4.11) and (4.14).
w in B, it happens that s < T(O)
Bfl {IT-s1>n} = B/3 {iTi>|si+n}. Co
implies that for some subsequence n
so that we have
ndition (5.2)
(k) of the positive
integers,
lim f |M
k + o {IT|>n(k)} nk
Thus, if n'(k) = n(k)
lim f
k -w BfO{I TI> |s|+
- |st, it follows that
Mjs|+n'(k )dP = 
0.
MT dP .
Mn+|s| '
dP.
For all
dP = 0.
The inequality in (4.15) is bounded above as follows:
f M dP < f M dP + f M+ dP.
B B/{|T-st<n} Bfn{ITI>n+s} +sj
If n approaches infinite through the subsequence n'(k),
then this inequality together with (5.3) implies the
result,
f Ms dP < f M dP
B B T
or
f M dP < f MH
A/1{a=s} a A(){T=s} T
dP.
Since E(IM ) and E(|M1TI) are finite, dominated
convergence allows one to add over all s in Z 2 to
finish the proof. QED
Note that the conditions (5.1) and (5.2) are similar
to the usual one-parameter assumptions. In particular,
in the one-parameter case, if t = n, then
Mt = Max {M :s e Z+,Is=n}
and condition (5.2) is
lim inf f Mt dP = 0.
t -+ w {T>t}
21.6 Optional Sampling: Stopping Times in R+
One proceeds more or less as for R -- that is,
by assuming right continuity and taking limits of
stopping times taking a finite number of values. We
consider here only the continuous version of section 4.
Similarly, the continuous version of section 5 would
follow from the discrete version in section 5 after
assuming condition (5.1) and condition (5.2) for all
positive real numbers n.
Theorem (optional sampling for R )
Suppose that {Ft : t E R2 } satisfies the conditional
independence hypothesis. Let a and T be stopping times
on R2 with a < T < t for some t in 2*
+ = -o to T+
{Mt t e R2  is a right continuous submartingale with
t +
respect to {Ft : t C R } and E(IMaI) and E(IM )
are finite, then E(M |F_) > M .
Proof:
The proof follows the one-parameter case closely.
Let Ma be defined as max {t,a} for all a in R
and all t in R . For any t in R define [t] +
and [t]n as
nt] = min {q2-n : q e Z , t < q2-n
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and
n+ n[t] = max {q2n : qs , q2- < t}.
The minimum and maximum are taken with respect to the
2
partial ordering of R+, and it is not hard to see that
both exist in this case. If s < t, then [s] + [tI] .
n= n
+ + 2Also, [s] < [sn for all s in R', and for all s
n+l= <sn+
and t in R [s] < t if and only if s < [t]
+ +
Let T (W) = [T(W)] and a (W) = [c(W)] andn n n n
2 2
assume without loss of generality that t0  is in Z+f- R
so that [t0 n = to for all n. For each n, a n Tn to,
and for all o as n +o, both a (o) and T n(t)
decrease monotonically to a(w) and T(M) respectively.
Furthermore, an and Tn are stopping times. To
see this, note that
{an < s} = {[a] + s} = {a < [s] } F - ( FS
n
Next, note that {M a t R } is a submartingale with
2
respect to {F t s R }. If A is in F and s < t,t + s
then
f Ma dP = f a dP + f M dP.
A A/3{M <a} Afj{M >a} s
S S=
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Since A /\ {M > a} lies in F , we have
M dP < fm dP <M a
AP){M >a} s A{M >a} A/J{M >a}
Since it is also clear that
a dP <f Ma dP
A){M s<a} ~ Af{Ms<a}
it follows that
f Ma dP < f M dP.
A A
Applying the optional sampling theorem of section 4
to an and rn , we have that for A in F , A is
also in F
(6.1) 1
A
(since a < an ), and hence,
Ma dP < f M dP.
n A n
To obtain the desired result, one takes the limit in
(6.1) as n -+ a, but in order to do this, one must
first show that {Ma } and {Ma } are uniformlya T
n n
integrable.
Let T be the class of all stopping times p
with respect to {F t E R } such that p t andt + 0t
p takes finitely many values. We show for each real a
that {M : p E T} is uniformly integrable. If {Mt I is
Pt
is a submartingale, then so is {M - al. Since Mt ist
just a + max {Mt-a,0}, it suffices to show that
{Ma : p s T} is uniformly integrable for a = 0. As usual,
P
let Mt+ denote the maximum of Mt and 0. Since
M +: t E R + is a submartingale, the optional sampling
theorem for finite stopping times asserts that for all
p in T and all A in F ,
f M+ dP < f M+ dP.
A P = A t0
If A = {M > c} for a real number c, then the following
p
inequality results:
+ <f+
c P({M > c}) = I + > lM dP < f M++ > t dP.
p P
Thus, we have
lim (sup {P({M > c}) : p c T}) = 0
c + +
and since M and hence, Mt is integrable,to 0
lim (sup {f + Mt dP : p e TI) = 0;
c +* 00 {M>c} 0
p
It follows that
lim (sup {f M
C +* 00{M >c} P
p
and hence, {M : p e T}
p
sequently, {Ma : p e TI
p
for any real number a.
dP : p e TI) = 0
is uniformly integrable. Con-
will be uniformly integrable
Because t + Mt, and hence t + M is right
continuous, and since an+a and Tn+T, it is clear
that
.Ma Ma
lim M = M a.s.
n +* o cn CY
and
lim Ma =Ma a.s
n + co n
The uniform integrability allows one to conclude from
this fact and (6.1) that
f Ma dP < f Ma dP
A AT
for all A in F and all a in R. Noting that M
and M are integrable and using dominated convergence
T
as a -+ -w, one obtains the result
f M dP < f M dP.
A r AT
QED
Section 7. Significance of the failure of the optional
sampling theorem
We have shown by simple counterexamples that the
optional sampling theorem is not true generally for p.o.
time sets. However, in the special case of two-parameter
submartingales which have a special underlying probability
structure (e.g. such as that generated by the two-parameter
Wiener process), the theorem is true. Nevertheless, the
optional sampling theorem breaks down when the number of
parameters increases to three, despite the assumption of
conditional independence.
The failure of the optional sampling theorem indicates
that the stopping time and submartingale theory of p.o. time
sets is radically different from the one-parameter theory.
For example, the failure of the optional sampling theorem
implies the lack of a Doob decomposition1 of submartingales
indexed by p.o. time. Suppose that Xt = Mt + At where
Mt is a martingale and At is an increasing process in
lSee Doob (1953) for the discrete time theorem, or
Meyer (1966) for the continuous time case.
the sense that At As if s < t in the p.o. time
set; that is, suppose Xt has a Doob decomposition.
Then, assuming that the p.o. time set is directed, we
see that Kurtz's results imply that E(M TF )= M for
T a a
for stopping times T and a such that a < T.
It is clear that AT > A almost surely, and hence,
E(AT IF ) > A . Thus, E(X TIF ) > X , and the optional
sampling theorem is true for Xt t has a Doob
decomposition. Consequently, if the optional sampling
theorem is not true for a submartingale Xt, then Xt
cannot have a Doob decomposition.
The remaining chapters approach the problem of
extending the optional sampling theorem by restricting
the class of stopping times. The motivation for this
particular restriction of the class of stopping times
comes from two different directions:
(1) it is possible to restrict stopping times so
that the lemma of section 1.4 is true for more general
p.o. time sets;
(2) for a class of stopping problems for processes
evolving on p.o. sets, it is more "realistic" to consider
a restricted class of stopping times.
We define the new class of stopping times (called
reachable) in terms of a decision function which we will
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define generally in section 3.2. As we show in chapter 3,
our decision function is the same as Haggstrom's (1966)
control variable when the p.o. time set is a special
kind of p.o. set called a tree. In chapter 4 we formally
define reachable stopping times and we show that the sub-
martingale version of the optional sampling theorem is
true for this class of stopping times. We also discover
that in the case of two-parameter a-fields satisfying
the conditional independence hypothesis, all stopping
times are reachable. Thus, the general result of
chapter 4 contains the result of section 1.4 as a
special case. Finally, we show that in a certain sense
reachable stopping times are the only stopping times that
satisfy the submartingale version of the optional sampling
theorem. Namely, we show that if T,a are fixed stopping
times with respect to {F t e T} and such that T > a,
then E(M TIF ) > Ma for all submartingales {Mt : t E T}
with respect to {F t TI if and only if T is
reachable.
CHAPTER 2
SIGNAL INTERCEPTION EXAMPLE
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter and the succeeding ones, chapters 3
and 4, we are going to approach the optional sampling
theorem from a different standpoint than in chapter 1.
Instead of considering arbitrary stopping times and a-fields
with a special structure, we are going to consider arbi-
trary increasing families of a-fields and a special class
of stopping times. We will call these stopping times
reachable and define them formally in chapter 4. More-
over, we will show there that the optional sampling theorem
is true for all submartingales if the stopping times are
reachable, and conversely, if the optional sampling theorem
is true for all submartingales for some fixed stopping
*
times, then these stopping times must be reachable.
To motivate the definition of reachable stopping
time presented in chapter 4, we use the present chapter
and chapter 3 to introduce a large class of stopping
problems for sequential processes evolving in p.o. sets.
In this chapter we consider only a simple example of the
*
See chapter 4 generally and section 4.5 in particular
for the precise statement.
general class of stopping problems in order to indicate
how the p.o. set framework can model physical constraints
imposed on a problem. The next chapter will consider
the general class of stopping problems and it will indicate
how many different problems fit into the general framework.
In the course of developing the general class of
stopping problems, we will also show how the p.o. set
formulation gives meaning to the multiparameter generali-
zation of causality, recursive computation and dynamic
programming. For one-parameter systems the concept of
casuality, or nonanticipation as it is also called, is
a powerful one. In solving optimization problems it
permits the use of Bellman's (1957) dynamic programming;
in calculation it often permits efficient recursive com-
putation. For multiparameter systems there is generally
no concept of causality, nor are methods of dynamic
programming and recursive computation generally applicable
in multiparameter problems. However, in this chapter and
the next we find that the class of stopping problems
considered naturally defines a generalization of the
one-parameter concepts of causality, recursive computation
and dynamic programming to the multiparameter case (in
fact, to the case of p.o. parameter systems).
We briefly summarize the contents of chapter 2.
In words, the simple example considered is the following.
A transmitter (the signal source) is located at an unknown
position represented by C. It begins transmitting at
an unknown time represented by 0. From this time on
the transmitter radiates its signal continuously in all
directions and the signal travels at a constant speed
denoted by c. A mobile receiver starts from a known
location in space at a given starting time and travels
with speed at most c. If the prior joint distribution
of C and 0 is known, how should the receiver travel
to intercept the signal in the least expected amount of
time?
Section 2 formulates this example (the signal
interception problem) in precise mathematical terms.
Section 3 derives the dynamic programming equation and
discusses its solution for a given terminal condition.
This section also introduces the idea of computing the
solution of the dynamic programming equation in a "multi-
parameter recursive" manner. Section 4 discusses the
solution of the dynamic program for the specific case
of one spatial dimension. The solution is also carried
out for a specific numerical example. Finally, in
section 4 we conclude and indicate how this simple example
fits into the general p.o. set framework presented in
chapter 3.
2.2 Mathematical Formulation of the Signal Interception
Problem
In order to avoid technical complications which tend
to be obscure the essence of the problem, let us assume
that the time variable takes as values only multiples
of a fixed positive time unit denoted 6. In chapter 5,
which concludes part I, we will discuss the mathematical
difficulties of using continuous time and we will suggest
specific directions for further research on this problem.
Mathematically, and 0 are random variables
defined with respect to an underlying probability space
(PQ,F). The random variable E takes its values in
Rn and 0 takes its values in 6Z, the set of integer
multiples of the positive real number 6. The problem
is to find the Rn-valued random velocity process V
such that:
(1) the Euclidean norm of V(t,w) satisfies the
inequality
|1V(tw)II < c Vt, VW e Q;
(2) if the receiver starts from the spatial location
X0 in Rn at time t0 in 6Z, the Rn-valued random
trajectory X defined by
t
X(t,W) = x 0 + V(s'o)-6
s=t 0 +1
for all t in 6Z for which t > t0 , must intercept
the signal in the least expected amount of time. In
order to complete the mathematical formulation of the
problem we must define explicitly what it means to
intercept the signal. This is easy enough to do, and
the condition that X(t,w) has intercepted the signal
by time t is that the following inequalities hold:
O(M) < t,
|JX(t'o)- (()|| < clt-6(o)I.
We will discuss what this means shortly, but before we
do, there is another specification for this problem
that we must make. Beside the constraint on its norm,
the velocity process V must satisfy the following
causality constraint: at each point of the space-time
trajectory of the receiver, the velocity can depend only
on the past information available to the receiver.
Conventionally, one could specify an increasing family
of a-fields, {Ft : t0 < t}, such that Ft represents
the past information up to time t. Then the causality
requirement for V would say that V(t,-) is Ft-measurable
for each t. However, the present problem is far from
conventional in this respect. There is no past information,
Ft, depending only on the time t. The most important
aspect of the signal interception problem is that the
finite signal speed defines a past for each point in
space-time. Moreover, the past is different for different
points in space as well as time. It is this dependence
of the past on both space and time together that distin-
guishes this problem from a conventional stochastic
optimal control or stopping problem.
To make the notion of past precise, let (x,t)
denote a space-time point with spatial coordinate x
in Rn and temporal coordinate t in R. We say that
the space-time point (y,s) is before (x,t) and
write (y,s) < (x,t) if the following two inequalities
hold:
(2.1) s < t,
1x-y|| < clt-sI.
In the theory of special relativity (where c is then
the speed of light) this is precisely the condition
that determines when a signal can travel (at a speed at
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most the speed of light) from the space-time point (y,s)
to the space-time point (x,t). The set K (x,t) of
all space-time points before (x,t) constitutes the
past of (x,t). Likewise, the set K+ (x,t) of all
space-time points (y,s) such that (x,t) is before
(y,s) constitutes the future of (x,t). In the theory
of relativity K~(x,t) and K +(x,t) are called the
backward and forward light cones, respectively. Indeed,
they are circular cones in Rn x R with a common axis
parallel to the time-axis. For one spatial dimension
the sets K~(x,t) and K +(x,t) are pictured in
figure 2.1. It is important to note that in the space-
time case the past and future do not inlcude all of
space-time -- there are points (y,s) which are in
neither K (x,t) nor K+ (x,t). In the language of
p.o. sets, this means that the space-time order relation
defines a partial order but not a total order .
In terms of the space-time order <, the condition
that the trajectory X(-,w) intercepts the signal at
time t is just that
(2.2) (wh(a), m(a) ) < (X (t,c), t) .
Thus, what we mean by "signal interception" is that the
slope +c
slope -c
t
Figure 2.1
receiver at space-time point (X(t,w),t) will receive
a signal which was sent from spatial location t(w)
at some time after, 0(w) and has reached the spatial
location X(t,w) by time t. To illustrate the situation,
figure 2.2 shows an example for one spatial dimension
when E and 0 are fixed numbers. The trajectory
pictured is the minimum time trajectory from (x0,t0)
in this case. It is clear in this trivial deterministic
case that it is optimal to choose V to be the constant
equal to
E-x 0
c
if x0 + E and anything such that I|vil < c if
x0 =
In the stochastic problem when E and 0 are
random variables, the past information of the space-time
point (x,t) is a a-field F (x,t) In this problem
the only information allowed the receiver comes from
knowing whether or not the receiver has intercepted the
signal from (CO). Thus, the appropriate F (x,t) is
is the smallest a-field containing all the probabilistic
events that the signal was intercepted in the space-time
region K (x,t) -- that is, F x,t) is the smallest
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a-field containing the sets {w (U((),O(o)) < (y,s)}
for all space-time points (y,s) which are before (x,t).
Note that the family {F (x,t)} is increasing in the sense
that F C F if (y,s) < (xt). Chapter 3 will(y,s) - (x,t)
treat such properties in more generality and detail; for
the present problem we do not need to say more about the
a-fields F(x,t)*
Now we can formulate the causal constraint on V
precisely. To do this it is best to consider the velocity
as a random vector field (x,t,w) + V(x,t,w) over space-
time. Thus, the random trajectory corresponding to V
will be the solution X of the random difference equation
(2.3) X(t+6,W) = X(t,W) + V(X(t,o),t,W)-6
with the initial condition X(t 0 ,W) xO. The norm
constraint on V is the same as before, namely,
(2.4) |IV(xt,W)II < c
for all x, t and w. The causality constraint requires
that V(x,t,-) is F x,t)-measurable for each (x,t) in
space-time. This means that the receiver, having arrived
at the space-time point (x,t), must calculate its new
velocity V(x,t,&) only on the basis of information
available at the point (x,t) -- namely, the past information
F(Xt) of the space-time point (x,t).
Let C(x0 ,t0 ) denote the set of all receiver
trajectories which are unique solutions of (2.3) for
some causally constrained velocity field satisfying (2.4).
That is, C(x0,t0 ) is the class of admissable trajectories
for the problem. For such a trajectory X define the
interception time as
(2.5) T(X,w) = inf {t (w ,),®(w)) < (X(t,w),t)}
or +m if the infimum is taken over an erpty set. If
E(-) is the expectation operation associated with the
probability space (P,2,F) then our task is to find an
optimal trajectory X* in C(x0,t0 ), or better, a
corresponding velocity field V* that gives X* via
(2.3), such that
(2.6) E(T(X*)) < E(T(X))
for all trajectories X in C(x0,t0 ). In (2.6) we have
have suppressed the w dependence of T(X*) and T(X)
as usual in denoting random variables.
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This completes the mathematical formulation of the
signal interception problem. The precise formulation
presented in this section will help clarify the generalization
to p.o. sets presented in chapter 3.
1.3 Dynamic Programming Equation
Despite the severely mathematical formulation of the
problem in the previous section, the actual solution
presented in this section will follow easily from some
simple heuristic arguments. Moreover, these arguments
will help clarify the interception problem. In the more
general case presented in chapter 3 a fully rigorous
mathematical derivation is necessary, but in the present
relatively simple problem the rigorous derivation obscures
the simplicity of the solution. Therefore, we leave a
detailed mathematical development until chapter 3, and
in that chapter we will indicate how the results of this
section fit into the general mathematical framework.
This section determines the solution of the inter-
ception problem by means of conventional dynamic program-
ming. However, this dynamic program is notable in that
it is better interpreted as an unconventional multi-
parameter recursive equation than as the usual one-
parameter recursive dynamic programming equation. We
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briefly discuss the multiparameter recursion at the end
of this chapter but leave the detailed discussion to the
next chapter. In this section we also establish the
dynamic programming equation and discuss the existence
and uniqueness of solutions to that equation. Note
that in this section all time variables, usually denoted
by t, will take values in 6Z unless otherwise stated.
Before deriving the dynamic programming equation we
must define some new notation in addition to that of
section 2.2. Let p(x,t) denote the probability dis-
tribution
p(x,t) = P({w (C(w),®(w)) < (x,t)}).
That is, p is the prior distribution of (C,O) which
completely describes the statistics of the problem. For
future application let us define q(x,t) as
q(x,t) = 1 - p(x,t).
Our equation will have a simpler appearance in terms of q.
Next define T(x,t) as the least expected amount of time
until interception, given that the receiver starts at
spatial location x at time t and has not intercepted
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the signal there. Now let us derive the dynamic programming
equation for T.
Let p1 (x,t,v) denote the probability that the
signal will be intercepted in the next unit 6 of time
if the receiver uses velocity v and the signal is not
yet intercepted at (x,t). Let q1 (x,t,v) = 1-p1 (x,t,v),
the probability of interception not occurring in the next
unit of time when the receiver uses velocity v and has
not yet intercepted the signal. Then if the receiver
uses velocity v at space-time point (x,t), the least
expected amount of time until interception is
(3.1) 6-pl(x,t,v) + [T(x+v.6,t+6)+6]-ql(x,t,v).
Note that (x+v6,t+6) will be the next space-time
location of the receiver if it uses velocity v at
(x,t). Thus, T(x+v-6,t+6) is the least expected time
until interception from (x+v6,t+6) if no interception
has occurred before (x+v6,t+6). Since T(x,t) is the
least expected time until interception starting from (x,t),
it must be the infimum of the expression (3.1) taken over
permissable values of v. That is, T(x,t) is given as
(3.2) T(x,t) =
inf {6-pl(x,t,v)+[T(x+v6,t+6)+6]-ql(x,t,v):I|vlj<c}.
Finally, let us write p1  and q in terms of p. By
definition, pl(x,t,v) is given by
p1 (x,t,v) = P({(O) < (x+6-v,t+6)}I{(E,O) / (x0t)})
or in other words,
(3 ) p (xtv) = P({(E,) < (x+6vt+6),( ,0) L (x,t)})(3.3 p x~t~) =PMC{()) X (xO't)})
The probability P({(E,0) X (x,t)}) is simply
1 - pl(x,t,v) or gl(x,t,v). The numerator is the
is the probability that the random space-time variable
( ,O) is contained in the backward cone K~(x+6v,t+6)
but not contained in the backward cone K~(x,t).
Figure 3.1 illustrates the situation. Since I|V | < C,
the cone K (x,t) is contained in K (x+6v,t+6) and
the numerator of (3.3) is the probability that (&,0)
lies between the two cones, that is, in the set
K~(x+6v,t+6) - K~(x,t).
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P({ (E, ) < (x+6v,t+6) , (Er ) / (x,t)}) is probability
(E,O) lies in the shaded region.
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x
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Noting that p(x,t) is the probability that ( ,O) lies
in K~(x,t) and p(x+6v,t+6) is the probability that
(C,) lies in K~(x+6v,t+6), one sees that the numerator
is p(x+6v,t+6) - p(x,t) and thus, pl(x,t,v) is given by
p (x,t,v)= p(x+6v,t+6) - p(x,t)1p- p(x,t)
or, in terms of q,
pl (x,t,v)= q(xt) - q(x+6v,t+6)q(xt)
Likewise, q 1 (x,t,v) is given by
ql(x,t,v) = g(x+6v,t+6)
q(x,t)
Substituting these expressions in equation (3.2) yields
the dynamic programming equation for T, namely
(3.4) T(x,t) = inf {T(x+6,t+6)q(x+6vt+6) :Ivi < c} + 6.g(x,t)
Note that if q(xt) = 0, then ( ,O) < (x,t) almost surely
and one may set T(x,t) = 0, since the interception has
already occurred.
Before studying equation (3.4) further, let us
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transform it to a more convenient form. Define now the
new function $ for each (x,t) as
(3.5) $(x,t) = q(x,t)T(xt).
Since q is assumed given, we can obtain t from T if T
is known or T from $ if p is known (using the fact
that T(xt) = 0 when q(x,t) = 0 when necessary). For
the function $ equation (3.4) becomes
(3.6) '(xt) = inf {I(x+6v,t+6) : |lvii < c} + 6q(x,t).
We note in passing that a slight alteration of (3.6)
will account for additional velocity constraints. For
example, suppose S(x,t) is a subset of Rn for each
(x,t), which represents the possible choices of velocity
at (x,t). As long as |lvil < c for all v in S(x,t),
the derivation of (3.6) remains the same and the only
difference is that (3.6) becomes
(3.7) l(x,t) = inf {$(x+6v,t+6) : v e S(x,t)} + 6-q(x,t).
Suppose that T and hence, $ exists for the
interception problem. That is, suppose that the least
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expected time until interception from (x,t) exists for
each (xt). For example, a sufficient condition for T
to exist is the following: for each (x,t) in space-time
assume that there exists an admissable trajectory X in
C(x,t), which was defined in section 2.2, and a real
number r > t such that
(E((w), (w)) < (X(r,w),r)
for almost all w such that .(E(w),0(w)) £ (x,t).
In this case T(x,t) will exist and 0 < T(x,t) < r-t.
Thus, i exists and it must necessarily satisfy
equation (3.6). Moreover, if we know $p, then we can
determine an optimal velocity control from (3.6). To do
this, assume that for each (x,t) there is a v 0 with
iiv0 || < c and such that
(3.8) V (x+6v 0,t+6) = inf {$(x+6v,t+6) : lvi| < c}.
For each (x,t) let V0 (x,t) be one choice of v0 that
satisfies equation (3.8). Then V0 (x,t) is the velocity
to use to minimize the expected time to interception from
(x,t) if no interception has occurred before (xt).
Thus, an optimal velocity control for the problem is then
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V*, defined as
(3.9) V*(x,t,&) = V0 (x,t)
if ((0),0(W)) X (x,t), and
V*(x,t,W) = 0
if (U((),0()) < (x,t). The optimal trajectory X* in
C(x0 't0 ) corresponding to V* is the solution of the
finite difference equation,
(3.10) X*(t+6,,w) = 6V*(X(t,w),t,w) + X*(t,w)
for t > t0 with the initial condition X*(t 0 'W) = x 0
Note that the optimal velocity control V* is not
necessarily unique. Indeed, several different controls
may each yield the minimum expected time.
Having derived an optimal velocity V* from $, we
now show how to obtain ip from the dynamic programming
equation. If $ exists for the problem and if the dynamic
programming equation (3.6) has a unique solution, then 4'
must be that unique solution. Although the problem may
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have several optimal velocity controls, we now show that
the equation (3.6) has one and only one solution $ if
certain terminal conditions are specified, and we show
that the solution can be found by computing backwards
from the terminal conditions. First we do this in terms
of conventional one-parameter dynamic programming, and
then we show how the dynamic program can be interpreted
as a multi-parameter dynamic program. In the multi-
parameter interpretation one must understand the expressions
"backwards" and "terminal" in terms of the space-time order <
as we will explain.
Suppose that the function x -+ $(x,t) (denoted
4(*,t)) was given for the time t = ti. Given $(- ,t),
equation (3.6) determines $ (-,t-s). Thus, starting from
(*,ti ), one can recursively compute the functions $(-,t)
for all t such that t < ti. Remember that the unit of
time is 6 so that both t1  and t are integer multiples
of 6. Thus, it is clear that the solution $l(x,t) is
determined uniquely for all x in Rn and all times t
such as that t < t1 , if $(-,tl) is given as a terminal
condition. So far we are viewing (3.6) as an ordinary
recursive equation in the one parameter t with the
one-parameter terminal condition $(,t 1 ). However, it
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is useful to reconsider (3.6) as a multiparameter recursive
equation with the space-time parameter (x,t). The
interpretation of (3.6) as a multiparameter recursion
(or multiparameter dynamic program) stems from the fact
that for a given (y,s) in space-time, x(y,s) does
not depend on l(x,s+6) for all x but just those x
such that x = y + 6-v for some v with v|i I < c.
In particular, the computation of $ at (y,s) depends
only on the value of $ at (x,t) such that (y,s) (x,t).
If we only require to find $(y,s) for (y,s) in some
bounded region A, we only need to know $p(x,t) for (x,t)
in some other bounded region B, and not for infinitely
many spatial coordinates x. Conversely, if we are given
the value of $ at each (x,t) in a bounded region B
of space-time, then the dynamic programming equation (3.6)
determines the value of $ at all (y,s) in a largest
region A and at no other points. Note that A is also
bounded. At this point it may be helpful to refer to the
figures 3.2 and 3.3 which illustrate the sets B and the
corresponding sets A in two different cases of B for one
spatial dimension. Let us make this relationship between
B and A more explicit.
Suppose that the restriction of the function $ to B,
denoted $|B, is given. Let B0 = B and for each integer
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n > 1 let B be the set of (y,s) such that
- n
(y+6v,s+6) lies in Bn-l for all v such that
I vi| < c. Then from (3.6), as remarked above, $PIBn
depends just on $|Bn-1. Thus, given $pB to start with,
one can determine uniquely $JA, where A = Bn Note
n>l
that A is the largest region in space-time for which one
can determine the value of Y starting from just iB.
Note also that if B is bounded, then so is A and also,
B = 0 for all n larger than some finite n0 '
The values of $ given on a region B, namely $pJB,
is called a terminal condition for the dynamic program --
it is the multiparameter generalization of the terminal
condition $(',t 1 ), but B can contain space-time points
at different times. Physically, B is a region in
space-time at which we know the minimum expected time to
go to interception, and hence, at which we know $JB.
In the next section we demonstrate how to determine the
terminal condition in the case of one spatial dimension.
Starting from a given terminal condition, one calculates
backward with respect to the space-time order relation using
the dynamic programming equation (3.6). Hence, we call this
method of computation a multiparameter backward recursion.
The following section investigates the multiparameter
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recursion in more detail for the case of one spatial
dimension, and by means of a particular example it
illustrates more clearly the idea of a terminal set and
a multiparameter backward recursion with respect to the
space-time order relation. Chapter 3 generalizes these
ideas to p.o. sets and shows that the dynamic program has
a unique solution given a terminal condition.
2.4 Solution of Dynamic Prograrming Equation for One
Spatial Dimension
In order to clarify further the nature of the multi-
parameter recursive equation (3.6) and to indicate the
effectiveness of such a multiparameter recursion, this
section investigates equation (3.6) for the case of one
spatial dimension and solves a specific example in this
case. For simplicity assume that c = 1 and 6 = 1, and
allow the velocity to take only the values, +1, 0, -1.
This last restriction makes the spatial variable discrete
as well as the time variable. Thus, the parameter space
is Z2 = Z x Z instead of R x Z, and it is natural to
assume that (x0,t0 ), the initial location of the
receiver, lies in Z2 and that the random variable
(E,O) takes its values in Z2 a
To guarantee the existence of solutions of (3.6)
ill
let us assume that q(x 1 ,tl) = 0 for some space-time
point (x,t) in Z2. By definition of q this
means that
P({(,6) < (x 1,t)}) = 1
or in other words, (E,O) < (x 1,t) almost surely.
Physically, this means that the signal will be sure to
reach the spatial position x1 by time t 1 . Thus, if
a receiver starts at the space-time point (x0,t0 ) it
can be sure to intercept the signal by moving at maximum
speed to the spatial position x1  and waiting until
time ti. Using this policy, the receiver is guaranteed
that its time of interception is no greater than
t0 + t 1-t 01 + 1xl-x 01. Consequently, the least expected
time T(x0,t0) to interception from (x0,t0) must
exist and
T(x0,t0) < t 1-t 01 + |x 1-x 01.
It follows that $l(x0,t0 ) = q(x0 ,t0)T(x0 ,t0 ) exists, and
the function $ must satisfy (3.6) as we showed in the
previous section.
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Having shown the existence of ip, we now show how
to calculate a terminal condition for this 9, which one
can then use with equation (3.6) to calculate the function $
everywhere. The terminal set B we shall use is the set
defined by
(4.1) B = {(y,s) :y-xlt = Is-t1-ul, S < t1 , u = 0,1}.
Actually, we find the terminal condition first for the
larger set B' = {(y,s) (y,s) / (x1,t1 )}. The sets B
and B' are illustrated by figure 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.
Note that B C B'.
To calculate the correct values of $ in the region B'
we show that q(x,t) and f(x,t) only depend on one
parameter and thus, we are able to calculate therm with
a simple one-parameter recursion. In the region B1 ,
defined as the set of points (x,t) such that
t+x > t1+xl, the functions q and $ depend only on
t-x. Likewise, in the region BIy, defined as the set
of (x,t) such that t-x > t1-xl, these functions, derend
only on t+x. Figure 4.3 illustrates the sets B and B ,
the set B' is the union BI U B 1.
Intuitively, BI and B are space-time regions
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in which it is always an optimal policy for the receiver
to head toward x1 at maximum speed. In BI one uses
the velocity v = -1, in B one uses the velocity
v = +1, and in the intersection B1 /\ B11  one can use
any velocity since the signal has already been inter-
cepted in that region. Using these optimal control
velocities in the dynamic programming equation (3.6),
we obtain the recursive relation
(4.2) P(x,t) = $(x-1,t+l) + q(xt)
for (x,t) in region BI, and the relation
(4.3) $(x,t) = P(x+1,t+l) + q(x,t)
for (x,t) in B11. In the intersection B /3 B( 1 we
must have $ = 0. To turn these equations into one-parameter
recursive equations, we must show that q(x,t) = q(x',t')
when t-x = t'-x' for (x,t) and (x',t') in B or
when t+x = t'+x' for (xt) and (x',t') in B1I.
Suppose that (x,t) and (x',t') are in B and
t-x = t'-x'. Without loss of generality, suppose that
x'+t' > x+t, and hence, (x,t) < (x',t') as illustrated
in figure 4.3. Then q(x,t)-q(x',t') is the probability
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that ( ,O) < (x',t') and ((,O) $ (x,t). The region
{(y,s) (y,s) < (x',t'), (y,s) x (x,t)} is illustrated
in figure 4.3; note that it is contained in BI and hence
in B'. We have assumed q(xl,t,) = 0 so that
P({( ,6) F B'}) = 0. It follows that
P({,(5,) < (x',t'), ( ,0) / (x,t)}) and hence that
q(x,t)-q(x',t') = 0. Thus, q(x,t) depends only on t-x
when (x,t) lies in BI. Similarly, q(xt) depends
only on t+x when (x,t) lies in B . Note that for
(x,t) in B1Cn B11 we have q(x,t) = 0.
Let q(t-x) = q(x,t) for (x,t) in B and let
q 1 (t+x) = q(x,t) in Byy. Then one can rewrite the
equations (4.2) and (4.3) as
(4.4) $(x,t) = $(x-1,t+l) + q(t-x)
for (x,t) in BI, and
(4.5) $(x,t) = $(x+1,t+l) + g y(t+x)
for (x,t) in Bii. Equations (4.4) and (4.5) can be
used to compute $ recursively in regions B and B
given that 9p = 0 in the intersection B f1 B . IfI II
$y and .$II are given by the recursive equations
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(4.6) $p(r-2) + $p(r) + q(r)
for r < t - x + 1, and
(4.7) 4'11(r-2) = $'II(r) + q(r)
for r < t + x + 1, together with the terminal conditions
41$(t 1 -x 1 ) = VI (t 1-x +1) = 0 and $ II(t1+x1 ) =
Vy1 (t 1 +x1+1) = 0, then it is not hard to see that
$(xt) = $I(t-x) and $(xt) = $ I(t+x) satisfy the
equations (4.4) and (4.5). Clearly, (4.4) and (4.5)
determine $ uniquely in regions BI and B I given
that V = 0 in the intersection. Thus, we can determine
$ uniquely in the region B' via the one-parameter
equations (4.6) and (4.7). In this way we have determined
the terminal condition for the dynamic program.
Instead of considering the terminal condition on
the infinite set B' or even the infinite set B defined
by (4.1), let us consider the terminal condition on the
following finite subsets of B. Define the sets Bm,n as
(4.8) B = {(y,s):t -x -m < s-y,# 1+x 1 -n < s+y,(y,s) e B}m,n 111+
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for all nonnegative integers m and n. The set B7 ,10
is illustrated in figure 4.4. To calculate the values
$ (y,s) for (y,s) in Bm,n one must use (4.6) to
calculate m steps backward from r = t1 - x and one must
use (4.7) to calculate n steps backward from r = t1 + x.
From the terminal condition |Bpm,n one can use (3.6)
and calculate $(xt) for all (x,t) such that
(4.9) t 1 - x 1 - M < t - x < t1 - xy,
t + x1 + n < t + x < t1 + x .
Let A denote the set of (x,t) described by (4.9)
m,n
(figure 4.4 shows the set Am,n corresponding to B m,n).
With the aid of the sets A and B it is possible
mn,n m,n
now to describe the two-parameter recursive calculation
of ip(x,t) for (x,t) such that (x,t) < (x1 ,t1 ).
Having already calculated $|IBmn above from (4.6)
and (4.7), one may calculate $Amn by computing
$|B n, I$B 2 , ..., |PBmN sequentially fromin,n in,n m,
equation (3.6) such that A = B B ... fB ,
m,n m,n m.,n m,n
as discussed in section 2.3 and illustrated in figure 3.3.
However, another option is available once P|Am,n is
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computed. (Refer to figure 4.5 in the following dis-
cussion.) Suppose one next wishes to calculate
$|Am+ 1,n. Then first use $|Bm,n in equation (4.6)
to find $|IBm+1,n. Note that to do this requires
using the one-parameter recursion (4.6) only once,
using only one value of $(x,t) for (x,t) in
B mn- B m2n Next, the calculation of $lA + 1 -A ,n
from PjBm+1,n and Am,In requires only the one value
of $lBm+l,n, namely $|Bm+1,n-Bm,n, and the m values
of $|A , namely $jA -A . This calculation
m,n m,n m-1,n Ti aclto
requires using m times. Putting $ Am+1,n-Am,n
togehter with the previously calculated $jA m,n one
has the new result $|Am+l,n. In a similar fashion,
one can calculate PA m,n+1 from $|Bm,n and $IAm,n
using (4.7) and (3.6). Thus, in calculating $(x,t)
for (x,t) < (x1 ,t1 ) one is free to choose the sequence
(mv ,n) for positive integers v, and calculate
A from $A n successively for each v.
The sequence {(m ,n ) v > 11 is arbitrary except that
(m1 ,n 1 ) = (1,1), and for each v either
(mv+,n v+1) =(mv+11'n ) or (mv+1 ,nV+1 )= (m ,n V+1*
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Figure 4.6 illustrates one such choice of sequence and
the successive calculation of 4. The freedom to choose
how to carry out the recursive calculation is one major
characteristic of multiparameter recursive calculations.
The space-time order relation defines a precedence
relation for the computation of $ in the sense described
by Chan (1976). That is, to compute V at the point
(x,t) one must first compute $, at the points (y,s)
for which (x,t) < (y,s). Thus, if (x,t) and (y,s)
are two space-time points, and if (x,t) < (y,s), then
it is necessary to compute $(y,s) before computing
$(x,t). If neither (x,t) < (y,s) nor (x,t) > (y,s),
then $(x,t) and $(y,s) can be computed simultaneously
or in parallel. This precedence relation in computation
and parallelism in computation is a general property of
the more general problem described in chapter 3. Note
that one advantage of a multiparameter point of view is
that we may use the multiparameter structure to construct
efficient algorithms.
After this lengthy discussion of the general calcu-
lation of 4 from (3.6) in the case of one spatial
1More exactly, at the points (y,s) for which s = t+l,
and for which y = x+l,x,x-1.
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dimension, let us finish by illustrating the calculation
with a specific example. In addition to the assumptions
made at the beginning of the chapter, assume that q(u,v)
is given by
2 2 2 2 4(4.10) q(u,v) = 1 - v u (3v -4vu +2u)
and that q(x,t) is given in terms of q as
-t - x + 10 t + x -10(4.11) q(x,t) = q( 20 ' 20
for (x,t) lying in the square defined by
(4.12) -10 < t - x < 10
10 < t + x < 30
Note that q(10,20) = 0. See figure 4.7 for the tabulation
of q(x,t). In figure 4.8 we have tabluated the values of
$(x,t) in the region defined by (4.12). The set B20 ,-20
is denoted by points marked "x" in figure 4.8; the
remaining points form the set A-20 ,-20. Finally, in
figure 4.9 we have drawn the optimal velocity vector field
that one obtains from solving (3.8) as described in
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section 2.3. In addition, figure 4.9 shows some optimal
trajectories from points within the region described by
(4.12). The least expected time to interception appears
beside each trajectory.
2.5 Conclusion to chapter 2
In this chapter we have seen how the signal inter-
ception problem, formulated originally as a one-parameter
problem, can also be interpreted naturally as a two-parameter
problem. Instead of specially distinguishing the time
variable from the spatial variable, we treated both together
as a two dimensional parameter, space-time. The success
of this two-parameter treatment depends on the structure
of the original problem -- in particular, the original
problem must be able to fit into a partial order framework.
In the next chapter we will describe this particular frame-
work in more detail and generality, but for now let us
note that the p.o. formulation has two basic requirements:
(1) one must be able to formulate the problem as a
sequential stopping problem for sequential processes
monotonically increasing in a p.o. set (e.g., this is
automatically true for any trajectory in space-time which
travels slower than the speed of the signal);
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(2) one must be able to express the information
available for decision-making as an increasing family of
a-fields indexed by the p.o. set (e.g., this is automatically
true in space-time if one assumes that information cannot
propagate faster than the given signal speed c).
In the next chapter we show that many different
problems can be formulated according to (1). Likewise,
the requirement (2) is reasonable for many problems, and
we discuss what it means intuitively in chapter 3. Note
that (2) defines exactly what Ho and Chu (1972) call a
partially nested information structure in their study
of team decision problems. We discuss their work in the
next chapter.
Given the abstract partial order structure, we find
that many of the features of the signal interception
problem remain true in the general case. Specifically,
there is a general version of the dynamic program (3.6)
which can be solved uniquely given a terminal condition
similar to the multiparameter terminal condition described
in section 2.3. The solution is computed by backward
recursion with respect to the partial order relation and
we find that the partial order defines a precedence relation
for computation at comparable points (comparable points
with respect to the partial order) and that incomparable
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points can be computed in parallel just as for the
space-time example of this chapter.
On the other hand, the solution of section 2.4 does
not extend to general p.o. structures. Indeed, we are
not able to compute the terminal condition in the signal
interception problem if the spatial dimension is greater
than 1. The reason for this is the peculiar structure
of the space-time partial order relation. For one spatial
dimension, the space-time order is equivalent to a
coordinate-wise partial order defined on a subset of R
as one can see by rotating the time and space axis 450.
For n spatial dimensions where n > 1 the space-time
order is not equivalent to a coordinate-wise ordering of
Rn+l -- indeed, for n > 1 the partially ordered space-
time is not even a lattice (as it would have to be if it
were order isomorphic to the coordinate-wise ordering of
Rn+1R nl).
Although the solution of section 2.4 does not
generalize to higher dimensional space-time problems, this
solution does have an extension to problems which have the
p.o. structure of coordinate-wise ordering of Rn. However,
we will not discuss this generalization any further.
Many researchers have found the special structure of the
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coordinate-wise ordering of Rn attractive for defining
and studying multiparameter systems. Much of this work
has centered around the particular case n = 2 with the
goal of developing efficient algorithms for processing
images. For example, Woods and Radewan (1977) discuss
some computationally efficient extensions of Kalman
filtering, a one-parameter recursive estimation algorithm,
to two-parameter random fields. Other work has been done
on extending concepts from time series analysis (e.g.
autoregressive moving average models) to recursive
two-parameter random fields. See Larrimore (1977) for
a general discussion.
For a general survey of work in multiparameter
systems see Bose (1977). Willsky (1976) gives a general
survey of recent work in two-parameter recursive systems
for which recursion is defined in terms of the
2
coordinate-wise ordering of R
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CHAPTER 3
STOPPING PROBLEMS WITH PARTIALLY NESTED INFOPMATION
Section 3.1. Introduction
The signal interception problem of chapter 2 can be
generalized greatly in terms of stochastic processes
indexed by p.o. sets and adapted to a family of a-fields
increasing with respect to the p.o. relation on the index
*
set. This chapter presents such a generalization:
stopping problems with partially nested information struc-
ture. In terms of the p.o. set terminology of section 1.2
the abstract stopping problem is to choose an increasing
trajectory in a p.o. set in such a way that it minimizes
a terminal cost exacted at the last point of the trajectory.
What distinguishes this problem from conventional stopping
problems is the causality constraint discussed in
section 2.2, generalized to p.o. sets. Tn the general
case this constraint requires that decisions made at a
point of the trajectory depend on the information available
at that point. What is novel is that the information
varies from point to point in a particular way compatible
with the structure of the partially ordered set.
*
Refer to chapter 1, section 1.2 for the pertinent
definitions.
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Specifically, the available information is represented
by an increasing family of a-fields indexed by the p.o.
set. Ho and Chu (1972) have coined the term partially
nested information to describe this situation and we adhere
to their terminology.
To avoid technical complications in the formulation
of the stopping problem with partially nested information
we consider only p.o. time sets which are discrete and
bounded as we now explain.
A p.o. set (T,<) is discrete if it is countable and
if the set {s : r < s < t} is finite for each r and t
in T. The p.o. set (T,<) is discrete and bounded above
(or just discrete bounded) if the set {s : t < s} is
finite for each t in T.
A time t in T is called a terminal time if there
is no s in T such that t < s. In other words, the
terminal times are the maximal upper bounds with respect
to the partial order. If (T,<) is discrete bounded then
for each s in T there is a terminal time t such that
s < t. This property of discrete bounded time sets leads
to the following useful induction principle.
Induction Principle for discrete bounded time sets
Suppose that (T,<) is a discrete bounded partially
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ordered set and suppose that P(t) is a logical
proposition for each t in T. Further suppose that
(1) P(t) is true for all terminal times t in T;
(2) if P(s) is true for all s in T such that
t < s, then P(t) is also true.
Then P(t) is true for all t in T.
Proof
Call s an immediate successor of t and write
s < t if s < t and there is no r such that s < r < t,
Let T0  denote the set of all terminal times in T and
define Tn+l as the set of all immediate successors of
T n. That is,
T = {s : s <- t t e T n}n+1 n
for n > 0. If T is discrete
in T there is a terminal time
Moreover, the set {r : s < r <
n members. Then it is not hard
to T . Thus, T =U {Tn : n >
and bounded.
bounded then for every s
t such that s < t.
t} is finite; say it has
to see that s belongs
01 if T is discrete
Let Pn be the proposition that P(t) for all t
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in T . Then (1) implies that P0  is true, and (2) implies
n0
that Pn+1 is true if Pn is true. According to the
ordinary principle of mathematical induction, it follows
that Pn is true for all n > 0. Consequently, P(t)
is true for all t in T. ///
Note that this inductive principle is a formalization
of the multiparameter backward recursion described in
sections 2.3 and 2.4.
As an example of discrete bounded time sets, consider
the multiparameter ordering of Z2 , the Cartesian product
Z x Z of the integers Z. The set Z2 is discrete but
not bounded. The set {(x,y) : (x,y) e Z 2 (xy) < (1,1)1
is discrete bounded, but the set {(x,y) : (x,y) c Z 2 X <
is discrete but not bounded. Another set which is discrete
bounded is {(x,y) : (x,y) e Z2 , x+y < 1}. These sets
are illustrated in figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 respectively.
The case of unbounded (but discrete) time sets may
be treated by adding a few reasonable assumptions to the
stopping problem as we note in the concluding section 3.5.
The case of nondiscrete (i.e. continuous parameter) time
is more difficult and unsolved at the present time. In
the concluding chapter 5 of part I we discuss the problems
involved in the continuous case.
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After presenting the general abstract stopping problem
with partially nested information in section 3.2, we
discuss the intuitive meaning behind the various assumptions
made in the abstract formulation in order to indicate
what physical problems might fit into the framework of
the general stopping problem. In this context we discuss
the analogy between our stopping problem and an optimal
control problem. Moreover, we note the dual control
aspects of the stopping problem regarded as a dual control
problem in the sense of Fel'dbaum (1960). To clarify the
special information structure of our stopping problem
we discuss the partially nested information structure
defined by Ho and Chu (1972) in their study of team
decision problems.
Next in section 3.2 we define a general space-time
partial order relation and show how the signal interception
problem of chapter 2 fits into the general framework of
the stopping problem with partially nested information.
This discussion of the space-time interception problem
helps illustrate the special structure of the stopping
problem. Although many examples fit into the general
framework, some simple examples do not. As we discuss,
simple sequential decision problems without perfect
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memory do not satisfy the basic assumption of partially
nested information. Witsenhausen (1968, 1971) has
considered such counterexamples and the general difficulty
presented by such "nonclassical" information structures
as for example, imperfect memory.
After discussing the space-time interception problem,
we present a quite different problem concerning the
optimal exploration for oil or mineral resources. This
problem fits easily into the general framework when the
p.o. relation is defined as set inclusion on subsets of
the region to be explored.
In section 3.3 we present the dynamic programming
solution of the stopping problem with partially nested
information. This dynamic program is the generalization
of (2.3.6) to the p.o. set case. Although Bertele and
Brioschi (1972) have considered nonserial dynamic
programming -- dynamic programming in cases for which the
"time" is not linearly ordered or serial, they do not
consider the particular nonserial case of partially
ordered time. The assumption of p.o. time and partially
nested information creates a backward recursive structure
which Bertele and Brioschi do not have in the cases they
consider. Backward recursion is best described in terms
of the induction principle for p.o. sets we presented above.
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Starting from terminal times, one solves the dynamic
programming equation by working backward with respect to
the partial order. The backward recursive structure of
the dynamic program for our problem facilitates efficient
computation by indicating clearly what computations must
precede others and what computations may be done in
parallel. In our problem the p.o. relation on the time
coincides with the precedence relation for computation
as described by Chan (1976).
The proof of the necessity that the optimal cost
function satisfies the dynamic program equation
(Theorem 3.1) is very similar to the serial dynamic
programming case as described in Bellman (1957) for
example. The properties of the serial dynamic program
generally hold for the p.o. dynamic program. Thus, we
have a necessary and sufficient characterization of the
optimal decision functions in terms of the dynamic program
for the optimal cost (Corollary 3.2). Although there may
be several different optimal decision functions which
solve one stopping problem, for given terminal conditions
there is only one optimal cost function which solves the
dynamic program equation (Theorem 3.3). To complete
section 3.3 we solve a general version of the signal
interception problem of chapter 2 using the general
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dynamic program.
In section 3.4 we discuss the work of Haggstrom (1966).
He developed the stopping problem with partially nested
information structure in the special case when the p.o.
time set is a tree. We briefly describe Haggstrom's
work and then discuss its relation to our own. Finally,
in section 3.5 we conclude this chapter and discuss
possible extensions.
3.2 Stopping problem with partially nested information
structure
Let us formally define the stopping problem with
partially nested information structure before discussing
its intuitive meaning. To avoid technical complications
which are not essential to the basic development of our
stopping problem, we assume that the partially ordered
time set (T,<) is discrete bounded. In the conclusion
of part I we discuss the significance of the discrete
bounded hypothesis and indicate how one might extend the
theory to more general time sets, particularly to discrete
unbounded time sets and time sets like Rn which have a
topological structure.
*
See section 3.4 for a precise definition.
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Assume that {Ft : t e T} is an increasing family
of a-fields with respect to the underlying probability
space (P,I,F) and the partially ordered set (T,<).
We call T the time set and {Ft : t C T} the information
structure for the problem.
A cost function or terminal cost c is a mapping
from T x Q into the extended real numbers R* = R %) {+00}
such that for each t in T the random variable w - c(t,w)
is Ft-measurable. We often suppress the w in c(t,w)
and let c(t) denote the random variable w -+ c(t,w).
We want to express expectations like E(c(t)) and yet
allow for c(t) to take the value +m. Therefore, let
us assume that the negative part of c(t) is absolutely
integrable. That is,
(2.13) E(|c(t)|-lc(t) <0) <
for each t in T. As always, 1A denotes the indicator
function of the subset A of Q. With (2.13) we may
always interpret E(c(t)) as an element of R*.
A constraint set is a collection {Ct : t e T} of
random functions mapping Q into subsets of T such that
for each t in T we have
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(2.14) for all w, t, s e Ct (w) implies t < s,
(2.15) for all w, Ct(W) 0 0,
(2.16) for each subset C of T the set {w : Ct(W) = C}
is Ft-measurable.
Corresponding to {Ct : t e T} is the class D
of admissable decision functions which is the set of all
maps $ from T x Q into T such that
(2.17) for all t in T and w in Q, $(t,w) c C '(),
(2.18) for all t and s in T, {w : $(t,w) < s} is
F t-measurable.
To state the stopping problem requires a preliminary
definition. For $ in D define $0 as 0 (tw) = t
for all t and w. Then define $n+l in terms of $n
as n+1 (t,W) = ($ n+l(tw),w). Properties (2.17) and
(2.14) imply that t < $(t,w) for all t and w. Thus,
the sequence {$n (tr) : n > 0} is entirely contained in
{s : t < sI and clearly, $n (t,w) < n+1 (to) for each
n > 0. Since T is discrete bounded, the set {s t < s}
and hence also {$n(t,w) : n > 01 is finite. It follows
that we must have n+1 (tu) = $n(t,w) for some n
depending only on t. If k > n, it is clear from the
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definition of $k that k (tow) = $(tw) for all k > n.
Thus, we have for each t and w that {$n (t,w) : n > 0}
possesses a well-defined limit which we denote 4, (t,w).
To denote the random function w + $,(t,w) we will
suppress the w and write $(t). In section 4.1 of the
next chapter we will see that the random function $,(t)
is a stopping time on the p.o. set T in the sense of
section 1.2. In fact, the function $,(t) has more
structure than a general stopping time -- for example,
the optional sampling theorem is true for this particular
stopping time, as we also show in section 4.1. Indeed,
in chapter 4 we define the class of reachable stopping times
as those stopping times which can be written as $,(t)
for some decision function 5. Remarkably, we find that
all stopping times defined for the two-parameter p.o. set
with the probability structure discussed in chapter 1 are
reachable in this sense. Returning to the present chapter,
we can now define the general stopping problem with partially
nested information structure.
The stopping problem for the partially nested
information structure {Ft : t e T} is to find for a
given initial time 0 in T an optimal decision function
$, in D such that
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(2.19) E(c($*(O))0F) < E(c($(O)) F )
for all # in D.
The assumptions we have made about c, T and D
guarantee that c($w(t)) is integrable for each t in T
and $ in D, although the integral may be +w. To see
this let cn(t, ) denote c($n(t,wo), ). We defined
n+l(to) = $($n(t,w) ,o), but it should be clear that
($n (t,o),W) = $ ($(t,o),w). Thus, c n+(t,w) = c ((t,w),W)
for n > 0, where c0 is just c. For n > 0 we can
n+l
express c as
(2.20) cn+l (tw) = cn (s,w)lg(tu)=s*
t<s
Note that (2.18) implies that 1g(t~o)=s is F t-measurable
and hence, F-measurable for each t and s. In addition,
the discrete boundedness of T implies that the sum over s
in (2.20) is a finite sum. Thus, if cn(t) is F-measurable
and if the negative part of cn (t) is absolutely integrable
for each t in T, then the same holds true for cn+1
Since c 0(t) = c(t) is F-measurable and has an absolutely
integrable negative part, (2.20) implies this is true of
cn for all n > 0.
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For each t in T there is an integer n > 0
such that $(t) = $n(t). In that case, c($ (t)) = cn (t)
and one sees that c($ (t)) is F-measurable and the
negative part of c($ (t)) is absolutely integrable.
Thus, the expectation and conditional expectations of
c($(t) ) are well-defined, although perhaps infinite.
Having defined mathematically the stopping problem
with partially nested information structure, let us now
explain the intuitive content of this definition.
To begin with, we examine the problem as a discrete
time optimal control problem. For the sake of comparison,
consider the following conventional discrete time optimal
control problem. The integer variable n plays the role
of time in this problem and 0 < n < N. Suppose that
c maps RP into R1 and f maps RP x Rq into RP.
For a given initial state x0 in RP the optimal
control problem is to find a mapping y from RP into
Rq such that c(x(N)) is minimum when
(2.21) x(n+l) = f(x(n),u(n)), 0 < n < N-1
(2.22) x(O) = x0'
u(n) = y(x(n)), 0 < n < N-1(2.23)
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The values u(n) are called controls and y is the
control law. The function f represents the dynamical
system and c is the terminal cost Thus, the problem
is to steer the deterministic process {x(n) : 0 < n < N}
by means of the control law y so as to minimize the
terminal cost of the process, c(x(N)). If one neglects
for a moment the probabilistic aspects of the stopping
problem, one sees that the stopping problem is just such
an optimal control problem. Indeed, the function $ in D
serves as the control law steering the process {t(n) 0 < n}
which is defined by
(2.24) t(n+l) = u(n)
(2.25) t(0) = 0
(2.26) u(n) = $(t(n)).
We have suppressed the w-dependence in writing t(n) and
$(t(n)) to emphasize the similarity to (2.21), (2.22) and
(2.23). The initial time 0 corresponds to x0 in (2.22).
The decision function $ corresponds to the function
x -+ y(x) mapping the state space RP into the control
space Rq. Note that instead of requiring the process
{t(n) 0 < n} to obey some particular dynamical relation
as {x(n) : 0 < n < N} obeys (2.21), we have required that
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$ belong to the set D of admissable decision functions
satisfying properties (2.17) and (2.18). The choice of
a particular constraint set {Ct : t C T} corresponds
to the choice of a particular dynamic relation (2.21).
As an example of the correspondence between the
stopping problem and the optimal control problem, consider
the one-parameter stopping time problem with T being
{0,1,2,...n}. In the usual formulation of the one-parameter
stopping time problem, one looks for a stopping time T
on T such that the expected terminal cost E(c(T)) is
minimized. By defining $ so that
(2.27) $(t,&) = t if T(O) < t
= t+1 if T(w) > t,
one sees that the usual one-parameter stopping time
problem can be formulated in the optimal control problem
framework. The function $ in (2.27) is a control law
that steers the times t(n), defined as in (2.24), (2.26)
to the optimum final time T. Note that $ has the right
measurability property (2.18) -- if T is a stopping time
with respect to {F t E T}, then w -+ $(to) is
F t-measurable for each t. Thus, the one-parameter stopping
time problem is a stopping problem with partially nested
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information as we have defined it. Note also that
0o
T(W) = $ (0,w).
The interpretation of the stopping problem as an
optimal control problem is essential. For the case of
one-parameter time the control interpretation is
equivalent to the original stopping time problem. For
general partially ordered time sets the optimal control
interpretation is not equivalent to the usual stopping
time interpretation for general stopping times on p.o.
sets as defined in section 1.2. The reason for this non-
equivalence is closely related to the failure of the
optional sampling theorem for general stopping times
defined on p.o. sets. In section 4.1 of the next chapter
we investigate this problem further. We find that if we
restrict ourselves to the class of reachable stopping times,
briefly mentioned earlier in this section, then the problem
of minimizing the expectation E(c(T)) for reachable
stopping times T such that 0 < T, is equivalent to the
stopping problem with partially nested information that
we have defined in this section. If we try to minimize
E(c(T)) with respect to all stopping times T defined on
a p.o. set, then we find that the problem is much more
difficult (e.g. we lose the dynamic programming solution).
Moreover, it is possible that a general stopping time will
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yield a smaller expected terminal cost than any reachable
stopping time, or equivalently, than any decision function.
A simple example of this is presented in section 4.1.
In the latter half of this section we argue that in many
circumstances the decision function formulation is the
natural formulation for some optimization problems, and
that in these cases one would not want to allow general
stopping times on p.o. sets but only reachable stopping
times which corresponded to decision functions. In the
conclusion of part I in chapter 5 we discuss problems
in which the more general stopping time formulation is
desirable and for which decision functions and reachable
stopping times are not sufficient.
Having shown how the stopping problem is like the
optimal control problem, we must now show how it is
different.
The difference arises in the particular probabilistic
structure of the problem. Consider the optimal control
problem set forth in (2.21), (2.22), (2.23) and the
stopping problem set forth in (2.24), (2.25), (2.26).
In both problems let us refer to the variables n as
the stage so that we can talk about the n-th stage of
either problem and avoid confusing partially ordered
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time in the stopping problem with ordinary linear time
in the optimal control problem. In the conventional
stochastic optimal control problem one introduces an
increasing family of a-fields {Fn : 0 < n} indexed by
the stage, so that Fn represents the information
available for the control decision at the n-th stage of
the problem. That is, one requires that the control
u(n), now a random variable, be F n-measurable for each
stage n. In our stopping problem, on the other hand,
the information does not depend on the stage n but
rather the position t(n) at stage n. In other words,
the information available for the control decision at
stage n is the a-field F t(n) We will show in chapter 4
that t(n) defined by (2.24), (2.25), (2.26) in our
stopping problem is a stopping time, and in fact, a
reachable stopping time for any decision function c e D
in (2.26). Moreover, Ft(n) is defined in terms of the
stopping time t(n) and the a-fields {Ft : t C T} as
in section 2.2. One might think to let the increasing
a-fields {Ft(n) : 0 < n} in the optimal stopping problem
correspond to {Fn : 0 < n} in the optimal control problem,
but there is an important distinction. The a-fields
{Ft(n) : 0 < n} depend on the decision function $
whereas the a-fields {Fn : 0 < n} are independent of
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the control law y. Another way of saying this is the
the following: going from stage n to n+l in the
optimal control problem, the new information at stage n+l
does not depend on what we do at stage n; but in the
stopping problem, the new information at stage n+l does
depend on where in T we decide to go.
Although the stopping problem differs from the con-
ventional optimal stochastic control problem with regard
to information structure, it is similar to the so-called
dual control problems introduced by Fel'dbaum (1960).
The dual control problem is an optimal stochastic control
problem in which the information available at stage n
depends on the control decisions taken up to stage n.
In this problem the control plays the dual role of
optimally regulating the controlled process on the one
hand, and obtaining information on the other. Often,
the two roles conflict so that new information is bought
at the expense of optimal control and conversely.
As we saw above, in the stopping problem at stage n
information depends on the position t(n) in T; and
this position is a function of the control decision
represented by $ in (2.24). Thus, the stopping problems
are a subclass of dual control problems.
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Although the information structure for the stopping
problem is more complex than for the conventional optimal
stochastic control problem, this information structure
has special structure induced by the partially ordered
time set. We now discuss this special structure, the
so-called partially nested information structure.
Ho and Chu (1972) introduced the term partially
nested information structure to define a class of solvable
team decision problems. The team decision problem,
described in Radner (1962) or Marschak and Radner (1972)
for example, is to minimize an expected cost which depends
on the decisions of several decision makers who do not
necessarily have the same information on which to base
their decisions. By having different information for
different decision makers,the team problem is more
challenging than the ordinary optimization problem, but
by having only a single cost to optimize, it is less
*
difficult than a game problem. To facilitate the
solution of their team decision problem, Ho and Chu
assume a particular relationship between decision makers
or agents as they are called and the information of each
agent. Suppose A is a finite set of agents. Between
*
Game in the sense of the von Neumann - Morgenstern
(1944) theory.
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each agent there is a precedence relation denoted
i{j for i and j in A and interpreted to mean
that the decision of i affects the information of j.
Ho and Chu assume that { has three properties:
(1) i{i never occurs for i in A; (2) if if{j
then one does not have j{i; (3) if i{j and j{k,
then i{k. It is clear that these properties are very
close to those properties of the partially ordered set
in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). In fact, if one defines
i < j as the relation "i{j or i=j" then (A,<) is
a partially ordered set as defined in section 2.1.
Having established a precedence relation for the
set of agents, Ho and Chu next assign a a-field F.,
the information set, to each agent i. The team problem
has a partially nested information structure if i{j
implies F. C F. for each agent i and j. Thus,1J
a partially nested information structure is equivalent
to saying that the a-fields {F. : i e Al are increasing
with respect to the partial order defined by the pre-
cedence relation. Intuitively, the information structure
is partially nested if each agent i has the information
of all those agents j whose decisions may affect the
information of i.
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The specific partially nested information structure
and even the existence of such a structure depends on
the problem at hand. In concluding this section, we
present two examples of problems which naturally require
the partially nested information structure. We first
reconsider the space-time problem of chapter one and
indicate how that problem fits into the general frame-
work presented in this section.
A more
for sets T
(X, d) is a
x, y in X
that (y,s)
(2.28)
general, space-time order relation is possible
which are finite subsets of X x R for which
metric space with distance function d. For
and t, s in R one generalizes (1.1) so
< (x,t) if
s < t
d(xy) < It-st.
Such a generalization can model signals propagating
through an inhomogeneous medium for which d(x,y) is
the least time for a signal to travel between two points
x and y in the medium. For example-, consider light
travelling in a medium whose index of refraction varies
in space but not in time.
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Associated with the partially ordered space-time
(X x R, <) is an increasing family {F (x,t)I of a-fields
which naturally represent the information restrictions in
a space-time problem. Intuitively, one can understand
this as follows. Assume that (1) information can be sent
from a space point x to another space point y in a
minimum amount of time d(x,y) > 0, and (2) received
information is not forgotten. The a-field F(x,t)
represents all information available at space point x
up to time t. Thus, it includes information from all
signals that arrive at x at times before t (since
there is no forgetting). If (x,t) < (y,s), then a
signal sent from x at time t will arrive at y at
time t + d(x,y) which is before s. In this signal
we send all the information available at x up to time t
so that it becomes available to y up to time s. This
last assertion is the intuitive statement of the mathe-
matical relation F(x,t) C F ,s). Thus, the increasing
property of the a-fields follows from
(1) the speed limit on sending information
and (2) the perfect memory of the receiver.
The requirement of perfect memory may seem unimportant
but it is an essential assumption without which the
increasing property of the a-fields may fail. This
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happens even in the simple case when (T,<) is totally
ordered. For example, let T be the integers and suppose
that {xt : t c T} is a stochastic process. Define Ft
to be the smallest a-field for which xt'xt-l'''''Xt-n
are measurable. The fixed finite integer n represents
a finite memory capacity. The extreme case n = 0 is the
memoryless situation, and the infinite case n = o
represents perfect memory. For finite memories it is
clear that in general one can have F$t Ft+1'
Witsenhausen (1968, 1971) has discussed such counter-
examples and the general difficulty presented by non-
classical information structures in stochastic optimal
control problems. Classical information structures
are those represented by sequentially ordered, increasing
families of a-fields -- the perfect memory situation
mentioned above. Thus, the partially ordered, but still
increasing families of a-fields, assumed by Ho and Chu
(1972) and by our stopping problem are examples of
nonclassical information structures. However, this
class of nonclassical information structure (that is,
partially nested information structures) is simpler
to handle than say, the nonclassical structure
represented by finite memory, which is not partially
nested. Recently, nonclassical information considerations
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have become important in systems theory, particularly in
the context of decentralized control. The decentralized
control problem is essentially a team problem in which
the agents must act with only local information of the
state of the entire system. Thus, the information
restrictions on the problem are as important as the
dynamic equations and the optimality criterion. In
chapter 5 we will use the example of decentralized control
problems to illuminate the difference between reachable
stopping times and general stopping times on p.o. sets.
Returning to the space-time example, we note how
the interception problem of chapter 2 fits into the
general framework of the present section. We have already
seen how the information structure is partially nested in
the space-time example. Note that for the interception
problem the information was particularly simple: at
space-time point (x,t) one knows only whether or not
( (w),E(w)) < (u,s) for some (y,s) such that
(y,s) < (s,t).
One has a choice in setting up the cost function
and the constraint set. For example, one choice is to
define the cost function c as c((x,t),w) = t for all t
and w. This choice of c gives expected time as the
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optimization criterion in (2.19), but it does not give
the expected time of interception unless we make a further
restriction. The natural restriction is to define the
constraint set {Ct : t c TI so that C(xrt) (w) includes
(x,t) if and only if (E(w),8(w)) < (x,t).
Thus, one defines
={(y,s):(x,t)<(y,s)} if (E(M),0())<(xt)
(2.29) C(xt) (
={(y,s):(x,t)<(y,s)} if (((w),0(w))/(x,t)
for each (x,t) and w.
Alternatively, one may define the cost c so that
(2.30) c((x,t),w) = t if (((w),E(w)) < (xt)
and c((x,t),) = +oo if (E((),0(o)) ( (x,t).
By assigning infinite cost to the decision to stop before
interception, we achieve the same result as in defining
C(xt) by (2.29). With the cost (2.30), we can define
the constraint C(x,t) more simply as
C (x,(t)( = {(y,s) : (x,t) < (y,s)}
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for all (x,t) and w.
The set of all decision functions
interception problem correspond to the
fields V(x,t,w) described in section
function $ corresponding to a given
(2.31) $(x,t,W) = (x + V(x,t,W)-6,
D for the
admissable vector
2.2. The decision
V is defined by
t+6)
if (((O)),O(w)) X (x,t), and by
$(x,t,w) = (x,t)
if (E(W),®(w)) < (xt).
The first relation in (2.31) comes from (2.2.3) in
section 2.2. The properties (2.17), (2.14) that $ must
satisfy are together equivalent to the norm constraint
on V in (2.2.4) -- that is, the magnitude of the
velocity is less than or equal to the speed of signal
propagation. Likewise, the measurability restriction
(2.18) on $ is equivalent to the causality constraint
on V discussed in section 2.2.
Before proceeding to the next example let us discuss
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further the norm constraint on the velocity V, or more
generally, the condition that the decision functions are
increasing -- that is, t < *(t) a.s. for any decision
function $ and for any p.o. time t. This condition
is implied by the original assumption (2.14) on the
constraint sets. This increasing property of the decision
functions is necessary to preserve the nested structure
of the information as we now explain. If some decision
function were not increasing, it might be possible to
communicate information by means of this decision function
from a time a to a time b where a / b and where the
information a-field Fa is not contained in F . Con-
sider the space-time interception problem as a specific
example. Suppose a = (x1 ,t1 ) and b = (x2 ,t2 ) and
a / b as illustrated in figure 2.1. Since t1 < t2'
this means that |xl-x 2j > c~tl-t2 1 where c is the
maximum signal speed. A decision function $ which
yields b = $(a) implies a moving interceptor that can
travel faster than the signal speed c: that is,
V(x1 ,t1 ) > c. By travelling faster than the signal
speed, the interceptor can signal additional information
to the space-time point b which is not contained in
Fb as indicated in figure 2.1. If we tried to over-
come this difficulty by defining a new information set
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F' which included the information signalled to b by
the interceptor, we would find that FL now depends on
the trajectory of the interceptor up to the space-time
point b as well as on the point b. For example, in
the case of one space dimension, the extra information
at b would depend on whether the "faster-than-light"
interceptor came from the direction left or right of x2
(compare figures 2.1 and 2.2). The dependence of the
information a-fields on the trajectory of the decision
function destroys the partially nested structure and
creates a much more difficult problem.
To summarize the above remarks, note that the
requirement that the decision functions are monotonically
increasing functions in the p.o. time set ensures that
the information a-fields {Ft : t e T} (which depend
only on points in T) include any possible information
signalled by a decision function. Sandell and Athans
(1975) have discussed the importance of considering the
"real" information (messages) and the information con-
veyed by decisions or controls (protocol) together as
one in the control of a communication network. Our
signal interception problem is a special example of the
class of problems that Sandell and Athans call relativistic
stochastic control problems.
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x
(x2 ,t2)
past of b b
past of a future of a
t
If a 4 b and if an interceptor can travel from a
to b, then b can obtain information not in its own
past ( shaded region ) from the interceptor.
Figure 2.1
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future of a
past of b
(x 2 't 2)
Figure 2.2
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To conclude this section we discuss a quite different
problem (optimal oil exploration) which fits naturally
into the p.o. time framework of our stopping problem
with partially nested information.
Recently much work has been done in applying
probabilistic methods to the problem of oil and mineral
exploration. Harbaugh (1977) surveys various techniques
in practice and theory today and gives an extensive
bibliography of recent work.
The basic problem of oil exploration is to plan the
exploration to maximize the expected amount of oil dis-
covered -- or more appropriately, as Harbaugh (1977)
discusses, to maximize some expected utility function.
The utility can take account not only of such things as
cost of exploration and profit of success, but also more
subtle factors such as the cost of risking capital in the
exploration venture. We may formulate the general problem
as a stopping problem on the p.o. set of subsets of a
region of a plane. The terminal cost will be the above-
mentioned utility; and we seek to compute a decision
function that essentially tells us where to drill next.
To formulate the problem as a stopping problem on
a p.o. set, let us assume that the plane region is
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discretized into a finite set of points X. For each
subset S C_ X associate the cost
(2.32) c(S,W) = c(x,w)
xeS
where c(x,w) is the cost (negative utility) of drilling
at location x when situation w holds (w is the
probability space variable). The problem is to choose
an optimal S in X to minimize the expected cost
c(S,w). But since the problem as we have stated it is
probabilistic, we must further state what information
is available for choosing the subset S.
Before any exploration is done, there may possibly
be some prior information about the distribution of oil
in X. The a-field F denotes this information where
0 denotes the empty subset of X. Let F represent
the information available after exploration of the
locations in S, together with the prior information.
Today this information is represented typically by a
computer-generated contour map of expected oil finds (or
expected utility) in a region under exploration. See
Harbaugh (1977) for a lengthydiscussion of this "automatic
surface contouring." Mathematically, given as input the
information from exploring locations in S, the algorithm
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generates the conditional expectation E(c(x)F S) in
the form of contour lines (lines of constant expected
utility or cost). Thus, summing over any new region A
one can obtain the conditional expectation of the cost of
drilling at locations in A:
(2.33) E(c(A)IFg) = X E(c(x)IF ).
xcA
In the next section we will find that these conditional
expectations are sufficient to compute an optimal decision
function $ which subsets of X into subsets of X and
gives the optimal next region to drill, or the order to
stop drilling, given information from previous drillings.
The partially ordered time set T for the stopping
problem is a collection of subregions of X partially
ordered by set inclusion. By choosing T advantageously,
one can introduce additional restrictions into the
problem. For example, one can include only connected
subregions in T, thus requiring all new drilling to be
contiguous to previously exploration regions. Likewise,
restricting the constraints {Ct : t s T} can also add
new features to the problem. For example, the condition
that $(S,w) = S if c(S,w) > L for $ in D implies
that one stop drilling if the cost of exploration at any
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stage ever exceeds a preset limit L. One can model this
restriction by letting the constraint CS (w) be {S}
when C(S,w) > L.
In terms of the stopping problem with partially
nested information the exploration problem is to find an
optimal decision function $* in D such that
(2.34) E(c(P (0))|F) < E(c($ (0)) F0)
for all $ in D. Then one successively explores the
1 2increasing region $*(0,c), $2(,0,w), ... until the
final region $P(0,w) is reached.
To conclude the example and the section, we remark
that certain control problems can be formulated as optimal
stopping problems with partially nested information. As
an example, suppose that in the oil exploration problem
the value of c at x in X depends not only on x
but also on the amount of effort u(x) spent drilling
at x. For definiteness assume that u(x) takes values
in the finite set E. Thus, (2.32) is replaced by
(2.35) c(S,u5 ,W) = c(x,u(x),w)
xeS
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where uS denotes a function from S into E. The
problem now is to choose a region S to explore and the
effort u5  to spend exploring S. We may formulate
the problem in terms of the optimal stopping problem by
defining a new partial order as follows. If A and B
are subregions of X, and uA and vB are functions
from A and B respectively into E, then define
(A,uA) < (B,vB) to mean that
(2.35) A C B,
uA(x) = VB(x) for all x in A.
We choose for the partially ordered time set T a collection
of pairs (S,u5 ) with the partial order < defined by
(2.35). As a simple first choice for the a-fields
F (Su ' we assume that F -S,u) = F so that the
information depends only on the region explored and not
on the effort of exploration. In this case it is easy
to check that the a-fields F (StuS) are partially nested
with respect to <.
With this basic structure one can formulate the new
control problem as a stopping problem. If $* is an
optimal decision function for the new problem, then
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$ ((0,u ),w) gives the subregion in X and also the
effort to spend exploring that subregion in order to
minimize the expected cost defined by (2.35).
3.3 The Optimal Stopping Problem and Dynamic Programming
for Partially Ordered Time Sets
In this section we solve the optimal stopping problem
with partially nested information by means of a dynamic
programming equation, the generalization of (2.3.6) in
section 2.3. We discover that one $, satisfies (2.19)
for all initial times 0 in T and we show how to
characterize $, in terms of the solution of the dynamic
program. Next we prove that the optimal cost for the
dynamic program has a unique solution although the optimal
decision function $, is not unique. Finally, in order
to illustrate the abstract results, we present the inter-
ception problem and show how the equation (2.3.6)
corresponds to the more general dynamic program we
derive here.
Assume the same restrictions for the problem as
mentioned in the beginning of section 3.2. In par-
ticular, (T,<) is discrete bounded. Define ff,(t) as
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(3.1) T*(t) = ess inf {E(c($ (t))IF ) : D
where essinf is the essential infimum. Thus, ff*(t)
is an F t-measurable random variable such that
(3.2) 7r (t) < E(c($'(t)) Ft)' J c D,
and such that for every other random variable 7,(t)'
satisfying (3.2) we also have ff*(t) > ff,(t)' almost
surely. Snell (1952) notes that the essential supremum
ofa collection of random variables always exists, and
of course, the same is true for the essential infimum.
Theorem 3.1 (dynamic programming)
For each t and s such that t < s, define
p(s,t) so that
(3.3) p(s,t) = E(r*(s)IFt)'
Let p(tt) be defined as
(3.4) p(tt) = c(t)
for all t in T.
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If n, is the function defined in (3.1), then
for each t in T, it satisfies the dynamic programming
equation
(3.5) f,(t) = min {p(s,t) s e Ct
almost surely. Note that ff*(t), p(s,t) and Ct all
may depend on w.
Furthermore, there is an optimal decision function
$, in D such that for each t in T one has
(3.6) Tr*(t) = E(c($(t))IFt).
Proof
We first construct $, and then prove (3.5) and
(3.6) by means of induction on the discrete bounded set T.
Let p(t) be defined by
p(t,w) = min {p(s,t,w) : s e C t(w)}
Let us show p(t) is F t-measurable. Note that each
p(s,t) in (3.3) is F t-measurable.
We may write p(t) as
(3.7) p(t) = min {p(s,t) s s C}-1C =
C t
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where C ranges over the subsets of T. The assumption
that T is discrete bounded and the restriction (2.14)
on C t imply that the range of Ct is finite and hence
the sum in (3.7) is finite. Moreover, (2.16) implies
that 1 _ is F -measurable. Since we need onlyC= C tCt-
consider finite subsets C in the sum, the minimum
min {p(s,t) : s c C} is also Ft-measurable. It follows
from (3.7) that p(t) is F t-measurable.
It is possible to choose disjoint sets A(s,t,C)
in Ft for each t in T, C C {r t < r} and s
in C such that
(3.8) U {A(s,t,C) s, C, s s C} =
(3.9) p(tw) = p(s,t,w) if Ct () = C, s C C
and w s A(s,t,C).
For example, one way to do this is to enumerate C as
{s ,2,..,sn} and define A(s.,t,C) for 1 < i < n as
A(si,t,C) = {w:P(t) = P(s,t),p(t) < P(s,t), l<j<i; Ct
Define the function $, : T x Q -+ T so that for all t
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in T, and all finite subsets C in the range C (Q)'t
(3.10) $*(t,o) = s
when w lies in A(s,t,C).
It is not hard to see that 5 satisfies (2.17) and
(2.18), and hence, $ lies in D.
Suppose that t is a terminal time of T. Then
from (2.14) and (2.15) it follows that C (o) = {t} for
all w. Thus, the right hand side of (3.5) is
p(t,t) = c(t). Likewise, (2.17) implies that $(t,w) = t
for all $ in D. From the definition of # it is clear
that $"(t,w) = t also. Consequently, (3.1) gives
,(t) = E(C(t)IFt) = c(t) since we assume c(t) is
F t-measurable. Thus, (3.5) is true for all terminal
times in T. Since $ (t,w) = t for all $ in D
when t is a terminal time and since 5, defined by
(3.10) is in D, it follows from (3.1) that $'
satisfies (3.6) for all terminal times t.
Having shown that (3.5) is true and that $'
satisfies (3.6) for all terminal times, we now prove
the inductive step. Suppose that (3.5) is true for
all t such that r < t and suppose that $* defined
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in (3.10) satisfies (3.6) for all t such that r < t.
We show that (3.5) is true and satisfies (3.6) at
t = r.
For r < t, the inductive hypothesis for
(3.11)
(3.6) implies
Ft)
From the definition (3.3) and from (3.11) we have
r < t that
p(t,r) = E(E(c($$(t)
r < t
)IFt) |Fr
implies Fr Ft' we see that
p(t,r) = E(c($*(t))IFr)
for r < t.
The relation (3.12) allows us to show that
p(r) = E(c ($ (r))|F )
From the definition (3.10) of
that
for
Since
(3.12)
(3.13)
7r,(t) =E(C($*(t))|
as f ollows. it
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follows that $*(r) = t for w in A(t;r,C)
in C and all C
$ ()=$
in Cr ().
00
=*
Consequently,
for w in A(t,r,C).
we have
(3.14) c($*(r))
= C C
c($2(t))lA(t rC)'
where C ranges in
If r is in C,
A(r,r,C)
C *(Q).
then $K(r) for w in
and thus,
c(r)-lA(rr,C)
= p(rr)-lA(r,r,C)
In this case we have
(3.15) E(c($*(r))l
Since A(t,r,C)
C, it is clear from
(r,r,C)Fr p (rr)1A(r,r,C)'
is Fr-measurable for each
(3.12) that
(3.16) E(c($(t))lA(r,r,C) Fr)
for all
Thus,
t and
c( (lA (r, r, C)
= p(t,r) 1A(t,r,C)
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for t in C such that t s r.
Taling the conditional expectation of (3.14) with
respect to Fr and applying (3.15), (3.16) yields
(3.17) E(c($ (r))|Fr) = I I p(tr)1A(trC)'
C tEC
The construction in (3.9) implies that p(t,r) = p(r)
for w in A(t,r,C), and hence (3.17) becomes
(3.18) E(c($'(r))|Fr p(r) C X 1A(t,r,C)'C ts~C
Since A(t,r,C) are disjoint and satisfy (3.8), the
right side of (3.18) is p(r) and we have the desired
result (3.13).
Note that (3.11) asserts that the right side of
(3.5) and the right side of (3.6) are equal for t = r
with $* as in (3.10). If we can demonstrate that
(3.5) is true for t = r, then (3.6) will follow and the
theorem will be proved. Thus, we now show fr*(r) = p(r).
Recalling the definition of ff*(r) from (3.1) and
the expression for p(r) in (3.13), we see that
S*(r) < p(r). Thus, to show 7r,(r) = p(r) it suffices
to prove n * (r) > p(r).
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Let $ be any member of D and let
B(t,r,C) = { f :(r,w) = t, C (w) = C} for all t in
C and C in Cr (). The B(t,r,C) are disjoint sets
in F and
r
(3.19) {B(t,r,C)
Clearly, the B(t,r,C)
he A(t,r,C) play for
(3.20) c(4 W(r)) = X
C
t,C,t E C} = Q
play the same role for # that
$,. Thus, we can show that
EC((t))lB(t,r,C)
tE-C
in the same way that we showed (3.14).
The definition (3.1) implies that
(3.21)
for all t.
Conditioning (3.21) with respect to Fr and using
the definition (3.3) gives
(3.22) E(c($i (t))F r) > p(tr)
E (c (#0 (t) ) IF t )>f*(t)
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for t such that r < t. Since the sets B(t,r,C)
Fr-measurable, we may multiply
function
(3.23)
lB(t,r,C)
E(c($
(3.22) by the indicator
to obtain
(t))lB(trC) IFr)
if t c C and t / r.
$(r) = r on B(r,r,C)
Thus, it follows that
If r e C,
and so $(r) =
c($ (r))l B(r,r ,C)
> p (t,r)1B(t,r,C)
then by definition
on B(r,r,C).
= C(r)*lB(r,r,C)'
Definition (3.4) gives c(r) = p(r,r) and hence,
(3.24) E(c($ (r))lB(r,r,C) IFr)
Thus, (3.23) is true for all t
By definition of
= p(rr)-B(r,r,C)'
in C.
p(r) it is clear that
p(tr) > p(r) for all t in Cr(w). Thus, p(t,r) > p(r)
for all t in C if w lies
(3.23) and (3.24) imply that
in B(t,r,C).
(3.25) E(c($ (t))lB(t rC)IFr)
for all t in C. Adding (3.25) over all
such that t c C, and using
t and C
(3.19) and (3.20) gives the
result,
are
Thus,
> p (r)l1B (t ,r ,C)
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(3.26) E(c($ (r))IFr ) > p(r).
In (3.26) the decision function $ is arbitrary.
Taking the essential infimum of (3.26) over $ in D
gives the desired result ff*(r) > p(r).
This completes the proof of the inductive step and
the proof is now complete. ///
The following corollary follows easily from the
theorem, and it completely characterizes the optimal
decision functions p, which satisfy (2.39).
Corollary 3.2 (optimal decision functions)
If $, is a member of D such that for each t
in T and w in 0 we have
(3.27) p($*(t,w),t) = min {p(s,t,w) s e C t)
where p is defined as in theorem 3.1 then $, satisfies
(3.6) of theorem 3.1 for all t in T.
Conversely, if $, is an optimal decision function
satisfying (3.6) for all t, then $ must satisfy
(3.27) for all t.
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Proof
The first part of the corollary follows from the
proof of theorem 3.1. The only properties of $* we
used in the proof of the theorem were that , belonged
to D and that
p(s,r) = min {p(t,r) t c C}
if $,(r,w) = s and C (M) = C. This is exactly the
statement (3.27).
We prove the converse as follows. If t < s, then
by definition (3.3) of p(s,t) we have
(3.28) p(s,t) = E(r*(s)IFt)
Since (3.6) is assumed true, conditioning with respect
to Ft gives
(3.29) p(s,t) = E(c($(s))IFt )
On the other hand, if $*(t) = t, then $*(t) = t and
by definition (3.4) of p(t,t) we have
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(3.30) p(t,t) = E(c($*(t)) IFt) for w e {$,(t) t}.
Noting that the events {$,(t) = t} and {$,(t) / t} =
ft < $,(t)} are Ft-measurable, we put (3.29) and (3.30)
together to obtain
(3.31) p($*(t),t) = E(c *(*(t)))Ft).
It is not hard to see that M((t)) = $ (t), so that
(3.31) becomes
(3.32) p($,(t),t) = E(c($'(t))l Ft).
Applying (3.6) to the right side of (3.32) and using the
dynamic programming equation (3.5) gives the result
(3.27). ///
The next theoretical result of this section is a
uniqueness theorem for the dynamic programming equation.
Theorem 3.3 (uniqueness for dynamic programming)
Suppose that Trr1 and 72 are F-measurable random
extended real-valued functions on T, and suppose that
for i = 1,2 and each t in T we have that
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(3.33) p (s,t) = E(7r (s) Ft)
for all s such that t < s,
(3.34) p (tt) = c(t)
(3.35) 7T (t) = min {p. (s,t) s E Ct
Then for each t in T, r 1 (t) = i2 (t) almost surely.
Proof
We use an induction argument as we did in proving
theorem 3.1. Suppose t is a terminal time of T, then
Ct( ) = {t} for all w, and (3.35) and (3.34) imply
7T (t) = c(t) for i = 1,2. Thus, ir1 (t) = Tr2 (t) for
all terminal times t.
Now suppose f1(s) = 72(s) for all s such that
t < s. Then from (3.33) it is clear that
p (s,t) = p2 (st) for all s such that t < s. Since
(3.34) implies pl(tt) = c(t) = p2 (tt), we see that
p1 (st) = p2 (st) for all s such that t < s. In
particular, for all s in Ct(w) and hence, (3.32)
implies f 1 (t) = rr 2 (t). This completes the proof. ///
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Cost-to-go formulation
Conventional dynamic programs are
in terms of the so-called cost-to-go.
the cost-to-go using decision function
at time t would be
(3.36)
often formulated
In our formulation
$ and starting
c ( - c(t).
We may formulate the dynamic programming solution of
the optimal stopping time in terms of the optimal cost-to-go,
X*(t), starting from t, which is defined as
(3.37) X,(t) = inf {E(c(" (t)) - c(t)IFt) : s D
We assume that c(t) < +m so that the subtraction of
c(t) is always unambiguous. Thus, we have
Theorem 3.4 (cost-to-go formulation of dynamic programrming)
For each t and s such that t < s, define y(s,t)
so that
(3.38) y (s,t) = E(X*(s) IFt) + E(c(s) - c(t)IFt)'
Let y(t,t) be defined as
p(t,t) = 0
for all
If
for each
equation
(3.40)
t in T.
X* is
t in
the function defined in (3.37), then
T, it satisfies the dynamic programming
X,(t) = min {p(s,t) : s c C ti
almost surely.
Furthermore, there is an optimal decision function
$, in D such that for each t in T one has
(3.41)
It is clear that Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 have
corresponding versions for Theorem 3.4. It should be
clear that Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 are connected by the
relations
7 (t) - c(t) = x,(t),
p(st) - c(t) = (s't)
(3.39)
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(3.42)
(3.43)
At)= (c ($*(t)) - ct)F t)'
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Moreover, an optimal decision function $* for one
problem is an optimal decision function for the other
problem also.
In some cases the cost-to-go formulation in
Theorem 3.4 may be easier to work with than the original
formulation in Theorem 3.1. In particular, this depends
on whether one can express E(c(s) - c(t)IFt) in a
convenient form. For example, in the treasure hunt
problem for the cost c defined by (2.32) we have for
A(C B that
c(B) - c(A) = c(x)
xsB-A
Thus, knowing E(c(x)IFA) for each x not in A gives
E(c(B) - c(A)|FA) for all subregions B containing A.
Example: signal interception problem
To help clarify the abstract results of this section
we solve the interception problem using theorem 3.1.
First we formulate a slightly more general version of
the signal interception problem of chapter 2.
Let (T,<) be a discrete bounded time set with a
single terminal time ti. Suppose that w + T(w) is a
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T-valued random function whose statistics are completely
determined by the prior distribution q(t) defined as
q(t) = P(T X t) for each t in T.
For each t in T define Ft as the smallest
a-field containing {T = s} for each s such that
s < t. It is not hard to see that Ft is generated by
the irreducible disjoint sets (atoms)
{T = s} for s < t and {T ± t}.
Let c(t) be a deterministic finite real-valued
cost function such that c(s) < c(t) for s < t.
Then the interception problem is to find a decision
function $ shich minimizes E(c($W(t))IFt) subject
to the interception constraint T < $(t).
To formulate this interception problem in
a constraint set, let Ct be an F t-measurable
set which satisfies (2.14), (2.15), (2.16) and
the following two properties:
t E C t )
t / Ct '
terms of
constraint
also has
W {T <
W x {T < t}.
If D is the class of admissable decision functions
(3.44)
(3.45)
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corresponding to the constraint sets {C t T}, then
(3.44) and (3.45) force t < $(tw) when T(w) X t
for all $ in D, and they allow the decision t = $(t,w)
when T(w) < t. Thus, the decision to stop is possible
if and only if interception has occurred -- if and only
if T < t. Note that we require T to have a single
terminal time so that the terminal constraint Ct '
which must be {t } from (2.14) and (2.15), would be
consistent with the interception constraint T(O) < ti.
Having formulated the interception problem as an
optimal stopping problem with partially nested information,
we see from Theorem 3.1 that the solution satisfies the
dynamic program (3.5). Let us now find 7* in terms
of the prior distribution q.
Since 7,(t) is Ft-measurable and since {T / t}
is an atom of Ft we can write 7r(t) as
(3.46) 7,(t,w) = T*(t,w)lT()<t + f(t)lT(W)/t'
where f(t) is a deterministic real function of t to
be determined. Since c(t) < c(s) for all s such
that t < s it follows that c(t) < c(4)(t)) for all $
in D. If T(w) < t, then t s C (w) and we may
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choose $ so that $(t,w)
we have from (3.1) that
has a particularly simple
(3.47)
= t. Thus, for T(W) < t
7*(t) = c(t). Hence, 7T*(t)
form, namely
7r,(t) = c(t)1T<t + f(t)lTft'
Thus, we need to know only
For T X t,
E(nr (s) IFt) is
E (c(s) 1 T<s
and
f (t) to determine
t < s, the conditional expectation
+ f(s)l 
= c(s)P(T<sjT/t)
IT X t)
+ f(s)P(T/sITft).
The conditional probability
P (.T/s, T/t)
P ( T1t)
P (Tfs)
P (Txt)
P(T/sIT/t) is
q (s
for t < s. Thus, we find that
our earlier notation, p(s,t) is given by
p (s,t) = c (s) + (f (s) - c (s)) .
is an atom of Ft,
(t).
(3.48)
or, inE (Tr* (s) I F t)
Since {T X t} and since C t
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satisfies (2.16), there is at most a single set C in
T such that Ct(&) = C when T(W) t. Let Ct denote
this set when P({T £ t}) > 0. Using Ut with (3.46)
we find that for T(W) / t we have
(3.49) min{p(s,t):ssCt}=min{c(s)+(f(s)-c(s)) s:sEt}*
Using the dynamic program (3.5) and the expression (3.47)
when T(W) $ t we obtain the following equation for f:
(3.50) f(t) = min {c(s) + f(s)-c(s)) : s C 7t
when q(t) > 0, and
f(t) = c(t)
when q(t) = 0.
Noting that t t when q(t) > 0, we find that (3.50)
gives a deterministic dynamic program to calculate f(t)
recursively backwards from the terminal time ti.
In terms of the function $(t) defined as
$(t) = q(t) (f(t)-c(t)) the dynamic program (3.50)
becomes
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(3.51) $(t) = min {I(s) + q(t) (c(s)-c(t)) s e C t
when q(t) > 0, and
$(t) = 0
when q(t) = 0.
Equation (3.51) is the exact general version of (2.3.6)
in section 2.3. The functions V are the same in both
cases. In terms of (x,t) space-time coordinates
(3.51) should read
(3.52) $p(x,t) = min {$(y,s)+q(x,t) (t-s) : (y,s) C (xt)*
Since C(xt) = {(y,s) : s = t+6, y = x+6v,lv| < c}, one
sees that t - s = 6 and (3.52) becomes exactly (2.3.6).
The optimal decision functions for the interception
problem are easily obtained from (3.50) or (3.51). If
$, is an optimal decision function then one can show
(3.53) $*(tw) = t if T(W) < t
$,(trw) = $,(t) if T(W) X t
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where , : T -+ T is a deterministic function such that
T(t) C CUt and s = T*(t) minimizes
(3.54) 4(s) + q(t)c(s)
for s in Ut and q(t) > 0. In the space-time signal
interception problem the expression (3.54) becomes
(3.55) 4(x+6vt+6) + q(x,t) (t+6)
It is clear that minimizing (3.55) for v such that
|vl < c is the same as minimizing $(x+6v,t+6). Thus,
we obtain the same optimal decision function as given
in section 2.3 in equations (2.3.8) and (2.3.9).
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Section 3.4. Conclusions
In this chapter we have defined the class of stopping
problems with partially nested information. Using the
concept of partially ordered time we were able to
generalize the two-parameter signal interception problem
of chapter 2. The general stopping problem with partially
nested information includes all one-parameter stopping
time problems and allows one to formulate many new stopping
problems such as the space-time interception problem or
the oil exploration problem discussed in section 3.2.
The optimal control aspects of the general optimal
stopping problem are significant as we have remarked in
section 2.2. It is the control formulation of the
stopping problem in terms of decision functions (the
controls), rather than the stopping time formulation,
that permits a reasonable solution of the general stopping
problem.
We solved the stopping problem by means of a partially
ordered time dynamic program in section 3.3. Two
characteristic of the stopping problem make the dynamic
program solution possible: (1) the control formulation
of the problem in terms of decision functions as we
discussed above; and (2) the partially nested information
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structure of the problem. The partially nested information
structure, originally defined by Ho and Chu (1972), derives
from causality relations in a particular problem. The
partially nested structure depends on (1) an antisymmetric
and transitive precedence relation between cause
(effecting agent) and effect (affected agent) and (2) the
affected agent's perfect knowledge or memory of all things
affecting it. This information structure may arise in
problems as diverse as the space-time problem or the oil
exploration problem. As we noted in section 3.2 it is
important to include the signaling effect of the control
decisions of agents in the total information structure.
Thus, for the signal interception problem it is important
that the interceptor speed is not greater than the signal
speed.
The partially ordered dynamic program we obtain is
nonserial in the sense of the nonserial dynamic programming
of Bertele and Brioschi (1972), but the p.o. dynamic
program possesses much more structure than any of the
cases considered by Bertele and Brioschi and hence, we
have been able to exploit this structure to advantage
in a way not considered by these authors. To be specific
the dynamic program of theorem 3.1 is backward recursive
with respect to the partial order. Starting from the
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terminal times, one solves the dynamic program by
working backward with respect to the partial order. To
solve the dynamic at a time t in the partially ordered
set, one only need to know the solution at times s such
that t < s. If t1 and t2 are incomparable times
(neither t1 < t2 nor t2 < t1), then one need not solve
the dynamic program first at t and then at t2, or
first at t2 and then at t . That is, one may solve
the program at t1 and t2 simultaneously if t1  and
t2 are incomparable. Thus, the partially ordered
structure of the time set allows one to solve in parallel
at distinct incomparable times. In the terminology of
Chan (1976), the partial order relation on the time set
is also the precedence relation for computing the optimal
cost solution of the dynamic program.
Finally, let us discuss how to generalize the
stopping problem for time sets which are not discrete
bounded. In particular, we want to consider discrete
time sets which are not bounded and time sets like Rn
which are not discrete but have a topological structure.
In addition to extending the results of this chapter
for more general time sets, it may be possible to extend
the results for cases where decisions are made continuously
rather than sequentially (i.e., the decision trajectories
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are continuous trajectories). We will consider the
sequential case here and defer discussion of the continuous
case until chapter 5.
The extension of the results to bounded (i.e. compact)
continuous time sets is a problem of mathematical technique
and does not add substantially new content to the problem.
Note that we are not intending to let the stage n be
continuous but only to let the time set T be continuous
(i.e., the decisions where to go in T are made sequentially).
Indeed, a topological structure on T is not necessary
so much as a measure structure compatible with the partial
order on T. Instead of (2.16) and (2.18) we require that
the constraint sets and the decisions functions are
measurable with respect to the measure structure on T.
The cost function must be jointly measurable with respect
to T and with respect to the a-fields {Ft: t e T}.
That is, the restriction ot the cost to {s s < t} x Q
should be jointly measurable when {s : s < t} takes the
measure structure of T and 0 takes the measure structure
of Ft. We may say that C is progressively measurable
in analogy to the case of one-parameter time (see
Dellacherie (1973)).
Together with the measurability conditions, one
requires finally some condition either on the constraint
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sets or on the cost function to ensure that the decision
to stop occurs after a finite number of stages. More-
over, given a fixed initial point in the time set, the
number of decisions (or stages) until stopping must be
uniformly bounded from above. For example, stopping is
guaranteed if T is a bounded subset of space-time and
the constraint sets C(xt) are -such that
C (xt) {(y,s) : t + 6 < s}
where 6 is a fixed positive number.
With these conditions, the results of section 3.2
are probed much as for the case of discrete bounded time.
One minor difference is that the minimum in (3.5) is now
an infimum. Thus, the optimal cost will still exist and
satisfy the dynamic program equation (3.5), but there
may be no optimal decision function unless the infimum
in (3.5) is a minimum. Nevertheless, we may find
decision functions which obtain expected cost arbitrarily
close to the optimum --- these are the so-called
s-minimizing solutions of Snell (1952).
The extension to discrete but unbounded time sets
is more difficult than the previous extension to bounded,
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nondiscrete time sets but the extension is still
manageable. The essential new difficulty is that the
sequence {n t) : n > 11 does not have to stop for an
unbounded time set unless we further restrict the cost
function or the constraint set. In this case, unlike the
first case considered above, we want to require that the
decision to stop occurs after a finite number of stages,
but we do not want to require that this number is uniformly
bounded. One reasonable condition that guarantees that
the optimal decision to stop occurs after a finite number
of stages is to assume that the cost function increases
to +oo as the p.o. time t increases. In this case
one still obtains Theorem 3.1 (that the optimal cost
satisfies the dynamic program) but there is no terminal
set from whicy to solve for the optimal cost by working
bakcwards recursively, because the time set is unbounded.
In some cases it may be possible to reduce the problem
with unbounded time set to an equivalent problem with a
bounded time set. For example, this is what was done
with the space-time interception problem in chapter 2.
Let us note that this difficulty with unbounded time sets
is also a difficulty with one-parameter time problems
and is not a special problem with multi-parameter dynamic
programming.
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CHAPTER 4
REACHABLE STOPPING TIMES AND
THE OPTIONAL SAMPLING THEOREM
1. Introduction
In this chapter we will tie together the results of
chapter 2 and 3 on the stopping problem with partially
nested information with the results of chapter 1 on
optional sampling. In section 2 we define a special
class of stopping times in terms of the decision functions
introduced in chapter 3. Specifically, we define a
reachable stopping time, and we define the weaker concept
that a stopping time T is reachable from a stopping time a.
It is not hard to show that if T is a reachable stopping
time, then it is reachable from every stopping time a
such that a < T. With this definition of reachable
stopping time, we note that all one-parameter stopping
times are reachable. Moreover, in the two-parameter case
considered in chapter 1 all stopping times are reachable.
Also, the control variable of Haggstrom (1966) discussed
in chapter 3 is a reachable stopping time. The counter-
examples in chapter 1 illustrate stopping times which are
not reachable. This fact follows from the optional
sampling theorem we prove in section 3. We show that if
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T and a are stopping times on a finite time set and
if T is reachable from a, then the optional sampling
theorem is true with T and a for any submartingale
on T. Since the stopping times defined in the counter-
examples of chapter 1 do not satisfy the optional sampling
theorem for a particular submartingale, then these
stopping times cannot be reachable. Note that the optional
sampling theorem for reachable stopping times includes
the result of section 1.4 as a special case since all the
two-parameter stopping times in 1.4 are reachable as we
will see. In section 4 we show how the stopping problem
with partially nested information can be stated in terms
of reachable stopping times although we find this
formulation less convenient than the decision function
formulation of chapter 3. Finally, in section 5 we apply
the dynamic programming results of section 3.3 to prove
a converse of the optional sampling theorem. That is, we
show that if T and a are fixed stopping times on a
finite p.o. time set T with a < T, and if the optional
sampling theorem is true with T and a for all sub-
martingales, then T must be reachable from a. Thus,
reachable stopping times are the only stopping times which
make the optional sampling theorem generally true for
submartingales.
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2. Reachable Stopping Times
We define reachable stopping times in
decision functions of chapter 3, but we do
the constraint sets Ct mentioned there.
one may assume that the set of constraints
decision functions in this chapter are the
possible constraints, namely those defined
(2.1) Ct(W) = {s : t < s}
terms of the
not require
That is,
for the
weakest
by
W E 0.
Thus, e is a decision function if $ maps T x Q into
T and if both
t < $(t,W) t E T, W E Q
{o : 4 (t,w) < s} e Ft t, s E T.
As before, we will often suppress the w and simply write
$(t) for the function w -+ $(t,w) mapping Q into T.
Having thus reviewed decision functions, we now define
reachable stopping times. Let us assume that the p.o. time
set (T,<), the a-fields {Ft : t E T} and the probability
space are fixed.
(2.2)
and
(2.3)
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Definition 1.
Suppose T and a are two stopping times. We say
T is reachable from a if there exists a decision
function $ such that
(2.4) T(o) = Cj(a(),W) W w s Q.
In particular, note that a < T.
Definition 2.
A stopping time T is said to be reachable if there
exists a decision function # such that for all t
(2.5) 'i) = c0(tW) V W e {t < TI
It is not hard to see that if T is reachable and
if a < T, then T is reachable from a. For (2.5)
inplies that T(o) = #w(s,w) for w e {s = al whence
follows (2.4).
All one-parameter stopping times are reachable in
the sense of definition 2. The decision function #
corresponding to a one-parameter time T was defined
previously in (3.2.27) of section 3.2 as
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(2.6) #(t,W) = t if T(O) < t,
= t+l if T() t.
We also find that the two-parameter stopping times defined
in chapter 1 are reachable. We show this in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (two-parameter stopping times are reachable)
Suppose that {F : t s Z } is an increasing familyt +
of a-fields which satisfy the conditional independence
hypothesis (defined in section 1.2). Let T be a stopping
2time taking finitely many values in Z+. Then T is
reachable.
Proof: The proof follows simply from the lemma of
section 1.4. Define the random function 4 : Z+
1 2
as follows in terms of the sets At and At of the
lemma:
(tl) = (t +1,t) 1 A - {T=t}1 2 t
(2.7) p(tlw) =(tilt+1) Vw e A 2 {T=t}12 t
(t,w) = (ti, t2 ) V W 6 {T=t}
1 2
where t = (ti,t2). The sets A and A were12t t
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constructed so that A 1 A A 1 A 2= Q andAtC t = 4, \J.
A1, A 2 E F Thus, (2.7) defines a decision function
t t t
2 1 2
on Z+. In addition, the sets At and At are such
that
A Ci {W t < T(W)} {W (t +1,t 2  <
(2.8)
A / { t < T(W)}_ {W (t ,t2 +1) < T(W)}.
t 2
From this, it follows that for w such that t < T(w)
we must have $n (t,W) < T() for each n > 0. Moreover,
we have equality n(t,w) = T()) if and only if
n (t,W) = n+ (t,w). Since T takes only finitely many
2 n n+l
values in Z+, we must have $ (t) = $ (t) for some
finite n if t < T. Hence, $(t,w) exists and is
equal to T(w) when t < T(w). ///
A1  2
The existence of sets A and At with the
property (2.8) is equivalent to the stopping time T being
reachable. This fact extends to more general cases and
offers some added insight into the definition of reachable
stopping times.
Suppose that T is a finite set. For t in T,
an immediate successor of t is an element s c T such
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that t < s and such that there is no r E T such that
t < r < s. We denote this relationship by t <- s.
Suppose that T is a stopping time on T, and suppose
for each t e T and each s such that t <* s there is
a set A sE F such that
t t
(2.9) A / {: t < ()} { : s< T(W)}.
In addition suppose that As r)A = 0 if t <- s, t <- s'
and s / s', and suppose that L AS = Q. Then as in
t<-*s t
Theorem 4.1 we can show T is reachable. The decision
function $ is defined as in (2.7) so that:
$(t,o) = s w . At - {T=t}, s, t <- s
(2.10)
$(t,)= t V W E {T=t}.
Note that this result implies that Haggstrom's (1966)
control variables are reachable stopping times. As we
discussed in chapter 3, a control variable T is a
stopping time on the tree time set of finite sequences
t = t t 2 * .tn such that
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(2.11) {T > t t n+ 1 I Ft
for all sequences t in the tree and all tn+l* Noting
that the sequences t tn+1  are precisely the immediate
successors of t (see figure 2.1), we see that the sets
t tl
At n+1 can be defined in terms of {T > t tn+1}. In
Haggstrom's problem it is clear that the reachability of
T means precisely that if one knows T stops beyond the
n- node (so that ttt. . t n<T), then one can decide
which branch T takes from tn on the basis of Ft
n
t t+l
alone. Thus, if w c At , one chooses the branch to
t n+1'
To see an example of a stopping time which is not
reachable, consider the stopping time T in examples 1
and 2 of section 1.3. In these examples F 00) was
the trivial a-field and contained no information about
which branch the stopping time T takes from (0,0).
That is, the sets A1 and A2 are not in F(0,10) (0,?0) (")
In the next section we show that if a stopping time T is
reachable from a, then the optional sampling theorem with
T and a is true for all submartingales. This result
then shows that in examples 1 and 2 of section 1.3 and in
the example of section 1.4, the stopping time T is not
reachable from a (and of course, T is not reachable).
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tn+1
t
n1
Figure 2.1
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3. Optional Sampling for Reachable Stopping Times
The optional sampling result of section 1.3 is
contained in the more general result which we now prove.
We limit ourselves to p.o. time sets which are finite and
afterwards indicate how to extend the results to more
general time sets.
Theorem 3.1 (optional sampling for reachable stopping times)
Suppose that {F t TI is an increasing family
of a-fields indexed by the finite p.o. set (T,<). Let
T and a be stopping times with respect to {Ft : t s TI
and suppose that T is reachable from a. Then for any
submartingale {Mt: t s TI with respect to {Ft : t e TI
we have Ma < E(M IFa *
Proof: Suppose that $ is a decision function such that
T = $(a). Essentially, we show that the T-valued random
functions n (a) are stopping times on T for integers
n > 0. We then show that the one-parameter process
{M : n > 01 is a submartingale with respect to the
n~ (a)
increasing family of a-fields {F :n > 01 andn$a (a)
obtain the conclusion:
Since n (a) is defined so that
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n n-1
it suffices to show that $(a)
ever a is a stopping time in
are stopping times. Since $)
a < $(a) a.s. for any random
{$(a) < t} = {$(a) < ti
for any t, and we may write
(3.1)
is a stopping time when-
order to show all $n()
is a decision function,
function a. Thus, we have
{a < t}
{$(a) < t} as
{$(a) < t} = U {$4(s) < t} (3{a = s}.
s<t
If a is a stopping time, then {a = s} is Fs-measurable
and hence, also Ft-measurable. It follows that
{$(a) < t} is Ft-measurable for all t and $(a) is
a stopping time.
Thus, the a-fields F are well-defined since
n) (a)
{n (a)} are stopping times. Moreover, since
n) n+ (a), it is easy to see that {F n > 01$n
is an increasing one-parameter family of a-fields. To show
that {M n : n > 01 is a submartingale with respect to
{F n : n > 01 it suffices to show that
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(3.2) Ma < E(M IF a)
for an arbitrary stopping time a. Note that F and the
conditional expectation E(-IFa) are defined so that
E(-IF )IS = E( IF )I . This fact allows us to
rewrite E(M IF ) as follows.
(3.3) E(M (Y) IF) = X E(M ) IFs)I=s
where the summation is taken aver the finite set T. We
may write M as
(3.4) M o = MtI (s)=tt>s
where again the summation is taken over the finite set
of t such that t > s. Since $ is a decision function,
the random variable I (s)=t is F s-measurable. Thus,
we have
(3.5) E(M ()IFs) = I E(MtIFs )I(s)=t
t>s
Since {Mt : t e T} is a submartingale and since
t > s we have E(MtIFs) > Ms. Using this inequality
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in (3.5), we obtain
(3.6) E(M(s) F ) > M s t (s)=t
Since $(s) > s (because $ is a decision function),
we have I
t>s
(3.7)
Substituting
(3.8)
I$(s)=t = 1 in (3.6) and we obtain
E(M ( F S) > M .
(3.7) into (3.3) yields
E(M IF ) > I Ms I-s
S
which is clearly the desired result (3.2).
To finish the proof we note that
(3.9) E(M n ( |F) > M
for all n > 0, and since T is finite we must have
n () = (a) = T for n sufficiently large. This
completes the proof. ///
Extending this result to infinite time sets T
requires additional hypotheses on the submartingale
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{M t c T} and the stopping times a and T. Fort
example, even if T is assumed to be discrete, bounded
it is possible for a and T to take infinitely many
values. Nevertheless, on the set {w : a(w) = s} the
stopping time T can take only a finite number of values
since T is discrete and bounded and s < T(w) for w
inthis set. If we assume that E(IM T) and E(IM.I)
are finite, then the proof of theorem 3.1 goes through
withvery little change. For fixed s we can use essentially
the same argument to show that
(3.10) E(M n F sF)I > M -I , for n > 0.
#~ (s)
Since T is discrete and bounded, we must have n (S) = T
on the set {a=s} for some finite n sufficiently large.
Thus, from (3.10) we obtain
(3.11) E(M IF s)I > M -I .
Using the fact that T is countable and that E(IM TI),
E(IM a) are finite, we can sum (3.11) over s in T to
obtain the desired result.
The case of discrete, unbounded time requires more
complicated hypotheses. If we assume that E(IM n <
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for each n > 0, then the argument of theorem 3.1 can be
used to show that {M : n > 0} is a submartingale
n-
with respect to {F : n > 01. Since $"(a) = T
we know that for each w there is an integer n > 0
such that $"(a(w),w) = $n aGo),o), but in general there
will be no single n unformly valid for all w. How-
even, we can define a one-parameter stopping time N as
follows: let N(M) be the smallest integer n such that
n ( (w) ,w) = $ (a(w),w). Equivalently, N(w) is the
smallest integer n such that $ n+1(a(W),W) n (G(w),w)
and for this reason, N is a one-parameter stopping time
with respect to the increasing family of a-fields
{Fn : n > 0}. The optional sampling theorem for
T and a will be true if
(3.12) E(M N Fa > M
A sufficient condition that (3.12) is true can be obtained
from the one-parameter theory presented in Doob (1953),
for example. Thus, we have:
Theorem 3.2
Suppose that (T,<) is a discrete p.o. set and let
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T and a be stopping times with respect to the increasing
family of a-fields {F t E TI. Suppose that {M t e TI
is a submartingale with respect to {F t T}. Further-
more, suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
T is reachable from a.
E(IM n I) < 00
$p (a)
lim inf E (M
n-+o -$ (a)
n > 0, E(M I) < Co
{N>n} {M n >0}) 0.
$p (a)
Then E(MIF F) > M .
Proof:
Conditions (3.14) and (3.15) are sufficient conditions
to show E(MNIFo) > Mo where {Mn n > 0} is the one-
parameter submartingale defined M = Mn with respect
to the family {F : n > 01 defined F = F
n _n n (a(p (a)
is the one-parameter stopping time defined above. //
and N
It is unclear at present how to simplify these
conditions in (3.14) and (3.15) to more direct conditions
on a, T, ( and {Mt : t e T}. Moreover, since several
decision functions may yield the same stopping time T,
it would be preferable to have conditions directly in
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
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terms of a, T and {M t T} without mention of a
particular decision function $. For the two-parameter
case in section 1.5 we were able to state such conditions
in (1.5.1) and (1.5.2).
An extension to a continuous, compact p.o. time set T
requires hypotheses to enable one to obtain the continuous
parameter reachable stopping time T as a limit of discrete,
bounded reachable stopping times Tn so that the sequence
{Tn I decreases monotonically to T with respect to the
partial order on T. If {Mt : t c TI is also assumed
right continuous with respect to the partial order, then
we may prove the bounded, continuous time case as the
limit of the finite case in theorem 3.1. This is what
2
we did in the case T = Z in section 1.6. However, in
that case we required no elaborate definition of continuous
parameter reachable stopping times as a limit of discrete
parameter reachable stopping times, but rather we deduced
that each continuous parameter stopping time was the limit
of a decreasing sequence of discrete stopping times. How-
ever, in that case each stopping time was automatically
reachable and we did not require an elaborate definition
of reachable stopping time in terms of decision functions.
We will not pursue the continuous parameter case any
further.
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4. Reachable Stopping Times and the Stopping Problem with
Partially Nested Information
From Definition 1 of the previous section it should
be clear that if 4 is a decision function, then 4*(t)
is a stopping time which is reachable from the constant
stopping time t. Thus, we could reformulate the stopping
problem with partially nested information of section 3.2
in (3.2.19) in terms of reachable stopping times as
follows: for a given initial time 0 in T choose a
stopping time T* reachable from 0 such that
(4.1) E(C(T,) IF) < E(C(T)|IF®)
for all stopping times T reachable from 0. In section 3.2
we formulated the stopping problem with constraint sets
{C t e T}, and it is also possible to introduce con-
straints in the reachable stopping time formulation. Let
R. be the set of all stopping times reachable from 0
and such that for T e R® we have T(w) = t only if
t e Ct(w). Then the constrained stopping problem is to
find T* in R® such that (4.1) is true for all T in R .
As we saw in chapter 3, Haggstrom (1966) formulated
an optimal stopping problem on trees in terms of a control
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variable which corresponds closely to our decision functions
when the p.o. time set is a tree. We also saw in section 4.2
that control variables are reachable stopping times. Thus,
one may consider Haggstrom's stopping problem in terms of
the reachable stopping time formulation as well as the
decision function formulation. Indeed, for p.o. time
sets which are trees there is little distinction between decision
functions and reachable stopping times. The reason for
this is that in the case of trees, a reachable stopping
time T is actually a sequence T T 2T 3... which uniquely
defines the decision function which reaches T. Intuitively,
one may thing of T as a random function assigning a
branch of the tree to each w in the sample space 0.
This branch indicates the sequence of decisions which must
be made to reach T. Thus, in figure 4.1 if
T() = t1t2...tn then the decision function #
corresponding to T makes the assignments #(t ,w) = ti+1
for 1 < i < n-l and #(tnW) = tn'
For general partially ordered time sets the relation-
ship between decision functions and reachable stopping
times is not as close as in the case of trees. A
stopping time T which is reachable from a may be
reachable via different decision functions . For example,
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n
t1
Figure 4.1
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suppose T is the two-parameter time set
{(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)} discussed in example 2
of section 1.3 and illustrated in figure 4.2. Define
# (00))= (0,1), (0,l)) = (1,1), l((,0)) = (1,0)
and # ((l,l)) = (1,1); define #2((0,)) = (1,0),
02((1,0)) = (1,1), #2((1,l)) = (0,1). Then
((0,0)) = 0'((0,0) = (1,1) but clearly #2'
Both decision functions reach (1,1) from (0,0) but
reaches (1,1) by going through (1,0) and 02
reaches (1,1) by going through (0,1).
Note also that more than one reachable stopping time
may correspond to the same decision function. In the
example above we have that # ((1,0)) = (1,1), but
((1,0)) = (1,0). Thus, #1 defines the constant stopping
time (1,1) reachable from (0,0) and the different
stopping time (1,0) reachable from (1,0).
Although it is possible to formulate the stopping
problem with partially nested information in terms of
reachable stopping times, it seems more advantageous
to use the decision function formulation. The most important
advantage is that the decision function formulation leads
directly to the dynamic program equation which allows
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recursive computation of the optimal cost and an optimal
decision function for the stopping problem. Moreover,
except in the one-parameter and special two-parameter cases,
reachable stopping times must be defined in terms of
decision functions. We will discuss these points again
in chapter 5.
5. Converse of the Optimal Sam Theorem
In this section we apply the dynamic programming
theorem 3.3.1 to show that, at least for finite time
sets, reachable stopping times are the only stopping
times which satisfy the optimal sampling theorem for
arbitrary submartingales.
Theorem 5.1
Suppose that T and a are stopping times on the
discrete, bounded p.o. set (T,<) with respect to the
increasing family of a-fields {Ft : t c T} such that
a < T. Suppose that for any submartingale {Mt : t e T}
with respect to {Ft : t c TI we have that Ma < E(M TF ).
Then T must be reachable from a.
Proof:
Consider the following stopping problem on T with
the partially nested information structure {Ft : t c TI.
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Define the cost C as
(5.1)
Thus,
if T
{Ct :
(5.2)
C(t) = I 1T/t
C(t) is F t-measurable and C(t) = 0 if and only
t, otherwise C(t) = 1. Define constraint sets
t c TI such that
Ct = {S : t < SI.
Since T is discrete, bounded, there exists a unique
optimal cost function f* such that
(5.3) u*(t) = min {p(s,t) : t < s}
where (s,t) = E(Tr*(s)IFt) for t < s and p(t,t) = c(t).
In particular, we see that
(5.4) * (t) < E OT*(s)IFt)
for all s such that t < s, so that {7*(t) : t 6 T}
is a submartingale with respect to {F t c TI. Byt
definition, ff*(t) is given by
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(5.5) 7r*(t) = ess inf {E(C(p (t))|Ft ) : D}
where D is the set of admissable decision functions for
this problem. From (5.5) it should be clear that 'r*(T) = 0
(use the decision function 4(t) = t). Moreover, it should
be clear that f*(t) > 0 for all t and hence ir*(a) > 0.
By assumption, the optional sampling theorem with
T and a is satisfied for all submartingales on T
with respect to {F t E T}. Thus, we have
(5.6) ff*(a) < E( *(T)|IF )
and it follows that 7*(a) = 0.
Because the time set T is discrete and bounded, we
can calculate an optimal decision function (P corresponding
to 7* by dynamic programming so that
(5.7) Tr *(t) = E(C(#'(t)) IFt)
for all t in T. It follows that
(5.8) Tr *(a) = E(C(#,(u))|F )
and since *(a) = 0 and since C > 0 we must have (a.s.)
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C(4,(a)) = 0. But this means that T = (Y) and thus,
T is reachable from a with the decision function $x. //
Theorems3.1 and 5.1 provide a complete characterization
of the stopping times for which the submartingale version
of the optional sampling theorem is true. That is, all
such stopping times are reachable (or more precisely, the
optional sampling theorem is true for stopping times
T > a if and only if T is reachable from a). It
may happen that for some martingale {Mt : t E T1 we have
(5.9) E(M TIF ) >M
even though T is not reachable from a. We noted this
fact in the conclusion of chapter 1 (section 1.7). For
example, if T is a directed set and the submartingale
{Mt : t s T} has a Doob decomposition as noted in
section 1.7, then (5.9) is true for all stopping times,
reachable or not. However, if T is not reachable from a,
then Theorem 5.1 implies that for some submartingale
{Mt : t c T} the relation (5.9) will be false.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Part I of this thesis has consisted of an ex-
tensive investigation of the optional sampling theorem
for submartingales indexed by a partially ordered index
set. We started this investigation in chapter 1 by
studying the particular case of two-parameter time sets.
There we discovered that when the a-fields satisfy a
conditional independence hypothesis (as, for example,
do the a-fields generated by the two-parameter Wiener
process), then the optional sampling theorem is true
for all stopping times and all submartingales (assuming
uniform integrability conditions where necessary).
Unfortunately, this result depended crucially on the
particular parameter set and probability structure.
Changing either the parameter set (e.g., letting T be
a three-parameter time set) or the probability structure
(i.e. not assuming conditional independence of the
a-fields) allowed us to construct simple counterexamples
to the optional sampling theorem.
After studying the optional sampling theorem for
two-parameter processes we digressed in chapter 2 to
study a simple stopping problem (the signal interception
problem) for two-parameter processes. For one-parameter
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processes there is a close relationship between the
optional sampling theorem and stopping problems, as
Snell (1952) first investigated. Thus, our digression
to study stopping problems for two-parameter processes
was in fact an indirect attack on the optional
sampling theorem.
In chapter 3 we extended the two-parameter example
to cases with more general partially ordered time sets.
Here we found that the general stopping problem with
partially nested information allows one to formulate
naturally a wide variety of stopping problems which
are difficult or impossible to formulate in the con-
ventional one-parameter framework. We then showed that
one can extend the dynamic programming solution of the
one-parameter stopping problem to the more general case
of partially ordered time. The resulting dynamic program
is backward recursive with respect to the partial order,
and this recursive property enables one to use the
full structure of the partially ordered time set to
calculate the solution to the stopping problem in an
efficient manner. Note that the results of chapter 3
extend the work of Haggstrom (1966).
In chapter 4 we returned to consider the optional
sampling theorem for general partially ordered time sets.
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Here we defined the concept of a reachable stopping time,
based on the concept of decision function introduced in
chapter 3 to define the stopping problem with partially
nestedinformation. We showed that the optional sampling
theorem is true for submartingales if the stopping times
are reachable. We also showed that the two-parameter
stopping times considered in chapter 1 are reachable.
Finally, we showed that if a and T are stopping times
such that a < T and
(1) E(M IF ) > M
for all submartingales {Mt}, then T must be reachable
from a. The proof of this result was a simple corollary
of the dynamic programming result of chapter 3. Thus,
in chapter 4 we obtained a complete characterization of
the stopping times a, T which allow (1) to be true for
all submartingales {M t. We have also found that the
optional sampling is intimately associated with sequential
stopping problems -- namely, reachable stopping times
are defined by sequential decision functions as
described in chapter 3. Thus, in a sense the optional
sampling theorem for partially ordered time sets is
necessarily a one-parameter result. That is, the optional
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sampling theorem is true for general submartingales if
and only if the stopping times are reachable and hence,
if and only if the theorem can be reduced to its
one-parameter version.
In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss
the possibility of extending these results on optional
sampling and stopping problems to continuous parameter
time sets. In the context of the stopping problem with
partially nested information this means that we are going
to consider cases where decisions are made continuously
rather than sequentially (i.e., the decision trajectories
are continuous trajectories). In the context of the
optional sampling theorem this means we are going to con-
sider cases where a stopping time T can have a con-
tinuum of values in its range T(Q).
Although the generalization of these results to
the continuous parameter case described above is diffi-
cult, it seems worthwhile, particularly for study stopping
problems with partially nested information. Let us
briefly explain why this should be true.
To extend the results of chapter 3 to the case
where decisions are made continuously, one must make
sense of differential equations of the form
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(2) dT (T(s))ds
where 5 is a decision function and s + T(s) is a
continuous trajectory of stopping times. In (2) we
assume that the time set is some linear space such as
Rn. In order that the path s + T(s) should incrase
we must assume that the components of $ are all
nonnegative.
For a given stopping problem the optimal cost function
will satisfy a differential equation version of the dynamic
programming equation. To see what such an equation will
look like, consider equation (2.3.6) in chapter 2, namely
(3) $(x,t) = inf {$(x+6v,t+6) : |vi| < e} + 6q(x,t)
where v,x lie in Rn and t lies in R. Recall
n+1that the parameter set was R and the partial order
relation was the space-time ordering. Assuming that $
is continuously differentiable in x and t and
assuming that we can interchange the infimum and limit
(6 + 0) operations, we obtain
(4) 0 = inf {< ,v> + : |fvf| < c} + q(x,t)
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from (3) by letting 6 -+ 0. Note that we can solve the
infimum problem in (4) and obtain the partial differential
equation
(5) 0 = c-111 + 12+ q(x..t)
for $i.
The reason for studying the continuous parameter
stopping problem is that there is a better chance of
obtaining exact solutions to a wide class of problems
if we can formulate the problem as a differential
equation as in (5). Moreover, there seems a better
chance of finding asymptotic approximations of (5) than
of the discrete version (3).
Now let us turn our attention to the possibility of
extending reachable stopping times and the optional
sampling theorem to continuous parameter stopping times.
Note that we were able to do this in a special two-
parameter case in chapter 1. However, this special case
doesn't offer much help in the general case. In the
special case of chapter 1 the optional sampling theorem
was true for all continuous parameter stopping times.
Hence, there was no difficulty of defining reachable
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stopping times in the continuous parameter case. In
general, however, not all continuous parameter stopping
times will be reachable (i.e., will satisfy the optional
sampling theorem) and we must somehow distinguish
reachable, continuous parameter stopping times. The
most natural approach is to say a stopping time T is
reachable if it is the limit
(6) T = lim T(s)
where T(s) satisfies a differential equation (2) for
some decision function. This approach is feasible in
Rn and other linear spaces, but it obviously fails if
we cannot define differential equations in the partially
ordered time set. For example, how would one define (2)
incase the time set were the collection of all closed,
convex sets in R ? The alternative approach is to
define a continuous parameter reachable stopping time as
the limit of discrete parameter reachable stopping times.
This approach will obviously work for general continuous
parameter time sets, but the definition of reachable
stopping time is rather crude and unwieldy. The continuous
parameter reachable stopping time T depends on a sequence
of discrete parameter stopping times {T n, or equivalently
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on the corresponding decision functions {$n}. It would
seem more elegant to define reachability of T in terms
of a single decision function $, but this may be
impossible.
The results of chapter 4 on the converse of the
optional sampling theorem offer another approach that
seems very effective. Instead of defining reachability
first and then proving the optional sampling theorem,
let us define reachability in terms of the optional
sampling result (1) for submartingales. That is, define
T to be reachable from a if (1) is true for all
submartingales {M t}. This definition of reachability
is just as easy to make for continuous parameter T, a
as for discrete parameter T, a. Having defined
reachability in this way, the next step is to see if T
can be characterized in terms of a single decision
function or a sequence of decision functions (i.e., as
the limit of the corresponding stopping times). The best
strategy in this investigation seems to be to follow the
derivation of theorem 4.5.1, the converse of the optional
sampling theorem. Using the discrete parameter dyanmic
programming results of chapter 3, we can investigate
solutions of the stopping problem with the cost function c
defined by
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(7) c(t) = 1Tt
where T is the continuous parameter stopping time we
are studying. It seems reasonable that an s-optimal
solution T of this stopping problem will be an
approximation to T and that T + T as c + 0.
The previous discussion has been carried out only
at the heuristic level and all the conjectures discussed
will require rigorous proof. In conclusion, let us note
that Kurtz (1978) has investigated a class of continuous
parameter stopping times which satisfy a differential
equation of the form (1). Kurtz (1978) investigated
these multiparameter stopping times while studying
processes X(t) (here t c R ) of the form
N t
(8) X(t) = X(0) + at W 1(f 6 (X(s))ds)
i=1 0
where W are independent Wiener processes. The i-th
component of the stopping times T(t) is given by
t
(9) Ti(t) = f (X(s))ds
0
Note that T represents a random time change for the
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Wiener process W.. We conjecture that the stopping
time T defined by (9) will be reachable in our sense
and hence, that the optional sampling theorem for
submartingales is true for these stopping times. Note
that Kurtz (1978) used the martingale version of theorem
which he had proved earlier in Kurtz (1977).
PART II: MULTIPARAMETER STOCHASTIC CALCULUS
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO MULTIPARAMETER
STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIATION FORMULA
Over the past few years increasing interest has
developed in the study of random fields, that is, random
"processes" with multiparameter "time" parameters. Several
authors have discussed the multiparameter Wiener process
and the closely related multiparameter generalization of
Ito's stochastic integral. However, when extending Ito's
stochastic differentiation formula to the multiparameter
case, Wong and Zakai (1974, 1975) and Cairoli and Walsh
(1975) discovered that the two-dimensional formula
required a new type of stochastic integral and mixed
stochastic-deterministic integrals different from the
Ito-type multidimensional integral defined by Ito (1951).
In this part of the thesis we shed new light on the
Wong-Zakai and Cairoli-Walsh results by showing that the
stochastic differentiation formula is a natural consequence
of the ordinary deterministic differentiation formula in
several parameters and the one-parameter Ito stochastic
differentiation formula. A brief description of the
contents and organization of this part follows.
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In chapter 2 we present some background material for
multiparameter processes. Chapter 3 then discusses the
two parameter formula and the various new types of
integrals required to interpret the formula. We compare
the integrals with the Wong-Zakai and Cairoli-Walsh
integrals, thus establishing the equivalence of their
formulas and our own. We also introduce a stochastic
partial differential operator that obeys very simple
differentiation rules and allows a simple formal derivation
of the stochastic differentiation formula. This stochastic
partial differentiation operator is the same as
Cairoli-Walsh's stochastic partial. Chapter 4 discusses
the n-parameter stochastic differentiation formula and
the n-parameter integrals necessary to interpret it
rigorously. Here we emphasize the concept of a stochastic
differential. This point of view permits a simple formal
derivation of the multiparameter stochastic differentiation
formula and emphasizes the multiparameter formula's close
relation to the deterministic formula and the one-parameter
Ito formula. The derivation up to this point is formal in
nature, as we utilize differentiation formulas and
differentials without rigorous proof of their properties.
In the next three chapters we rigorously interpret the
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differential formulas of chapters 3 and 4 in terms of
stochastic integrals and stochastic measures. In
chapter 5 we define the concept of a stochastic measure
and its integral so that we can treat all types of
stochastic integrals together. Chapter 6 defines mixed
integrals and products of stochastic measures.
Chatper 7 presents the rigorous proof of the product
differentiation rule, which is the central technical re-
sults of this paper. In chapter 8 we apply the multi-
parameter differentiation formula to represent multi-
parameter square integrable martingales by multiparameter
stochastic integrals. Finally, in chapter 9 we conclude
with a discussion of possible extensions of our results.
The appendices to part II contain some proofs and technical
details for chapters 3 through 7.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
2.1 Introduction
Before proceeding to the main results of this paper
it is first necessary to present some background material
concerning multiparameter stochastic process, or random
fields. Several authors have developed this material
which has become fairly standard. The references given
in this section are by no means exhaustive and we refer
the reader to the introduction to this thesis for a more
complete discussion. Cairoli and Walsh (1975) give a
detailed discussion of the basic material and provide a
detailed bibliography. Cairoli (1970, 1971) discusses
multiparameter martingales in detail. Ito (1951) and
McKean (1963) present the basic material on multiparameter
Wiener processes and integrals. See also McKean's (1963)
bibliography.
This paper treats multiparameter stochastic processes
for which the parameter belongs to the unit cube [0,1]n
in Rn. We use I, Il, 12, and so on to denote such unit
cubes; the index serves only to distinguish different
cubes and not to indicate dimensionalty. In section 2.2
we define the important concept of a partial ordering of
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[0,1]n . This allows us to generalize the notion of an
increasing family of a-fields, adapted process and
martingale to multi-parameter processes. In 2.3 we
introduce the Gaussian random measure and the corresponding
multiparameter Wiener process. Section 2.4 defines
partitions and partition processes of [0,1]n and
2.5 uses these definitions to construct the Ito-type
stochastic integral from a Gaussian random measure.
The reader may also refer to chapter 1 of part I for
some of these basic definitions.
2.2 Partial Order
We write x < y for x and y in I if x< y.
With this notion of partial order we can define an in-
creasing family of a-fields parameterized on I. Denoting
the basic probability space by (P,Q,F), we say that
{FzsZEI} is an increasing family of a-fields if Fz is
a sub a-field of F for each z in I and if F F
z 1 z2
whenever z1 < z2. We assume that (P,Q,F) is complete
and F contains all P-negligible sets of F.
For an increasing family {FzzI} of a-fields, a
function $ mapping 0 x I into R is adapted to
{F IzsI} if $ is F -measurable for each z in I.
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We say $ is a measurable process if it is FxB-measurable
as a mapping from 2xI into R. The a-field B is the
usual family of Borel sets of I. We often write $ as
$z to emphasize its dependence on the parameter z. Given
the framework developed to this point, it is natural to
define a martingale $ as a measurable adapted process
such that
(2.1) E{$ |2 F } = $ a~s.
z2 1z
for each z1 and z2 in I such that z < z 2 See
Cairoli (1974,1975) and part I, chapter 1 for further
material on multiparameter martingales.
2.3 Gaussian Random Measure and Multiparameter Wiener
Process
Following Cairoli and Walsh (1975), we call 0 a
Gaussian random measure if 0 assigns a zero mean Gaussian
random variable, U(A), with variance m (A) to each Borel
set A in I (here m is Lebesgue measure). Further-
more, if A and B are disjoint Borel sets, then 4(A)
tI We suppress "a.s." (almost surely) in the rest of the
paper, but it is always understood in equations of
random variables.
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and 9(B) are independent random variables and
9(A(\B) = 4(A) + D(B)
Let [0,z] denote the set of all E in I such that
< z, and define Fz as the smallest a-field such that
9(A) is F -measurable for all A included in [O,z].z
Then {FzzI} is an increasing family of a-fields and
we can naturally associate a martingale with the measure
0 and this increasing family of a-fields. Thus, define
W as
z
Wz= 0([O,z]).
It is easy to check that Wz is a martingale with respect
to {F zI}. In the one-dimensional case Wz is, in
fact, the standard Wiener process. Thus, Wz is called
the multiparameter Wiener process in the higher dimensional
cases. Keeping the analogy with the one parameter case,
we can define a stochastic integral in terms of the
multiparameter Wiener process just as one defines the
Ito stochastic integral for the one-parameter Wiener
process. First, however, we must define a partition of
the cube I and a partition process.
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2.4 Partitions and Partition Processes
A set, P, of real numbers is a partition of the
interval, [0,1], if P is a finite subset of [0,1] and
if P contains the real numbers 0 and 1. A partition
of a higher dimensional cube, [0,1] n, is a subset, P,
of [0,1]n which is the Cartesian product of partitions,
P, P2'***' n , of the interval [0,1]. That is,
P = P x P2 x *** XPn
If P is a partition of [0,1] and z is in P but
z # 1, then z+ denotes the smallest element of P which
is strictly greater than z. If z = 1, then define
z+ = 1. If P is a partition of [0,1]n and z is in
P, define z+ coordinate-wise. That is, P is a product
of one-dimensional partitions, Pi, P2 ''*''n, and we
define the m-th coordinate of z as zm where zm~ m
is the m-th coordinate of z and zm+ is defined with
respect to Pm as above. For example, a partition of
[0,1]2 is a rectangular lattice of points, and figure 5.1
of chapter 5 illustrates the relation between z and z .
Write x << y for x and y in I if xi < y.
Wong-Zakai (1974) use the z notation.
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for each coordinate and define
6z = {EIIz<<E<z+ } = (zz+ t
for each z in P. Note that 6zf)6z' = $ if z and
z' are in P and z y z; also note that I = U1  6z.
zEP
Sometimes we use the notation z'
any partition; in those cases z+
point of I such that z < z
Define the norm,
without referring to
just denotes an arbitrary
IPI, of a partition P as
|P| = max ||z +-z||,
zeP
where ||xii = max |x | for each x in I.
A multiparameter process $ on I is a partition
process with respect to the increasing family {FizzEI}
if there is a partition P of I such that
(2.2) $ = $zX6z
zeP
where z is Fz-measurable for each z in P and
Cht +Cairoli-Walsh (1975) denote 6z by (z~z Jin (41.
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E{$z } is finite for each z in P. When a partition
process satisfies (2.2), we say it is defined on P.
Thus, if P' is a partition of I and P' D P, then a
partition process defined on P is also defined on P'.
2We write L (Qxl) for the space of all partition
pp
processes on 2xI. Similarly, let La (QxI,L) denote
the space of all measurable processes $ adapted to
{FIzEI} such that
(2.3) f E{$ }S(dz) < o.
The measure k is a Borel measure on I. Using typical
measure theory arguments, one can easily show that
L 2(GXI) is a dense linear subspace of L2 (qxI,4.
pp a
2.5 Ito-type Stochastic Integral
With this concept of partition and partition process
we can easily define an Ito-type stochastic integral on I.
Choose the increasing family {Fz~zeI} of c-fields
generated by the Gaussian random measure, D. Suppose
is a partition process with respect to this increasing
family and suppose $ is defined on the partition P.
Then
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(2.4) Oz $ (dz) = I z (6z)
zCP
defines a linear mapping from L 2(QxI) into L (Q),
the space of random variables with finite variance. For
2
each $ in L (QXI) we have that
pp
(2.5) E{(f($ (dz)) 21 2
and thus, the mapping defined by (2.4) has a unique
continuous extension which is defined on all of L2 (QxIm).
a
In addition, this extension satisfies (2.5) for all $
taken in L (2GxI,m). In the case that I = [0,1], thisa
integral is the Ito stochastic integral, and thus, we often
call it the Ito-type multiparameter stochastic integral
to distinguish it from other types of stochastic integrals
defined later.
The multiparameter Ito-type inteqral generates
martingales just as in the one-parameter case. Define
a process M on I by
(2.6) Mz= f X[o,z] ( (d()
2for each z in I and a fixed $ in L 2(OxI,m). Thenz
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M is a martingale with respect to the a-fields generated
by the Gaussian random measure, 4.
We could also define a Gaussian random measure for
which m is an arbitrary finite Borel measure instead of
Lebesgue measure as in section 2.3. We could then con-
struct an Ito-type integral from this measure in
exactly the same way as we have done, and this integral
would also define a martingale as in (2.6). To distinguish
between this more general Gaussian random measure and the
measure defined in 2.3, we call the latter the standard
Gaussian random measure. In this paper we are particularly
interested in the Gaussian random measure defined
A + f XA(C)p(E)D(dE)
where p e L (I) and 0 is the standard Gaussian random
measure on I. One can find further details and references
about the multiparameter Wiener process and its integral
in Cairoli (1971), Ito (1951) and McKean (19 63 ).
In the literature f $z (dz) is usually denoted
f $zdWz or f $zW(dz).
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CHAPTER 3
TWO-PARAMETER STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL FORMULA
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the two-parameter stochastic
differential formula. In section 3.2 we review the one-
parameter differential formula and apply it to the multi-
parameter process defined in chapter 2. In section 3.3 we
present the stochastic partial differential operator and its
*
differentiation rules. This allows a simple formal deriva-
tion of the two-parameter stochastic differentiation formula.
Section 3.4 discusses the various stochastic, mixed and deter-
ministic integrals on the plane that are needed to define the
stochastic differentiation formula. We correlate these
integrals with those of Wong-Zakai (1974, 1975) and
Cairoli-Walsh (1975, 1977) and thus, show the equivalence
of their differentiation formulas with our own.
3. 2 One-Parameter Stochastic Differentiation Formula
Suppose Mt is a continuous, square integrable one-
parameter martingale. Let f(u,t) be a real-valued function
of t and u in R with continuous partial derivatives up
to second order. Then Kunita and Watanabe (1967) have shown
that f(Mtt) satisfies the following differentiation formula.
*
The differentiation rules are proved rigorously in chapter 7.
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T
(3.1) f(MT,T) - f(MSS) = f fu(M TT)dM
S
+ [ft( ,T) + 2 u M T)V TS Lt M .Tfuu(MTI t( ld
In (3.1) fu' uu and ft denote partial derivatives of
f and Vt is the partial derivatives of V(t) = <M,M>t'
*
the increasing process associated with the martingale Mt.
The first integral in (3.1) is a stochastic integral,
defined so that
T
(3.2) f $T = $ (M - M )
S TEP T T+ T
if $ is a partition process defined on a partition P of
[S,T]. Thus, the stochastic integral in (3.1) is an Ito-type
stochastic integral as in section 2.5. The second integral
in (3.1) is an ordinary Lebesgue integral.
How should one generalize (3.1) to the multiparameter
case? First of all, we limit our consideration to multi-
parameter martingales of the form
*
See Kunita and Watanabe (1967) or Meyer (1968) for
definition of the increasing process of a martingale.
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(3.3)
where 10 is the standard Gaussian random measure on
and p is in L ([0,1] ,m)t. In chapter 9 we discuss
extension of these results to more general martingales
multiparameter processes. Associated with Mz, is the
deterministic increasing process
V(z) = f
[0,z]
p() 2dE.
Note that the one-parameter process z. - M
is a continuous square integrable martingale with increasing
process zi -+ V(zlz 2 ,...,zn) Thus, we may use (3.1) to
write (in the case i = 1)
(3.5) f(MT, z 2,...zn
T
= f u(M T
S u n
T
+ | [f (M TIZ joevrZ
S z 1,2,..,n
[,z 2'...,zn
,,z , ,zn)+f (M21 .. n 2uu T )
,z 2 ,...,zn
V (T ,z 2 ,... ,zn)]dT.
[0,1]n
the
and
(3.4)
T,z 2,...,z n )-f(MS z2,...,znS z2'...,zn)
Here m is the Lebesgue measue on [0,1]n. Refer to section 2.5
for the definition of the Guassian random measure and
integral (3.3).
M z = X[0 ,z ,(0pC)Do (dE),I
,vz ,1...,'z )@3
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In this formula, the stochastic integral must agree with
(3.2). That is,
T
(3.6) f $C a M
S 1, 2''''' zn , 2,...,zn
(M + -M ),
TEP TZ 2,...,Z n T ,Z ,...,Z T,z21,...,Zn
where P is partition of [S,T] and z zi, z2' '0'61'n
is a partition process defined on P. It is more convenient
to write (3.5) in differential form, and then we can write
the general i case as easily as the special i = 1 case.
Thus, we have that
(3.7) 3.f(M ,z) = f (M ,z)3.M + [f. (M ,z) +-f (M ,z)V. (z)]dz.,i z u z i z i z 2 uu z ia
where for notational convenience we have used the subscript i
instead of z to indicate partial differentiation and the
stochastic differentials a M. The differential expression
(3.7) is basically a one-parameter result. We are seeking,
however, a truly n-parameter stochastic differentiation
formula that expresses f(Mz ,z) as an n-dimensional integral
and not a one dimensional integral as in (3.6).
3.3 Differentiation Rules and the Two-Parameter Formula
If we can represent the process $ as an integral,
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$z f (dE),
Z[0,z]
then for any rectangle (z1 ,z2  (x1 ,x2]x(yly 2 ] in
[0,1]2 we have
(3.8) $ 2 1 - $
x2 'y2 E'2
- # + $ = f $ (d )
l' x1l' 1 (z 1z2]
Thus, we are motivated to look for an integral representation
of 
2 x2 'Y1 xlY 1
where $z = F(M '
F is a differentiable function, and z -+ Mz is the two-
tparameter process defined in section 3.2 . If (3.8) holds
we want to say that
a13a2z =z(dz)
in some sense. If z -+ M
function, we could write
(3.9)
were a deterministic differentiable
2 F(Mz)
2dz dz2
The point of this work is to make sense of expressions like
(3.9) in the stochastic case. We now introduce the
Wong-Zakai (.974) also sought a representation of the process
F(M z) in terms of the double difference
F(M 2 2) - F(M 2) - F(M l) + F(M .
l' 1 2
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stochastic partial differential operator a. and present
differentiation rules for applying it (these rules are
proved in chapter 7). At the same time we use these
rules to derive the stochastic differentiation formula
for the two-parameter case. Note that the stochastic
partial differential operator agrees with the stochastic
partial defined in Cairoli and Walsh (1975).
Rule 1: Ito differentiation rule.
First, a. must operate on a process of the form
z + f(Mz ,z) according to the Ito formula (3.7). Thus,
for example, we must have
a F(Mz) = F'(M ) M + -F''(M )V (z)dz
1 z z 2lz 2 z 1 1
32F'(Mz) =F''(Mz a 2Mz '' 2 (z z2
and
a2 (F''(Mz )V (z)) = F'''(Mz )V (z)a M z+ [V 12(z)f''(MZ
z~~~ 1 z1(21
+ 2 ' (M 2 (z)V (z)]dz2 '
Rule 2: Product differentiation rule.
Second, 3. must obey the product differentiation
rule of ordinary calculus when operating on the product of
two differentials or the product of a process and a
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differential. For example, this rule means that
32 (F'(M Z) Mz ) = 2 (F'(M lMz + F'(Mz ) 2 Mz
and
a2 (F''(Mz v 1 (z)dz1 ) = 32 (F''(Mz v1(z))dz 1 + F' '(Mz v (z)D2 (dz1 )
Rule 3: Deterministic differentials and linearity.
We also require that ay acts like the deterministic
operator az. dz. when it operates on deterministic
1
differentials. Thus, 32 (dz1 ) = 0. Finally, we assume that
the operator ay is linear. Thus, the stochastic partial
differential operator corresponds closely to the deterministic
partial differential operator. The Ito one-parameter rule
completely accounts for the difference between the stochastic
and deterministic operators.
From these rules the two--parameter stochastic
differentiation formula follows:
(3.10) a2 1 F(Mz) = F'(Mz)a 2a 1Mz + F''(Mz ) 2Mz lMz
+ F'''(Mz 1(Z)2Mzdz + F' I(M)z 2 (z)3zdz 2
+ [F''(Mz 12(Z) + 1F'''' I(M )v 2Zv (z )]dz dz2
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The deterministic differentiation formula corresponds to
setting V identically equal to zero in (3.10). The terms
which depend on V are the so-called correction terms
needed for the stochastic case.
Generally speaking, the differential equations we
write always involve mixed differentials - we never take
a derivative twice with respect to the same varaible. Thus,
in (3.10) we have only the differentials 32a1MZI 2Mz a1MZ
and 3 2Mzdz , but not 232Mz o lMzlMz. Therefore,
we can always obtain the integral equation corresponding
to a stochastic differential equation by integrating with
respect to the differentiated variables in the original
differential equation. For example, the integral version
of (3.10) is
(3.11) F(M ) - F(M 2) - F(M l) + F(M )
= f F'(M )D2a1M + f F''(M )a2M 3 M
+ F''' (E)M d
+ f ~F' I(M )V2 IMd 2
2 [ ''' 2 () 2
+ f[1 F E ( 9 1 M§V2 (E) + F1'ME) 2 E]E1d
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where all integrables are taken over the rectangle
(xf,x2] x (y1 ,y2 ] in [0,1]2
3. 4 Two Dimensional Integrals
We need to define five types of integrals over the
2
square [0,1]2. Let us refer to these integrals as
stochastic integrals, mixed stochastic-deterministic
integrals and deterministic integrals as follows. The
stochastic integrals are written
(3.12) a $ 3 32 M
and
(3.13) f $ I M 2M E.
The mixed integrals are written
(3.14) f a 1 M d(2
and
(3.15) f $O2 MdE .
The deterministic integral is
(3.16) f $ d 1 d 2  f dE.
In this section we consider these integrals briefly, stating
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their main properties but leaving details and proofs for
chapters 5, 6 and 7. We define the stochastic integrals
of (3.12) and (3.13) by means of forward-differences just
as (3.6) is defined by the forward difference,
*
MT + - M . Define the forward
difference operators A as follows. Suppose z + Fz
is a real-valued function of z in [0,1]n and suppose
P iis a partition of [0,12. Then define the forward
difference operator, Ai, with respect to P. by
(3.17) A.F =F + -F
1 z z , . _ T ,zi+ 1 '''''z Z ,..zi_ ,TIzi+1,...zn
*
for all T in P.. Thus, A.F is defined as long as
1 1 Z
z., the ith coordinate of z, is in P.
Now let us consider the stochastic integral (3.12).
For a partition process $ defined on a partition
P=P 1 x P2 of [0,1] , define
(3.18) f $ 1 2M = $ zAlA 2 MzP zC?
where Al and A2 are defined with respect to P1 and
P2 respectively. It is easy to see that
A 1 A2M z =f P(0)(dE) for z in P, and hence, (3.18)
Sz
See section 2.4 for the definition of T+ where T is in P.
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defines the Ito-type integral of section 2.5. That is,
(3.19) a $ 3 32M = f(d()
for all $ in L 2(x[0,1]2 m).a
The second integral (3.13) is a new type of integral
and is more difficult to define. For a partition process $
defined on a partition P=P x P2 of [0,1] 2, define
(3.20) f $ 2M E M E = $zA 2MzA 1 z
P zP
The right side of (3.20) depends on the partition P as
well as the partition process $, and it will differ for the
same $ if we choose different partitions P. However, we
prove in chapter 6 that if $ is a partition process defined
on the partitions Pn of [0,1]2 for each natural number n
and if 1pnj +. 0 as n + o, then fn )2 M 1 M
converges in L2 (Q). The limit depends only on the partition
process $ and not on the sequence of partitions. Denote
the limit by f $a 2Ma 1M. Then, as we prove in section 6,
4- + f $3 2M 1M is a continuous linear mapping which extends
to all of La2 (Qx[O,l] 2,m). Note that there is only one
integral corresponding to 1 a2M and a2a1M, that is,
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1 3 2M f 2 lM
Similarly, we have that
f $3 M2M = f 32M3 1M
Thus, the differentials a 2M and 3 M, and 3 2M3 M
and D M32M are respectively equal.
Wong and Zakai (1974, 1976) define a multiple Wiener
integral
(3.21) dw dw,
2
where ( and (' both range over the plane square [0,1]
In their differentiation formula, $ , has the form
E ' = $v where (vE' is the least upper bound
(with respect to the partial order <, of ( and C' in
2
[0,1] ). After developing precisely the stochastic
integrals in chapters 5, 6 and 7 we prove in appendix B
that
(3.22) f $ dw dw , - f $ 1 w 32w .
Cairoli and Walsh (1975) define the same multiple Wiener
integral but the also show that
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$ f vdw dw , = f E dJ ()
where Jw is a measure corresponding to 1 w 32w. The
product measure a w 2w is the same there as it is in
this paper. See chapter 6 for a general discussion of
such product measures and see appendix B for further
discussion of the Cairoli-Walsh integral and their
differentiation formula.
The stochastic integrals have some interesting
properties which we present now but whose proof we defer
until chapters 5 and 6. With V defined as in (3.4),
one has that
(3.23) E{(f $32 1 M)2} = f E{$2 }2
where D2D V = V1 2 (E)dE. Similarly, it is true that
(3.24) E{(f $32M 1M } = f E{$ }2 V1 V
The stochastic integrals have a martingale property
similar to that described for the Ito-type integral in
* 2 2
chapter 2. Thus, we have for $ in La (x[0,1] ,m) that
a
the process N defined by either
*
See Wong-Zakai (1974, 1976) and Cairoli-Walsh (1975) and
chapter 5.
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N z f1X [O,Z]a921M
Mz= f X[Oz]4' 2M'lM
is a martingale on [0,1]2. Finally, the two stochastic
integrals on [0,1]2
(3.27)
are orthogonal in the sense that
E{(f $32aM) (f $232M 1M)} = 0
for every # and $in La (x[0,l]2 m).
The mixed stochastic-deterministic integrals are
2 2
defined as double integrals. If # is in La (Qx[0,1] ,m),
we prove later that
2 T,Z 2  MT,Z 2
is almost-surely Lebesgue integrable. Thus, we define
(3.14) as
(3.28) f $ 1M d(2 = alMTIC }da.
Then we can prove the inequality
tSee Wong and Zakai (1974) and Cairoli and Walsh (1975).
(3.25)
or
(3.26)
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(3.29) E{(f $3 1 M Ed 2) 2} < f EJ{ }a1V( )d(2'
The other mixed integral (3.15) is defined similarly and
satisfies an inequality analogous to (3.29).
This definition of mixed integral completely agrees
with Cairoli and Walsh's definition of mixed integral.
Wong and Zakai, however, employ mixed multiple integrals,
written
EX, d~dW ,
and
f$ ,dW dE'.
However, these mixed integrals are equivalent to ours if
, = vt ' and we prove in appendix B that
f$Ev5' d~dW , = f$ l 11W d(2
and
f4EvC' dW d(' = f E E2 2 -W dE .
The deterministic integral is the Lebesgue integral
on [0,1] 2, and it satisfies
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(3.30) E{(f$ d)2} < f E{$ }d,
2 2for all $ in L (Qx[0,1] ,m).
a
Appendix B presents the Cairoli-Walsh and Wong-Zakai
integrals in more detail, giving the precise definition
of these integrals and proving their equivalence to the
integrals defined in this paper. Once it is proved that
the integrals are equivalent, it follows immediately
that the differentiation formulas are also equivalent.
We present the Wong-Zakai and Cairoli-Walsh differentiation
formulas in appendix B also.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTIPARAMETER INTEGRALS AND DIFFERENTIAL FORMULAS
4.1 Introduction
For three or more parameters the stochastic differential
formula is too long to write down easily, but we can still
apply the same differentiation rules of section 3.3 to
calculate the stochastic differentiation formulas in the
general multiparameter cases. In section 4.2 we introduce
a notational scheme for denoting the various multiparameter
differentials and their integrals. Section 4.3 states
some properties of these integrals and section 4.4 describes
how to interpret stochastic differential equations in terms
of stochastic integral equations. In section 4.5 we state
the main results of this paper, the general differentiation
rules. We prove these results in the following chapters
(5, 6, 7).
4.2 Multiparameter Differentials and Integrals
Let z + M be the multiparameter process on [0,1]n
defined in (3.3). The general stochastic differential
of M will have the form
(s.. 3. ... 3. M)-(3. 3. ... 3. M)- (3 3 .3Ma.
1 2 p 31 32 . q k k2 kr
where i, i2 ''' p01' I 1 ' ,2j''q' k1 , k2 '... Ikr, are
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all distinct elements of {l,2,...,n}. Since the order
of differentiation does not matter, as we show later, we
can write
1 '2 p S
where S = {i 1 i21 .'i p}. Similarly, the order of the
factors 3 M does not matter and we can compactly write
the general differential as
3 M-3 M-...3 kM = 3AM
where A = {SiS 21 '''k} and Sit,2' ''''k are mutually
disjoint subsets of {l,2,...,n}. Let L)A denote
k
S) .. If S is a subset of {l,2,...,n} and
i=1
(UfA)A\S = $, then we write the mixed differential
D Mzdz AM zdz dz ...dz.
Az S 1 l'2 'q
where S = {i11 i21 ''i q1. Whenever we write the
differential AMdzS, we assume that ((JA)/\S = $.
For each differential D M zdz there corresponds
We only take mixed derivatives as noted in section 3.3.
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an integral which we write
f #zaAMzdzS
The integration is carried out over the variables z in
[0,1] for i in (tA)/ S.
4.3 Properties of Higher Dimensional Integrals
First let us give a rough definition of the higher
dimensional stochastic integrals in terms of forward
difference operators. Define the finite difference
operator A in the same way as A Thus, if A. is
the forward difference operator with respect to partition P
of [0,1] (see sections 2.4 and 3.4), then define
A M =A. A. ... A. M
s z 11 12 p z
for S = {i1 ,i 2 '' i p} C {l,2...n}. Similarly, if
A = {SlS2'* 'Sk} and Sit,2'''Sk are mutually disjoint
subsets of {l,2,...,n}, then
Az As z s2 z S k z
Suppose P = P x P2 x ... x Pn is a partition of [0,11
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and $ is a partition process defined on P. Then define
(4.1) f $ A = Mz
P zeP
As jPj -+ 0, this expression tends to a limit in mean
square. We define the stochastic integral f $3A M to be
this limit. Note that f $3AM is a process over the
undifferentiated variables, i.e. those variables not
integrated.
As in the two dimensional case, we have
(4.2) E{(f aAM )2} = fE{$ }3AV()
where V is defined in (3.4) and $ is in L (Qx[0,1]n m).a
The higher dimensional integrals also have the martingale
and orthogonality properties of the plane integrals in
chapter 3. If $ is in L (Q,[,1] nm) anda
A = {l,2,...,n}, then
(4.3) M = f X[Oz]( 3AM
defines a martingale on [0,1]n
Suppose $ and 9 are in L (Qx[0,1n ,m) anda
VA1 UA 2 but A 1 A 2. Then
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(4.4) E{(f $ 3A M ) (f 3 AM )I = 0.
That is, different stochastic integrals are orthogonal.
We define the mixed stochastic-deterministic integrals
in the same way as in chapter 3. Suppose S is a subset
of {l,2,...,n} disjoint from A. Then f $ AM is
almost surely integrable with respect to dz and we
define the mixed integral by
(4.5) f E 3AdEs = f{f$ 3AME }ds.
2
For all $ in L we have the inequalitya
(4.6) E{($ 3AM d 2 )2} < fE{ }3 AV( )dE .
4.4 Stochastic Differential Equations
We wish to interpret equations of the form
N
(4.7) a (FzA Mdz ) = z A Mdz
0 0 V=1 V
where for each v = 1,2,...,N, (UtA )L SV = SU( tAO 0 o
We assume that S((I tA 0 s 0) $ and that tA V/)S =
for each v = 0,1,2,...,N. The precise interpretation of
(4.7) in terms of an integral equation is notationally
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complex, but the basic idea is simple. We define the
differential equation so that if we integrate it over any
rectangle, the resulting integral equation will be true.
Let S = {i ,i2''''' q} and (lA 0 )L S0 ={ q+1 '*'' * q+p}
Let P. be a partition of [0,1] for i = 1,2,...,q+p.
Then we interpret (4.7) so that for all zE 1x...xP and
for all zsPq+1'''' q+p the following integral equation
is true.
(4.8) A_ S - F BA Md S6z 0 0
N
I~ B "A Md
v=1 6zx~z C v S.
We assume on the left side of (4.8) that E.
-.
J
= z., for
J
1 < j < q, and that A operates with respect to
P x..x' q. The integration over 6z or Sz x 6z in
(4.8) indicates that .
J
ranges over
(z.,z.+] for 1 < g < q and over (z.,a.+] for q+l < q+pj JjJ-
in the integration.
4.5 Differentiation Rules for Higher Dimensions
In chapter 7 we prove two theorems that generalize
the differential rules of Section 3.3. We state these
theorems now.
Theorem 4.1 If Si, S21*''Sq are mutually disjoint
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subsets of {l,2,...,n} and i ( S t) S ' . S q
then
q
(4.9) ai (s M... M) = a S U [}M- a M .
1 q j=1 j k/j k
Theorem 4.2 If 3 f z iM + $z dz. and i 4; L/AUS,
then
(4.10) a (fzaAMdz )=$z iM3AM)dz S+zaAM(dz dz )+fzDi AM)dz ,
where 3 A M) is interpreted as in the right side of (4.9).
Note that (4.9) and (4.10) agree with the ordinary
deterministic rule for differentiating products. By
applying Ito's one dimensional rule to Theorem 4.2 we
obtain stochastic differentiation formulas as follows.
Suppose f(u,z) has continuous partial derivatives in u
and z up to second order where u is in [0,1] and z is in
[0,1]n . Then for i UA US, Ito's rule and Theorem 4.2
imply that
(4.11) ai(f(M zz) AMdz5 ) = f u(M zz) M3AMdz5
+ [f (mz'z) + fu(M z)V iza Mdz dz
+ f(M z,z)3 i(AM)dz .
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One can derive the n-dimensional stochastic differentiation
formula by using (4.11) to write the mixed partial derivative
D 13D2...3 Dn [f(M z,z)]
in terms of the differentials AMdz .
Note that for n = 3 there are 5 pure stochastic
differentials and 9 mixed stochastic differentials. Thus,
including the one deterministic differential there are
15 differentials. For n = 4 there are 52 differentials
and for n = 5 there are 203 differentials. Consequently,
even for three dimensions the stochastic differentiation
formula is too cumbersome to write easily, and the formulas
grow even longer for dimensions higher than three.
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CHAPTER 5
STOCHASTIC MEASURES AND THEIR INTEGRALS
5.1 Introduction
In this section we present stochastic integrals from
a general and abstract point of view. This abstraction
is necessary in order to prove the assertions of chapter 4
for all the various stochastic integrals. Hopefully, it
makes the stochastic integrals of chapter 4 easier to
understand by emphasizing properties common to all sto-
chastic integrals. The geometric interpretation of sto-
chastic integrals in terms of measures will also make it
easier to visualize the properties of stochastic integrals.
We include several figures for the two-dimensional case to
aid in this visualization.
In section 5.2 we define the stochastic measure and
discuss its relation to the stochastic differentials of
chapter 4. Section 5.3 shows that each stochastic measure
generates a stochastic integral that obeys the martingale
property of 4.2. We also discuss the converse problem of
constructing stochastic measures from stochastic integrals
with the martingale property. In 5.4 we define orthogonal
stochastic measures and prove that their integrals are also
orthogonal. This section prepares for a later proof of
(4.4) in section 6.4.
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5.2 Definition of Stochastic Measure and Examples
Define 4 to be a stochastic measure on the unit
cube I in Rn if the following conditions are true.
(1) Let A denote the class of all finite unions of
rectangles of the form (z,z in I. Then for each A
in A, @(A) is a real-valued random variable of (P,Q,F).
Furthermore, ,(A) has zero mean and a finite variance
satisfying
(5.1) E{t (A) 2 < Z(A)
where k is a finite, nonnegative Borel measure on I.
(2) If Al, A2,...,AN are mutually disjoint elements
of A, then
( 9 Ai ) = , (A )
i=1 i=1
(3) For all z and z + in I such that z < z+, @(ztz+
is F +-measurable and independent of F . Furthermore, if
z >/ z, then
(5.2) E{D((z,z+})|F_} = 0.
z
Here {F zIzCI is some prespecified increasing family of
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a-fields as in chapter 2.
Conditions (1) and (2) of the definition are clear.
Equation (5.2) says that @((z,z +) and F_ are
z
uncorrelated. That is, if $ is an F_-measurable
z
bounded random variable, then E{$@((z,z ])} 0. Note
that z >/ z is equivalent to [0,Z] (z,z ] / 0. The
latter statement has a clear geometrical interpretation
as shown in figure 5.1.
Define the a-field Fiz as Fz(i), where z(i) is
the element of I with all coordinates equal to 1 except
for the 1th coordinate which is the same as the ith
coordinate of z. For each z in I = [0,1]n there are n such
a-fields. From figure 5.1 it should be clear that requiring
(5.2) is equivalent to requiring
(5.3) E{ ((z,z ])IF. } = 0
for each i = 1,2,...,n.
The Gaussian random measure of chapter 2 is a
stochastic measure as defined here, but the notion of
stochastic measure is much broader. For example, each
stochastic integral of 4.2 defines a stochastic measure A
as follows. If A ={l,2,...,n}, define the measure 5A as
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(z , Z+)
z
(0,0) f l
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(5.4) GDA (A) = fXA () A M.
The stochastic measure cA is a Gaussian random measure
in only case, namely in the case
A 0M = @ 12...anM .
In the other cases 0A does not have the independent
increment character of a Gaussian random measure. That
is, for the Gaussian random measure OA we have that
A ((z,z ]) is actually independent of F_ in (5.2),0 z
but for the other GA we do not have independence (although
(5.2) is still true).
Our approach to stochastic integration will be to
construct a stochastic measure first and then construct a
stochastic integral from that. Thus, in chapter 6 we first
define stochastic measure A and then define f3A M
as the integral of ( A. In preparation for this develop-
ment, we now prove that each stochastic measure defines a
unique integral.
5. 3 Stochastic Integrals of Stochastic Measures
Theorem 1
Suppose 0 is a stochastic measure on I as defined
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in Definition 5.1.
is a random variable
following are true.
Then for each $ in
f cD (dC) of L2 (Q)
L (2XI,2 )
a
such that the
(1) The mapping $ + f C E(d() is a continuous linear
to L2 (0), and we have
E{ (f G(dE)) 2 } < fE{$ }2I (d().
(2) If z and are in I and $0 is F -measurable randomz
variable,
f0X(z,z+ (E)O(dC) = $00((z,z +).
(3) For each Borel set I, define m(A) by
m(A) = E{(fXA(C) (dE))2
Then m is a finite, nonnegative Borel measure on I.
Furthermore, we have for all L? that
2 =
fE{$ }Im(dC)
2$ in L, we have
there
frommapping
(5.5)
L
then
(5.6)
(4) For each
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E{f# D(dE)} = 0.
For each z in I, we have
(5.7) EIf# fcE (d) IF z = fx [O0,z] O (dE),
and the process M, defined by
(5.8) M = fX[(0,z]. E (dE),
is a martingale on I.
Note that equation (5.6) is the general form of (4.2)
and (4) is the martingale property of (4.3)
Proof of Theorem 1.
The idea of the proof is simple. Prove everything
for $ in L2 and extend to L2 by taking limits.pp
For a partition process $ with respect to the
partition P of I, define
(5.9) O$Wd) = I $z0(6z).
zeP
The right side of (5.9) depends only on $ and not on the
particular partition P. Thus, $ + f$ ((d) is a well-
defined linear mapping.
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For any partition on I,
are in P, then either [0,z ]
(see figure 5.2). Since z
in P, (5.2) implies that
E{$z 4(6z 1)z 2(6z2
if z z2, and z and z2
6z = * or [0,z ] 6z 4
is F -measurable for each z
=0
unless z = z2. Hence we find that
(5.10) E2( (d ) = X E{$ 2 2E(6z)2
The inequality (5.5) follows immediately from (5.10) and
the inequality (5.1) of Definition 5.1. We then extend
the integral to La in the usual way, preserving (5.5).
Property (2) is obvious from the definition of the
stochastic integral.
To show m defined in (3) is additive we need to
show
(5.11) E{(f XA (E) (dE)) (fXB ( D (dE'))}= 0
whenever A and B are disjoint Borel sets in I. This is
certainly true if A and B are in A, and the general case
follows by taking limits. Using (5.11) and the continuity
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(0 ,0)
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Figure 5.2
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and additivity of the stochastic integral, we can easily
show
m ( (J An) = X m(An
n=l n=l
for disjoint Borel sets An in I. Furthermore, from (5.10)
2
we see that (5.6) is true for # in L , and it remains
pp,
true for limits of partition processes. Thus, (5.6) is
true for all of L , and (3) is proved.a
Note that (4) is true for a partition process of
the form,
= z 1X(z1ZI
where $zl
first have
(5.12)
is F -measurable and z < z . That is, we
E{$z ,zz])Fz z (ziIz 1fn[0,z]).
This follows from the fact that we can write the set
(z1,zt] - ((z,,z ] f [0,z]) as a finite disjoint union,
N
J Ai, of sets A. where each A. is a rectangle of
i=1
the form (E, C+] for and + in I and <
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(see figure 5.3). Thus, additivity of D implies
+ + N((z ,fz ]) = ((Zlil] f\ [0,z]) + 1(A )
1=1 '
From condition (3) of Definition 5.1 we deduce that
E{$z (A i)IFz} = 0
for each i = 1,...,N, and
E{#z 0((z,z ]f")[0,z]) IF ) z= ((z ,z]f [0,z])
z1 1 z 11
This proves (5.12). The right side of (5.12) is just
f EX [0,z] (E)4(d() so that (5.7) is true for processes
of this form. The extension to all L and then to L
pp a
is clear. This concludes the proof of (4) and the
theorem.///
Although we have treated only stochastic measures over
the unit cube in Rn, it is straightforward to extend the
definition and theorem to stochastic measures over all
of Rn. We can also relax our assumption that , is a
finite measure and assume only that it is a nonnegative
Borel measure.
We digress at this point in order to show that one
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can construct a stochastic measure from any mapping
* J($) satisfying the general properties of a stochastic
integral. Thus, we see in what sense the definition of
stochastic measure given in 5.2 is necessary.
Suppose J is a continuous linear mapping from
L (QxI,Jk) to L2 (Q) and suppose J also has the followinga
properties.
(i) For all $ in L (OxI,9,)a
E{J() 2} < fE{$2}C dE).
(ii) If $0 is an F -measurable random variable and
z < z , then
J($OX(z,z+ )= (0 X(ZIZ+).
(iii) The process M defined by
Mz = J(X[0,Z])
2is a martingale on I for each choice of $ in La. Thus,
J has the same properties (1), (2) and (4) as the
stochastic integral in Theorem 5.1. If we define cD by
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(A) = J:(XA
then 0 has all but one property of a stochastic measure.
Conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 5.1 follow from
(i) and the linearity of J. Property (iii) implies (5.2)
in condition (3) of Definition 5.1. However, the other
part of (3) is not necessarily true. It is true that
J(Xz,z+) is Fz+ -measurable (this follows from (iii)),
but it is not necessarily true that J(X(z,z+]) is
independent of F z. We need this independence condition,
however, only to prove
E{$ 2 ((z,z ]) } = E($ 2)E{((z,z ]) }
and thus, prove (5.6) in Theorem 5.1. Since J satisfies
(i) above, we know
E{$ 2 ((z,z ] ) } < E{$ } l ((z,z ])D .
This inequality is sufficient, together with the other
properties above, to define a stochastic integral,
f$ (d), from 4. Thus, we can define a stochastic
integral, without the independence assumption, but then
we do not have (5.6).
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Condition (ii) guarantees that the integral J induces
a measure D which in turn gives back J. That is,
J() = fe 4(dE).
5. 4 Orthogonal Stochastic Measures and Integrals
The following result generalizes the concept of
orthogonal stochastic integrals as discussed in sections
3.4 and 4.3.
Definition 2
Two stochastic measures, @ and T, are orthogonal if
for each z and z+ in I with z < z+ we have
E{ ((z,z + ])T((z,z + )}= 0.
2
Likewise if J is a stochastic integral on L l) and
K is a stochastic integral on L (QxI,t2), then J and Ka xI~ 2),te n
are orthogonal if
E{J($)K(V)} = 0
for all eL 2(QxI, Z) and eLa (xI,Z 2). With this definition
we have the following easy theorem.
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Theorem 2
If two stochastic measures are orthogonal, then their
corresponding stochastic integrals are orthogonal.
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CHAPTER 6
PARAMETERIZED STOCHASTIC MEASURES AND THEIR PRODUCTS
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to define the stochastic
measures GA in (5.4) and thus, to define properly the
stochastic integrals introduced in chapter 4. In the
process of defining 0A we give a rigorous meaning to
products of the form
a AM = 3 Ma3 M...3 M
~1 ~2q
introduced in section 4.2. This will be important in
chapter 7 when we study derivatives of such products and
derive the differentiation product rule. Before proceeding
with the definition of parameterized stochastic measures,
let us agree to denote the stochastic measure 0 by the
expression 0(dz) as well as 0. This differential notation
corresponds to the notation for the stochastic integral,
namely f$ E(d(), but it also makes clear on what parameter
space 0 is defined. A similar notation will be useful
sometimes in denoting parameterized measures and their
products.
In 6.2 we define the parameterized stochastic measure
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and discuss some of its properties. In particular, we
construct a mixed stochastic-deterministic integral from
it. We also discuss examples of parameterized stochastic
measures relevant to the purpose of justifying chapter 4.
Section 6.3 defines the very important concept of the
product of two or more parameterized stochastic measures.
After proving some necessary general theorems about such
products we turn in section 6.4 to constructing all the
stochastic and mixed integrals of chapter 4. Finally,
we verify the statements of section 4.3.
6.2 Definition of Parameterized Stochastic Measures and
Mixed Integrals
Definition 1
Let I and I2 be two unit hypercubes. Then
(dz1 ,z2) is a stochastic measure on Il, parameterized
on 12' if the following conditions are true.
(1) Variance condition. Let A denote the set of all
finite unions of rectangles of the form (zz 1 +] in Il
Then for A in A, N(A,z 2) is a real-valued random variable
of (P,Q,F). Furthermore, f(A,z2 ) has zero mean and a finite
variance satisfying
(6.1) E{4(A,z 2) 2 } < k(A)
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for all z2 in I 2. Here k is a finite, nonnegative Borel
measure on I .
(2) Additivity condition. I f A1, A2,. .. , AN are mutually
disjoint elements of A, then
(V A ,z2) = (A ,z2i=1 i=1
for all z2in I2
(3) MeasurabilitZ condition.
increasing family of a-fields.
where z = (z , z2 ) and z is in
Let {Fz zeI2 be an
We will write Fz = Fzlyz2
1 and z2 is in I 2* For
all z and z in I such that z < z , ( ((zi,z ],z2 ) is
-measurable and independent of F - for all z inz ,z2 2
12* Furthermore, if z1 >/ z1 , then
(6.2) E{$((z ,z2 +]Iz 2 ) F- z = 0
for all z2 in I2'
(4) Continuity condition. Let 0 (e) be a nonnegative,
nondecreasing function of e > 0 such that 0(e) + 0 as
6 +* 0. Define the norm I|z2|| on I2 by
F
z 1+,z 2
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lIz2il = max jz2,i
where z2,i is the ith coordinate of z2 in 1 For any
z and z1+ in I with z < z + and for any z2 and z2+
in 12 with z2 < z2+, we assume that the following
inequality is true.
(6.3) E{[( (z 1 z],z2 ) - ((z1 1z ],z2 )] 2
< Z((z ,z ])0(||z2+ - z2
For each z2 in I2' l'dz z 2 ) is a stochastic measure
on I with respect to the increasing family {Fz ,z2 }z EI
of a-fields. Thus, if $ is an adapted and measurable
process on Il I2 with respect to {FzlzeI1x,2, and if
(6.4) f E{$ 2  }2(d( ) < oo,
I ,z12
then Theorem 5.1 defines the stochastic integral
(6.5) f55 ,lz2 dW ,,z 2 *.
At this point it is very easy to define a mixed stochastic-
deterministic integral. Suppose $ is in L (QXI xI, 0m)
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where m is the Lebesgue measure on I2. Then (6.5) is
almost surely integrable with respect to m and we define
the mixed integral by
(6.6) f$ E(dE ,E2)dE2  f2 f 1 [f 2(dE ,2)]dE2'
To see this note that except for an m-negligible set in 12'
JE{, 2  }k (dE < o>
and hence, we know that the stochastic integral,
4 'z 25(dEi z2
exists for almost all (with respect to m) z2. Thus, the
integral
(6.7) f (dE , dE2
I2' Il 1l~ 2~ 1~ 2  ~
is well-defined, although it may be infinite. But in
fact, it is finite as the following argument shows. From
Schwarz's inequality in L2 (Q) and from Theorem 5.1 it
follows that
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El f y D (Id.E f E) I < fE{ 2 1It (d~l)
E $l'2 l'2 ,l52
for almost all C2 (with respect to m). Hence we have
fE 1 ,E2 " (dEE ,2) }d(2 < 00
and from Fubini's theorem it follows that (6.7) is almost
surely finite. Thus, the right hand side of (6.6) is a
well-defined element of L2 (). From the fact that
m(I 2 ) = 1 we deduce that
(f[f $ l'25 1(d'E2, I2) ]d2) 2 < l' C2O (DdEl, E2 ]2 dE 2'
Taking expectations of both sides and using (5.5) of
Theorem 5.1 shows that (6.6) defines an element of L2 ()
satisfying the following mean square inequality.
(6. 8) E{ (E $ dEl , 2) d(2 2} < fE{$ }E (d )a dE2'
For the purposes of chapters 3 and 4 we are concerned
with parameterized measures that come from stochastic
measures in the following way. Suppose 0(dz 1 ,z2)
is a stochastic measure on Il, parameterized on 12, and
let 0(dz 1 xdz 2) be a stochastic measure on I 1 x I2 For
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each z and z in I with z < z and for each z in I2'
we assume that
@((zlrz ],z2) = ((z ,z ] x [0,z 2])
In figure 6.1 we draw the situation for I = [0,1] = 12*
The parameterized measure @((z 1,z ],z2) is the T-measure
of the shaded region. Note that the independence condition
in (3) of definition 6.1 has the following geometrical
interpretation in terms of figure 6.1. The rectangles
[O,z 1 ] x [0,z 2] and (z 1,z] x [O,z 2] are disjoint,
and @(z1 ,z ] x [0,z 2]) is independent of F
For example, this happens when T is a Gaussian random
measure.
Define the stochastic measure, 0A , on [0,1]n by
A0(A) = fXA(0)P(E) O(dE)
where 5 0 is the standard Gaussian random measure in
[0,1]n , and p is in L([0,l]n) (see 2.5 and 3.1).
Then 4,A is also a Guassian random measure with
variance
E{D A(A)2 = fXA P( 2d.
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Note that c1 corresponds to A Mz given by
A0 z 1 2''' nMz'
Suppose I is the space of parameters corresponding to
S = {i11 i2 ' ''' k} and 12 is the space of remaining para-
n
meters in [0,1]. Then define @ by
4@ ((z,z ],z2) = A ((zi,z ]x[0,z2])
0
where z and z + are on I, z1 < z + and z2 is in I2'
Here we identify I x I2 with [0,1] n in the obvious way,
and for EE[0,1] n we write E = (E ,52) with E in I,
and E2 in I 2. Thus, 0 corresponds to the differential
Sz 1 2 0 k z
and this allows us to interpret the differential a M
rigorously in terms of the parameterized stochastic measure
S*
To show this defines a parameterized stochastic measure,
we must verify the four conditions of Definition 6.1. The
additivity condition (2) is obvious. The measurability
conditions (3) follow easily from the independent increment
nature of the Gaussian random measure A0. That is, for all
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ze [0, 1]n
that 
PA0
and A [0,1]n such that [0,z) A = $, we know
(A) and F
us all of condition (3)
are independent. This
. The only conditions
fact gives
left to verify
are (1) and (4). In (1) define k by
P 12m% = ||p||
where m1 is the Lebesgue measure on Ii and I IpII10
L0 snL sup norm of p on [0,1] With this choice of S, (6.1) is
clearly satisfied.
E{[@2((z ,
Define 0(e) = (n-k)e and verify
z ]
=f
(z ,z 1 ]x( [0,z 2 ] [0,z2)
and
2dE
2
< IpI m1 ((zi,z 1 )m2 ( [0,z 2 ]-[0,z2])
where m 2 is the Lebesgue measure on 12. It is easy to
check that
is the
that
p(§) 2d
,z 2 + )S ((z i ,z ], 1 z2) 2
f + +(z ,1z 1 ]x[0,z2 ] [0, z2 )
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m2( [0,z2+ ]-[0,z2] < Iz2,i z2, I < (n,-k) z2 z 2 *
Thus, we have (6.3) of definition 6.3.
Finally note that
E{(@9 ((z ,z ],Iz2)) 2 pE2 d2(Z 
, ]x[0,z 2
= A V = f + V(E ,z ),
s (z,z 2  (z1 ,z 1]
where V is defined as in (3.4). Thus, it follows that
(6.9) E{(f@ E12S (dl = (l 2 2 S l'
6.3 Products of Parameterized Measures
Now that we have defined parameterized measures og
corresponding to the stochastic partial differentials a M,
we can define the other measures 4A, corresponding to 3 M
as products of parameterized measures 0 s. We first construct
products of two parameterized measures and then extend these
results to products of more than two measures.
The operators A and 3 are defined in 4.2 and 4.3. Of
course, a V is a well-defined deterministic differential.
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Definition 2
Suppose P = P xP2 is a partition of I xI2 such
that P1  is a partition of I and P2  is a partition
of 12. Let $ be a partition process defined on P. Then
define
$ D (d( ,E2 )D2 (dE 2' 1
or, more compactly,
$ ()1* 2)(dC)
P
to be the sum
z 6 P Z E $zi ,z l )1(6z ,z 2 )D2 (6z2,A'z 1).
z e ,2 2 12
Theorem 1
Let $ be a partition process defined on a partition
P of I 1xI2 and hence, on any partition PP 0. Let
D1 (dz1 ,z2) be a stochastic measure on I,, parameterized
on 12, and let D2 (dz21z1 ) be a stochastic measure on 121
parameterized on I1. Assume 0 1 and 0 2 are defined with
respect to the Borel measures Z on I 1 and Z 2 on 12
respectively. Then, if P and P' are partitions of
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I x 2  with P) P and P'.) PO the following inequalities1 2 0
are true.
(6.10) E{ ( $ *02(dE))2} < dE )z2(d2
There is a function 0(c) of 6 > 0 such that O(s) + 0 as
s + 0 and
(6.11) E{ [f E: -( *' 2 ldE 2 D *)(E 2
< [0(P|) + 0([P')]E{#* 2}P (d j)2(d
The proof of the theorem is a straightforward but
lengthy application of the definition of parameterized
measure and the details are left to appendix A.
If 1pnj + 0 and Pn D p0 , then from Theorem 1 we
know that for the partition process $ defined on P0
S $ G)1* 2 (dE), n = 1,2,...,
Pn
is a Cauchy sequence in L2 (Q) and hence, converges to a
unique element of L2 (0), which we denote as
(6.12) f$ ) 2 (d()
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The random variable (6.12) is independent of the partition P0
on which $ is defined, it is a linear mapping of $, and by
taking limits in (6.10) we find that
(6.13) E{(f * 2 (d )2 < fE{ }1 0 Z2 (d().
Thus, we can extend (6.12) to a continuous linear mapping of
L 2(QxI xI2 ' z1  2 ) satisfying (6.13). In fact, this mapping
is the stochastic integral of a stochastic measure as the
following theorem shows.
Theorem 2
Let 01*@2 be defined by
(6.14) G1*@2(A) = fXA 1( * 2(dE)
for all Borel sets A C I1 XI 2 where the integral in (6.14)
is the mean-square extension of (6.12). Then G1*02 is a
stochastic measure on I1 xI2 with respect to the Borel
measure Z1 0 2, and the stochastic integral of G1*D2
agrees with (6.12).
For example, in Theorem 2 let $l = 0s and 2 s
where S1/3 S2 = $ and S 1f S2 = {l,2,... ,n}. Then
A 1 *2 for A = {Sls2}. It is clear from Definition 2
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that 0 1* 2 =2 * 1 so is independent of the order
of S1  and S2 in A. It is not difficult to show that
2(6.15) E{@A(dz)2} = 3 AV(Z) = 3 V(z)D SV(z).
Proof of Theorem 2 and (6.15)
For A = (z,z 1 +]x( 2 ,z 2 +] it is easy to see that for
each partition P on which XA is defined, we have that
f XA(001 * 2 (dE) is Fz +,z2+-measurable, independent ofP1 2
F and uncorrelated with F- - if [0,z ]x[0,z2 Izi ,z 2 z,z 2
and (z 1 z 1+]x(z 2 ,z2+] are disjoint, and hence, if
(z ,z1,2 ) >/ (zz 2 . Thus, condition (3) of Definition 5.1
is satisfied. This condition remains true in the limit
|PI + 0. Thus, we see immediately that fXA (001 * 2 (dE)
defines a stochastic measure. If 5 is an F -measurable0 zl,z2
random variable, then
f OXA "1 2 (dE) = $0 IXA()4l 2 (d().
Thus, as remarked at the end of 5.3, the integral in (6.14)
agrees with the stochastic integral defined by the stochastic
measure G1*@2(A).
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As in (6.9), we have that
E{ ((z2 z ],z) 2S2 + aS V(z E2)(z2 ,z2 ] 2
Ef ((zI,z+ ],z2 2 = + S 1 *2 1(z ,z ] 1
As shown in the proof of Theorem 1 in appendix A,
E{(f #D*1 * ) 2 21
X E{# ,z }E{G (az ,z2) 2}E{2 (6z ,.z ) } .21 2
Using these last three expressions and passing to the limit
IP| + 0 gives the result (6.15). ///
To construct the other measures (A we need to define
products $D * G 
2
when S 13 S 2 = # but
S S2 C. {l,2,...,n}. That is, when S
2l
* still
has some free parameters. The following theorem gives the
necessary result.
Theorem 3
Let Gi(dz1 ,z2 'z3) be a stochastic measure on I ,
and
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pwameterized on I2 3, and let #2 (dz 2 1 zz 3 ) be a stochastic
measure on I2' parameterized on I XI Then2 ~1 3*
01 (dz1 ,z2 'z3 )02 (dz2 '1,zz3) is a stochastic measure on
IxI 2, parameterized on 13'
Proof of Theorem 3
Note that for fixed z3 we can use Theorem 2 to show
that c1(dz,z 2 ,z3)D2 (dz2 ,z1 ,z3 ) is a stochastic measure
on I1xI2 with respect to the increasing family
flz 2,z3I z 1EI I 2 }. Thus, we only need to confirm
the measurability condition (3) and the continuity
condition (4) in Definition 1.
From the construction of Definition 2, Theorem 1,
and Theorem 2 it is clear that
fXZ l' 2) Dl(d( ,2'z3I2 (d 2'1,z3) satisfies the
measuribility conditions in (3) because
fXA l(d( ,E2,z3 )2(dE2'1,z3) does so for each partition P
P
and these conditions hold true in the mean-square limit as
VPI + 0. The continuity condition follows from the equation
1 (z ,z21z3 2 6z2 ,z 1 z3  l(z ,z2 'z3 2(6z 2 ,z ,z3)
= [5 1 (6z1,z2 ,z3 l(6z ,z3 22(6z2zz3
+ @ (dz 1 ,z 2 ,z 3 2 ( z 2,z ,z 3 2 (6z 2 ,zz 3)*
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The mean-square of each of the two terms on the right-hand-side
is bounded by
1(z 1 )Z2 (6z2)0(||z 3+ - z311)'
Applying the triangle inequality shows that the mean-square
of the left-hand-side has the same bound. It is easy to
extend this bound to a bound for
f XA01* 2 (d§lxd 2,z3+) - f XA01* 2 (dlxd(2,z 3)P P
and then to extend this bound to a bound for the limit as
|PJ - 0, namely
#1*2 '3 1 2(A 3*
This completes the proof. ///
Theorem 3 allows us to define arbitrary products of
parameterized measures, but there are several ways to con-
struct a product of three or more measures. The associative
law of products in the next theorem shows that all these
constructions lead to the same result.
Theorem 4
Let 1, 02 and $3 be parameterized stochastic measures
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on 11 x 2 XI 3 Then the following associative law holds
true.
(6.16) (D1 (dz1 ,z2 ,z3) 2(dz 2 ,zlz 3) )D3 (dz3 ,ziz 2)
= G1 (dziz 2 'z3)( 2 (dz2,zz 3) 3(dz3' ziz 2))
Proof of Theorem 4
The idea of the proof is to show both sides of (6.16)
are approximated by the same expression and that, in the
limit, the approximation is exact and (6.16) is true.
Define
f o1 q' 2 3P
(zlj'Z$ ,E l z , z 3)1 (6z lez 2,z3 )D2 (6z 2,zl,z3 )03(6z 3,lz ,2)(z1 ,z2 ,z3)e? 1 i 2  3
where $ is a partition process defined on the partition P
of 1xI2 X3 Let us also write
1 *2 3P
(z$ ,z z 31 2(6z1x6z2'z3 q3(6z3,z z2)'( ,z2,z3)e
From Theorem 1 we know that
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- f 1 *02)*' 3) 2P < 1 W 
2 O(|P|)
$I|2 = f E{$ }R 0 2 0 3 (d,) .
A simple calculation using the measurability condition
of Definition 1 for 01 , 2 and 53
{ f $(c *D2 )13P fP
shows that
SD1 * )2 * 3) 2 1
Thus, as |P -+ 0 we have the result
lim f $|Po +0 P 12 3
where convergence is in L2 (). Since f
P
$ D 1 2 *2 3
symmetric in
f$ G 1* ((D2 *03)
(:@ r , 2'
and thus,
S3, it must also converge to
(6.16) must be true. ///
In fact, it is easy to see that for every multiple
product, *2 *'* q , of parameterized stochastic measures,
0 ., we have
$ 51*2 
'''2
= C 
1 *D2 *
where
(3)
2 ( P ).
is
lim f
IPI+o P
E{{(f# ((D * 4)2 )* 3
01 * )2 )* 3
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where $ is a partition process and P is always a refinement
of the partition on which $ is defined. The convergence
occurs in
is at most
L2 (Q) and the mean-square difference for any
||$120( pj).
Note that if =
f$
P 1* 2 q =
where the right-hand-side is defined as in
6.4 Discussion of Measures and Integrals for 4.3
Theorem 4 allows us to define all the measures,
A where UAC{l,2,... ,n} as in 4.2.
LUA = {l,2,...,n}, then A is a stochastic measure on
[0,1]n and it is easy to demonstrate
(6.17) E{(f$ A (d))21 = fE{$} AV().
(see (6.15).) If UA C{l,2,...,n}, we may use the earlier
results of the section to define mixed stochastic-deterministic
integrals
which correspond to the differentials A Mz dS z
then
A M,
4.3.
any
for
If
f C$ (dgy,0 2 )d 2'1
where
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Sf\ UA = $ . (See 4.2). From the inequality (6.8) we
obtain
(6.18 ) E{(f$ c A(dE, E2 )d2) 2} < fE{$ }BA V d 2 '
Note that we can also define parameterized mixed integrals
$,E2,z3 A (dEE 2 , z3 )d( 2 with no 
problem.
If $ is a partition process with respect to P and
if as in 4.3 we have
f zM ? AAMz'P ze:P
then as |P I + 0,
f $3 AM + A$ (dE)
P
in mean square. This allows us to prove very simply that
At and 0A are orthogonal if A1 and A2 are 
not equal,
but UA = A 2. Suppose that P is a partition of [0,1
Then it is easy to show that
E{$z z ,A Mz A 2 M z = 0
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for all z, z' in P and all partition processes $ and $
defined on P. The argument uses the measurability condi-
tions (3) of Definition 1 and is straightforward. It
follows that
E{(J $A M)(f $3A M)} = 0
P 1 P 2
and thus, by letting JP[ + 0, we see that
E{(f 1M)(f $A 2M)} = 0
for all partition processes. The result extends immediately
to all $ and $ in L (O2xI,m). That is, (A and A area ~A A2
orthogonal measures.
The results of this section allow us to interpret
rigorously the sotchastic differential equations in terms
of their corresponding integral equations as in 4.4. Each
stochastic differential AM corresponds to a stochastic
measure or a parameterized stochastic measure depending on
whether liA = {l,2,...,n} or lA C {l,2,...,}. Like-
wise, each differential AMd Sz corresponds to a mixed
integral or a parameterized integral (one with free
variables in it) depending on whether t/A US = {l,2,... ,n}
or lA US C {l,2,...,n}. In the next section we prove
Theorem 1 and 2 of 4.4.
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CHAPTER 7
DIFFERENTIATION OF PRODUCTS
This section completes the technical results necessary
to prove the product differentiation rules in theorems 4.1
and 4.2. Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 in this section are the
precise versions of theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in terms of
parameterized stochastic measures and integrals. As such,
these two theorems are the main results of this paper;
with them (and with Ito's one-parameter stochastic
differentiation formula) one can derive stochastic
differentiation formulas for any number of parameters.
Suppose $(dz 1 ,t,z2) is a stochastic measure on Ill
parameterized on [0,1] x 12 and suppose T(dz 1xdt,z 2) is
a stochastic measure on I x [0,t], parameterized on 12'
Assume 0 and T are related by the equation
(7.1) 4(A,t,z 2) = T(Ax[O,t],z 2)
for Borel sets A in I t in [0,1] and z2 in I We write
(7.2) 3t (dz ,t,z2) = T(dz 1 xdt,z 2)
whenever (7.1) is true. Note that if 3s Dt exists, then
so does tDs0 and the two measures are equal. Also note
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that we never take two derivatives with respect to the
same variable. Only mixed derivatives are defined. The
following theorem, corresponding to Theorem 4.1 of 4.5,
proves that the derivative of a product of stochastic
measures satisfies the ordinary calculus product
differentiation rule.
Theorem 1
Suppose D1 (dz11 t,z2 ,z3) is a stochastic measure
on Il, parameterized on [0,1] x 12 x I3, and
)2 (dz2 ,t,zl,z3) is a stochastic measure on T2, pararneterized
on [0,1] X I X 13* As in (7.1) suppose that
1(A1tz2,z3)= l1(A 1 x[0,t],z 2 ,z 3)
and
2 (A2,tz13) 2 (A2 x[O,t],z ,z 3)*
Then we have
(7.3) 1*,2 (A1 xA2,t,z3) 1 *D2 (A1 xA2x[O,t) ,z3)
+ *2 A xA2 x (0O,t] ,z3).
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In terms of the convention of (7.2) we can write (7.3) in
a more suggestive form, namely,
(7.4) t (D1 *2 tD 1 *2 + D *3t D2
Proof of Theorem 1.
In this proof we omit the z3 parameter since that
more general case offers no new difficulty in the proof
and only complicates the notation. Suppose $ is a
partition process on IxI2 and let P = P xP2 be a
partition of I xI2 on which $ is defined. Let P0
be a partition of [0,1]. Then we can write
$(6z ,'2,t)"2(6z2,z ,t) - 41(Oz ,z 2 ,t)@ 2 (6z 2 ,zlt)
= Y 1 (6z 1x6t,z 2 ) 2(6z 2 'zl1 t) + %(6z,z 2 ,t)y2 (6z2 x6t,zl)
+ 1 (6z1 x6t,z 2) 2(6z 2x6t,z1 ).
Thus, we have
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f C 2( 1 dEllC' 2t) 02 (C2' 1,l t)1' 11'2
pxP 0+ f
+ X 0
l' 2 X[0,t]) l 2 2(2' l'
El' 2 X[0,t] l-)01(d ,'E2'I) 2 (dE2 xdT, I )
z 1 P1 ,z 2 P 2
Trep0
z l,z2 X[0t] l(6z x6T,z2 2(6z2x6T,z1)
Using the condition (3) of Definition 6.1, we can show
that the last term on the right has a mean square bounded by
f
1I XI2
and hence, this term vanishes as |PxPO1 -+ 0. The other
terms converge to the desired result,
4) 2 (dCjt) = f/ET1* 2 (dE x [O,t])
+ f4ED 1 *T 2 (dE x (0,t]).
This completes the proof. ///
Theorem 7.1 here gives us Theorem 4.1. If
S C {l,2,...,n} and ie{l,2,...,n} but i:S, then it is
E{$ }tg (d ) k2 2d * Pl' 2 2
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clear that
i S = SU{i}
A simple induction argument applied to Theorem 7.1 gives
(4.9), which now has a rigorous interpretation in terms of
stochastic measures.
The next theorem justifies the statements in
Theorem 4.2 by proving a differentiation rule for products
of processes and measures. We introduce a useful convention
for denoting the partial differential of a process. Note
that this convention agrees with the interpretation of
stochastic differential equations in 4.4.
Let ftz be an adapted, measurable process on
[0,1]xI such that
(7.5) f = f $ O(dT,z) + f 4) dT
[Ot] TZ [0,z] T,Z
where we assume that 4 is a stochastic measure on [0,1],
parameterized on I, and that the integrals in (7.5) are
well-defined according to §6. Then we will write
(7.6) a f = $' (dt,z) + t dt.
t t,z t,z t,z
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We can now present the main result of this paper, the product
differentiation rule.
Theorem 2
Suppose $(dz 1,z2,t,z3) is a parameterized stochastic
measure and suppose that
3t (dz ,z2,t,z3) = 0(dz 1 xdt,z21 z3).
Suppose f z't z
ad s 2 tat 3
and suppose that
is an adapted, measurable process
t z ,Z2,t z3 z ,z2'tz3
2
We assume $ and $) are in appropriate L spaces so thata
all integrals are well-defined. Then we have the following
equation.
(7.7) f f E t jz T(dE ,E2't,z3)d( 2
{ 1]x[OTIz z(dT,[,E2t,z]3 )T(dE ,2[0,z ]x[0,z 2]x[0,t] l' 2' 3
T(dE E2 CTz3)d'2dT
+ f f z(d0,xdt,]2,z3)d(2
[0,z ]lx[0,z2]x[0,t] l' 2' ' 3
(dt,z ,z2' z3 )+ $ lz ,2, t'z 3dt.
+ f $
[0,"zi ]x [0, Z2 ]x[0,t] l' 2,T'z3
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In terms of the convention of (7.2) and (7.6) we can
write (7.7) in compact differential form as follows.
(7.8) at zz 2't,z3 (dz,1' z2 ,t,z3)dz2)
= t (f zz2,tz 3 )(dzi,z 2 ,t,z3 )dz2
+ f z ,'z 2,t,z3 at (T(dzi,z 2, t~z3))dz 3
Proof of Theorem 2.
We prove Theorem 2 in the special case t=l,[O,z1]=I
and where there is no z2 or z3 dependence. There is no
loss in generality and we gain an advantage in notational
clarity. The mixed stochastic - deterministic integral
was defined in such a way that we can prove (7.7) without
the integration over dE2 and then integrate both sides
with respect to dE2 to obtain the generalized equation (7.7).
Thus, we must prove
(7.9) f f l T(dE,1)
= f $ c(dT,E)T(dE,T) + f lP$T T(dE,T)dT
+ f f 8(dxdT)
Ix[O,1]
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where we assume
t t
(7.10) f 0 ' (dT,E) + f dT0 0
and
(7.11) T(dEt) = O(dEx[0,t]
Let P be a partition of [0,1]. Then using (7.10)
and (7.11) we can rewrite the left-side of (7.9) as follows.
(7.12) f f 1'(dEl) -
x {f6tET (dTE) }(dE,t) + Y I{f6tvETdT}(dE,t)
tE P0  tEcP 0
+ I ff t(dx6t) + fy [f,t+ -f Et]®(d~x6t)
tE P0  tEP 0
We show that as 1PO| -+ 0 the first three terms on the
right-side of (7.12) converge to the three terms on the
right-hand-side of (7.9), and the last term in (7.12)
converges to zero.
Consider d(-O(d~x6t) as a stochastic measure over I.
Then it is clear that 0(d~x6t) and O(d~x6t') are
orthogonal for t/t' in P0 . It follows immediately that
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(7.13) E{( X fj[f t -f
tEP
0
< t
tEl'
0
]®(d~x6t)) 2
f 1 E{ (f , t+ -f , t) } (d()m(6t),
where k is a Borel measure
measure on
on I and M is Lebesgue
[0,1]. From (7.10) we have
E (f + -f ) <E{#) }0
'Ft 'tT " 0
+ f E{ 2
6t 'r
(dTu)
}dT.
Thus, substituting this bound into (7.13),
(7.14) E{ (
tE PO0
< [f
Ix[0,1]
E{ 2 + fE{I 2
we obtain
) 2
}I(d )dT]0(IPOI)
We assume that $ is in L (QxIx [0,1],9Z 0 0) and that $ isa0
L (QxIx[0,1],9,0m) so that (7.14)
a
I P0 |-+0. The Borel measure k0 on
in
converges to zero as
[0,1] corresponds to the
parameterized stochastic measure 0.
Now let us show that
(7.15) lim
P0 1 0 txP If 
,t0(d~x6t)
t 
-P0
= 'Ix[0,1] f ,0(dxdT).
!E t+ -f , t]16 (d~x~t)
} P,(dE)P,0 (dr)
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If we let
th eP . 5 i's e q u i a l  t
then (7.15) is equivalent to
f 0 0(dExdT)
[0,1] '
= f f O(d~xdT).
Ix [0,1i]'
Hence, it suffices to show
(7.16) f E{ (f-f 0)
Ix [0,1]
as |P0 1+0 .
P
E{ (f pt t 2 <
}Z (dZ)m(dT) -*0
From (7. 10) we have
f E{ 2
6t '
}k0(dT) + f E{ 2
6t riT
for t' in 6t. Thus, (7.16) is bounded above by
[JE { T}k(d() P0 (dT) + fE{$ }E(k )m(dT)J10 (I PO ).
From Theorem 6.1 it is easy to deduce that
lim
|P0 1+0
}n(dT)
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I
PxP
E{(f$* -
< (I I$-h| I
h4*T) 2}
+ ||h||O(|PxP I)) 2
where h is a partition process on PxPO,
I h| I =f
Ix [0,1]
If PA is a partitio
and where
F{h 2}(d) 0(dT).
n of [0,1] and P is a partition
of I, then
I
tEP 0
{f
6t
- f
PxP
0
= I
zeP,tEP
0
+ I
zsP,tsPO 6z
{f (4 T-h z6z 6 t
h zjt((D(6t,E) -
It is a simple matter to check that
zeP,teP 
0
f {f ($6z 6t I-hz t )(dT,E)T(d,t)) 2 < ||$-hI1 2
and, from the continuity condition (6.3)
(7.17)
' (D (dTIE)}I (dE Ft)
't) (DWTIE)} TdE, t)
4)(6t"z))T(dEpt).
E{(
for 0 ,
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E{I( II hzrt((6t,)-
zEP,teP0 6z
} < I IhI 120(|P|)
Combining these results gives us
E{ (f$*P
teP0
{f
6t
$ (dTC)}IT(d(,t)) 21
< (2||$-h|| + 2||h||0(|PxPOI)
By letting h -+ $ and IPxPOI + 0 we obtain
lim t
P0|+).0 tPO 0
Finally, we need to show
(7.18) lim
IP0O0 f{ftsPO I 6t = fIx [0,1] $ V(d ,1)dE.
As above,
te P
te?
let h be a partition process defined on PxPO*
{f
{
6t
-f Ix (0,1]
E, -h dT}(dtt)
',T E'T
+
tsPOzEP
2
{f $ T (dT,6)}t(dE,t)
6t'
hz t f (T(6z,T)-T(6z,t))dT.
' 6t
(6t,z))T(dE,t))
= f$$O*T.
?dT}T(d ,t)
h T(dC,T)dT
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Noting that
tE P
following results
m(6t) =m([0,1)) = 1 we obtain the
from the convexity of 2x 4.x
(7.19) ( fj{f
tePO I 6t
I 6t Tdt}P(dt)) 
2
(7.20) {f6t dT}
2 < 
Taking expectations in
If{
teP 0 I1
where I|$| 2 =
I 96t
t ' dT - m(6t)
(7.19) and (7.20) gives us
IdT}I (dErt)) 2 -< IhI II
I E{$ E
Ix[0,1]
In particular, we have that
(7.21) E{( I
tCP 0
dT}T(dEft)) 2}f $ -h
6t JT E
< $14'-h 112
Note that
Y(6z,T) - Y(6z,t) = 0(6zx(t,T]).
Using this relation and the measurability conditions on 0
tCP0
TdT}?(dEOt)) 2
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from Definition
(7.22) E{( I
zCPteP 
0
< x
zCPjtEP
5.1, we find that
h t f
z't 6t
Ith 2
zj't
(T (6z,T)
f
6t
- '(6z,t))dT) 2
(T-t)dT k(6z)
< 11h| 120(|P 01)
We have already shown in (6.8) of 6.2 that
(7.23) E{(f$PP(dE,-)dT - fhT(d ,T)dT)2}
From (7.21), (7.22), (7.23) we conclude
< II-hII
that
E{ (f
Ix[0,1]
< (II-h I + | Ihi 0 ( |POI)
from which (7.18) follows immediately. Thus, the proof
is complete.
To prove Theorem 4.2 take T = 0 in (7.7), where A
is defined as in 5.2, 6.2 and especially 6.4. Then take
dz2 = ds z, and take 5 (dTEl, E2,z3) in (7.7) to be the
parameterized measure O{i}(dzzi,. .., z , zi+1 . .zn)
ts 0
f{f
16
T dT}T(dCt)) 2$7T(dF ,T-) dT
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generated from the Gaussian random measure as in 6.2.
The integral equation corresponding to the differential
equation (4.10) is precisely (7.7) with the above
choices of T, 0, and so on.
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CHPATER 8
REPRESENTATION OF MULTIPARAMETER SQUARE INTEGRABLE
MARTINGALES BY MULTIPARAMETER STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS
8.1 Introduction
Suppose that W is the p-parameter Wiener process
on [0,1]P and that {F z C0, 11 ]P} is the increasing
family of a-fields generated by W. Let F = V F z Then
z
we can apply the multiparameter stochastic differentiation
formula developed in previous chapters to show that every
F-measurable random variable X with finite variance
has a unique (a.s.) representation
(1.1) X = c + f $AaA W
A
where the sum ranges over the collection of stochastic
differentials a AW of W defined in chapter 4. The
$A are square integrable multiparameter processes adapted
to {F z} and c is a constant, namely c = E{X}.
In particular, if M is a square integrable martingale
with respect to {F z}, then from (1.1) we can show that M
has a unique (a.s.) representation in terms of the orthogonal
stochastic integrals generated by the Wiener process, namely,
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(1.2) Mz = c + f OAaAW.
A [0,z]
To derive these results we must first extend the
multiparameter stochastic differentiation rule to cover
the case of vector valued martingales. This extension
is very simple and we carry it out in section 2. Using
this result we apply an argument of Wong and Zakai (1974)
to prove the-representation (1.1) in section 3. The
martingale representation follows very easily as we show
at the end of section 3.
8.2 Multi-parameter, multidimensional stochastic
differentiation formula
If z + Mz is a p-parameter, n-dimensional martingale
generated by n Gaussian random measures, then the stochastic
differentiation formula for z -+ f(H ,z) follows from
the one-parameter differentiation rule and the rules
for differentiating products of stochastic differentials
given in previous chapters.
If X maps elements of RP into random variables
with values in R n then say that X is a p-parameter,
n-dimensional stochastic process. Thus, a multidimensional,
multiparameter process is a p-parameter, n-dimensional
process for which p and n are both at least 2. In
this section (and those following) we strive to maintain
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this distinction between parameter and dimension.
Suppose that D , P2'''' 'Dn, are Gaussian random
measures defined on the same family of sigma-fields,
{Fz}, and on the same parameter space, [0, 1]P.
Define the n-dimensional, p-parameter martingale
generated by these measures as follows:
Let M be the vector (M ,1 M2 ,...,n) where each
coordinate M is given by M P(z) = P ((0,z]). If
we fix our attention on one parameter, say the i-th,
and keep all the other parameters constant, then as
functions of this one parameter, zi, the M are
one-parameter martingales with respect to the obvious
subfamily of {F z}. These one-parameter martingales
are square integrable and continuous so that the results
of Kunita and Watanabe [2] apply. Thus, denote
<M ,'M> = E{GP((0,z])D ((0,z])} by V for each
p, v = l,2,...,n. Suppose that f : Rn x - R is a
function with continuous partial derivatives up to
second order in the Rn variables and to first order
in the RP variables, then
Z.
n 1
(2.1) A f(M ,z) = a f $ -
1=1 0 y
+ n z a2 Z
d v au au i p+0
y1v=1 0 y v 0
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In this formula all the parameters except the i-th are
held constant. The forward difference operator acts
only on the i-th parameter and takes the difference between
0 and z . The integrals in (2.1) are integrating only
over the i-th parameter. The stochastic integrals are
defined in the obvious way.
To obtain the multi-parameter differentiation formula,
apply (2.1) repeatedly for i = 1,2 ,...,p and use the
rule for differentiating stochastic products presented
in chapter 4.7. For example, the differential version
of (2.1) for i = 1 is
n n
(2.2) 1 f = a f 1 M + f a V + f dz
y=1 1 1
where we now abbreviate partial derivatives with respect
to u1  by the Greek subscript p, that is f =@
Note that u is one of the R variables of f;
similarly z denotes one of the RP variables of f.
Derivatives with respect to z are denoted by the
Roman subscript, i, that is f. = a.
The two-parameter formula is found by taking the
a2 differential of (3.1), giving
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n n
3 3 f= V 3 + { f 3 M M
2 1 y 2 a1 y yV 1 y 2 v
n n
+ X (f dz +- X fi- Pi vX a 1i V)a 2 Mx
Xl Xrv1l 1 -
+ X (f dz2 + X fy a32Vy)a2Mx
A=1 y,v=l
n
(2.3) + f1 ,2 dz1 dz 2 + X fy~v32a1 yy ,v=1
1 n
+ { fylv,2 1V dz2
n
+ X f dz a V2 y,v,l 1 2 Pv
1 n
+ 4 f PVIX3 1V 3- V X4 y~~l,v,p,A X v2A
PIVP X=l1 2X
The general multi-parameter, multi-dimensional differentiation
formula is obtained in the same way. The product differentials
denoted D M 2M are defined as stochastic product measures
in chapter 4,7. The differential formula (2.3) represents
a stochastic integral formula which is derived from (2.1)
by means of the product differentiation rule proved in
chapter 7.
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8.3 Representation of Multiparameter martingales
Suppose that W is the p=parameter Wiener process on
[0, 1 ]P and that {Fz I is the family of a-fields generated
by W. Given the multi-dimensional, multi-parameter
stochastic differentiation formula, it is easy to show
that every F1 = VFz measurable random variable X with
finite variance has a unique representation,
(3.1) X = c + I f $ 3 W
A
where {A W is the (finite) collection of stochastic
differentials of W, $A are square integrable processes
adapted to {F z}, and c is a constant, namely c = E{X}.
In particular, if M is a square integrable martingale
with respect to {F I then M has a unique representation
in terms of the orthogonal martingales generated by the
Wiener process, namely,
(3.2) Mz = c + faAW.
A [0,z]
The proof of the representation (3.1) parallels Wong
and Zakai's (1974) proof in the two-parameter case. We
sketch the proof in this section.
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Let M (z) f X[Q a (E)W(d() for yp = 1,2,...,n
[O,z] [
and let V. = <M M V>. Suppose f(u 1 ... ,un, z) satisfies
1 n a v
V u=l P v k
f =0
a z k
for each
of f(Mz,
(3.4)
k = 1,2, ... ,p. Then the stochastic differentials
z) have no mixed terms and
3 1a2...af = $ k(z)ok(dz)k
where Dk(dz)
by M , M2,...
to see that
are the
,Mn and
stochastic differentials generated
2
are La-processes. It is easy
D1 12 VtrMP X[0,aP a i w,
and thus, each differential (k can be written
(k(dz) = X[,b k] (z)aA kW
for some bk in [0 ,1]P
of the Wiener process W.
and some differential, A w
For example, it is true that
(3.3)
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1M 32MV = X[O,aP aV] W 2W
Thus, if f satisfies (3.3), then it has the representation
(3.5) f(M ,z) = c + I f A aAW
A [0,z]
where $A = X[O,b ]'k. If we take z = 1 inA =A kk
[0, 1]P, then (3.5) becomes
(3.6) f(W ,... ,W ,1) = c + X f $AaAW
l n A
Given a polynomial of Wa 'W a2.'' a we can choose
f so that f(W a,. .. ,W al) is that given polynomial.
As in Wong-Zakai (1974), take all f of the form
n n
f(u 1 1 u2 ' 'unIZ) = exp {u a + .221~~= y. rP 1 2-, V=1
a a VPV(z)}
together with all the partial derivatives of f with
respect to a, and all linear combinations of the partial
derivatives. These f all satisfy (3.3), and they include
all polynomials in u1 ,u2 1... ,Iun when z = 1 and a = 0.
The polynomials of W ,W ,... ,W for n = 1,2,...,
a1 a2 an
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and a 1 a2 ,. .. ,an in [0,1] are dense in the space of
random variables which have finite variance and are
F measurable. One way to show this is to approximate
all the elementary functions H X(s t W ) by
Hermite polynomials in much the same way as Cameron and
Martin (1947) in their representation of one-parameter
Wiener functionals.
Since all polynomials are represented as stochastic
integrals, the set of all stochastic integrals is dense
in L2 (Q,F1 ). In fact these two spaces coincide. For
suppose that for X in L2 (,F ) it is true that
(3.7) lim [cm + I f $ADAW] = X.
m+o A
Then we can show that cm -+ c and $+ as m + o.
The stochastic integrals (and the constant c) are mutually
orthogonal as shown in chapters 4,5 and
(3.8) ||{$Ac}I 2A c + A J E{$ }AV = E{(c + $ f ADAW)2
A A
where V(z) = z 1z2 'z p, defines an L2 norm for the space
of finite vectors {$ A,c} where each $A is a square
integrable process adapted to {F z. This space is
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complete and (3.7), (3.8) imply that the sequence
{$ Mcm} is a Cauchy sequence, and therefore, that thereA'
are {$Afc} in the same space such that
lim $m=
m-*0 A A
lim cm = c
c + f $AAW = X.
A
Since tI{A ,c}I| = 0 implies that A = 0 for each A
and all (z,w) expect for a set of measure 0, the
representation is unique.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS
Part II derives a stochastic differentiation formula
for n-parameter processes of the form z - f(M z,z) where
z - Mz is an n-parameter process given by
M z f0~)D (dC)
[0,z]
for p in L (0,1]n) and for %0, the standard Gaussian
random measure on [0,1]n. The differentiation formula
results from taking mixed stochastic partial derivatives
of the process z -* f(Mz ,z). Although the rigorous
definition and proofs are lengthy (5,6,7), the differentiation
rules are simply those stated in section 3.3. When
differentiating the product of two differentials or the
product of a process and a differential, one uses the
ordinary product differentiation rules of deterministic
calculus. The ordinary product differentiation rule
doesn't hold for the product of two processes, but it
does hold if one factor is a differential.
When differentiating a process, one uses the one-
parameter Ito differentiation formula. Thus, the multi-
parameter stochastic differentiation formula is the same
as the deterministic formula, except for one-parameter
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stochastic corrections. For example, the general two-
dimensional stochastic differentiation formula is
132 f(M zz) = f (Mz z)31a2Mz + fuu(Mz z)1 Mza2Mz
+ (ful (z ,z)
+ (f u,2(M, z)
+ (f1 ,2 (Mzz)
+-.1f (M4 " )14z d
+ fu (Mz)V (z))dz1 32 z
2 fu ,z)V2  1Mz 2
+ f (Mzz)V 1 2 (z) + fu u (Mz,z)V (z)
+ f (M ,z)V (z) + 1fu (Mz' (z)V2(z))dz dz22 url z 2 Tuuuu M~z)V1z) 2(zd 1d 2*
The corresponding two-dimensional deterministic differentiation
formula results from setting V identically equal to zero,
giving
D 12f(M zz) = f u(M z,z)D 2Mz + f uu(M zz) M z2 Mz
+ fu,l ( ,z)dz132Mz + fu,2(Mz Z)D1Mzdz2 + f1,2 (Mz,z)dz 1 dz2 '
We interpret the stochastic differential equations
in terms of their corresponding integral equations. The
stochastic integrals necessary for this interpretation
are the natural forward-difference integrals corresponding
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to the differentials D1 2M, a M92M, and so on. These
integrals have nice mean-square, orthogonality and martingale
properties. In addition, the multiparameter stochastic
integrals provide an integral representation of multi-
parameter square integrable martingales in chapter 8 just
as one-parameter square integrable martingales can be
represented by one-parameter Ito stochastic integrals.
Note, however, that in the multiparameter case, more than
one type of stochastic integral is necessary.
Thus, the results of part II show that the multi-
parameter stochastic differentiation formula is a natural
extension of the one-parameter stochastic calculus. How-
ever, there remains much to do. Certain immediate ex-
tensions of the present result are necessary in order
to give multi-dimensional stochastic calculus the full
power of the one-dimensional calculus. Basically, one
must permit a wider class of processes, z + Mz, than
those defined by
S[0,z] 0
for p E L([0,1] n). Since the stochastic calculus is
essentially a mean-square calculus, one should be able
to allow for p e L ([0,1]n). The present difficulty
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is defining integrals $31 Ma2M in this case. In a
more ambitious extension, one should allow p to be an
L-stochastic process. Along the same lines, allow Ma
to have the form
N
M z I f Di(
zi=1 [0,z]
where the 4. are orthogonal stochastic measures on [0, 1]n
(such as the GA measures of chapter 6 and the are
2
La-processes.
Cairoli-Walsh (1975) and Wong-Zakai (1974,1975) study
*
more general classes of multi-parameter martingales
Hopefully, for some braod class of continuous multi-
parameter martingales M, one could define integrals
f$ 1 a2M, $31 Ma2M, and so on, and extend the present
results in much the same way that Kunita and Watanabe
(1967) extend Ito's basic result. An extension of this
paper to cases for which M is a jump process is more
difficult since the definition of product measure in
chapter 6 depends crucially on the mean-square continuity
condition of Definition 6.1. Preliminary investigations
indicate that the results of part II can be extended to
i.e., strong martingales, weak martingales, and
i-martingales (i=1,2).
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multiparameter martingales which are strong martingales
in the sense of Cairoli and Walsh (1975). A martingale
M is a strong martingale if for every z, z+ E [0, 1 ]P
such that z < z+ we have
E{AMz IFs} = 0z
where A
and where
denotes the difference operator
{ l,2,...,p}
A = A A2 ''' p
F denotes the a-field
FS = V F.
z z/c
In the two-parameter case, Fs is the a-field generated
z
by F for all C in the set illustrated in figure 9.1.
Cairoli and Walsh define a weak martingale M so
that
E(AMzIFz) = 0
where A is the difference operator defined above for
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Figure 9.1
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z+ > z and {F z} is the increasing family of a-fields
zs
for the problem. Note that F / Fsz. Generally speaking,
all strong martingales are martingales (defined as in
chapter 2), and all martingales are weak martingales.
The converse relationships, however, are generally not
true: in general a weak martingale is not a martingale
and in general a martingale is not a strong martingale.
The extension of our differentiation formula to the case
of weak martingales is more difficult than the extension
to the case of strong martingales and indeed, an extension
may not be possible. Nevertheless, if an extension is
impossible, it should be possible to prove that for some
weak martingales M and for some differentiable function f
one cannot represent the multiparameter process z -+ f(MZ)
by stochastic integrals over the parameter space [0, 1 ]P.
That is, one cannot represent f(M ) as
N
f(M ) = f cf$ Di.(dC)
z i=1 [0,z] '
2
where $ are L -processes and 4. are stochastica 1
measures. Note that Wong and Zakai (1975) have proved
that f(Mz) can be represented by stochastic integrals
over [0,1]2 and [0,1]4 in the case p = 2. In the
general case, this result would extend to a representation
of f(Mz) using integrals over [0, 1]kp for
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k = 1,2,.. .p. Although it is more convenient to use
stochastic integrals defined over [0, 1 ]P, it may be that
integrals over [0, 1]P alone are not able to represent
all point functions of p-parameter processes such as
f(Mz) above.
The extensions listed so far are technical generali-
zations of the mathematics, but other generalizations are
needed to understand the significance of the theory for
physical models. One can define increasing families of
a-fields with respect to many different partial order
relations. For a wide class of such partial orderings
it is possible to define stochastic measure and integrals
as in §5 and §6. If a smooth curvilinear coordinate system
induces the partial ordering, it is not hard to derive
a stochastic differentiation formula with respect to this
coordinate system. For the purposes of modelling physical
random fields it is important to understand the relation-
ships between these different partial orderings and
coordinate systems. Since there is no natural ordering
of multi-dimensional space as there is for one-dimensional
time, one must select a partial ordering for each random
field model. A general theory of multi-dimensional
Equivalently, there is no natural notion of causality for
multi-dimensional fields as there is for one-dimensional
processes.
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stochastic processes that indicates the significance of
the partial ordering for the physical model would
appreciably aid understanding of random field models,
and this should be the goal of future work on multi-
dimensional stochastic calculus.
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APPENDIX A: Proof of Theorem 6.1
Suppose P = P1 xP 2  is a partition of IxI2 and
$ is a partition process defined on P. Consider two
points of P, (z1,z2) and (z1 , z2). If z, / z
e tthen either z + /> z 1 ' or z + >$ z1 . Suppose the
former is true and let avb be the last upper bound of
a and b with respect to the order relation <, Then
+ I - + Iit is easy to see z + vz >1 zi. Let 1 = z + v z1,
then from the measurability condition of Definition 6.1
we know that 4(6z j,z) is uncorrelated with F
z2,z 2
for any z2  in 12*. In particular, choose
+ 3+2 z 2 v z + so that $z z ' ' ' l(z ,,z2 '
2 2z 
~ z
(6z 1 and 2(6z ',z{) are all F -measurable
z1,z
2
and so that, thus, we have
(A.l) E{$ z ,2 ,z l(6z 1,z2  2 (6Z22 zj)P(6z i 0' 2 (6z ,zj)}=O.zl,z 2 zljz 2 1 l,2 2
The other cases are the same, and (A.l) is true whenever
tSee the proof of Theorem 5.1 and the accompanying figure (5.2).
*
See remarks on correlation and condition (3), (5.2) and (5.3)
of Definition 5.1. The same remarks apply to parameterized
stochastic measures. Also see figure (A.1).
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z z or z z. Using the independence condition
in (3) of definition 6.1, we obtain the following
expression for the left-hand-side of (A.1).
(A.2) 6z ,z z2 ,z E{$ 2,z 2}E{P(6z ,z2 2}E{ 2(6z2,z )2
Here we have denoted the Kronecker delta-function by 6 z *
The inequality (6.10) follows immediately from (A.2) and
bounds of the type (6.1) for l and $2*
To prove (6.11), first let P' D P where P and P'
are partitions of 1xI2  and $ is defined on both of
these partitions. Also, let P = P 2 and P' - ixP .
The dif ference
f *42 (dE) - $ *2 (dE )
P
can be rewritten as the sum
(A.3) {$z ,z l(6zjz 2 2(6z 2'1
z 1 1' 2
2 2
z!C6z2 )i2
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zi z+ z z1
Figure A.1
(1,1)
z+
2
z
2
12 2
z2
(0,0)
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Note that z = z , for ze6z, and z e6z2
since P'
Since P' is a refinement of P, we have the relation,
6z =
z' E6z P
for each z1 in Pl, and a similar relation for each z2
in P2 . Using the additivity of $1 and D2 as
stochastic measures, we can rewrite (A.3) as
(A.4) I $z z l(6zi.z2) 2(6 z2 z )- (6 z )2(6z2 z!)}
z eP1 l'z2 zidz6f)Pi
z 2 P2 z! E62( !
We again use the measurability conditions as for (A.1) to
show that distinct terms below are uncorrelated.
$z ,z{1(6zi,z2)(D2(6z2Izl) - O(6 ,z )2 (6z2 , z!)}
Using the independence condition, we can show that the
mean square of (A.3) is
(z1,z2) EP
E{# }lz
2I2
zl,z 2 z edz 1 ,z 6z2
(zj,z) )s?'
(A.5)
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where
zi 1 (6z{,z2 2 (6z ,zl) - GD(Szllz2
Note that there is only one z1 in P1 such that ziE6z flPi
and only one z2 in P2 such that zje6z 2 )P!. Fix zi and
zI and define the random variables, A, B, C, D, as
2t
follows.
A = G1(6z 
,z2)
B = 01 (6 ,z) - @D(6z ,z 2
C = (2 (6z,z 2 ) - (6z ,z)
D = $2(6z ,z
Thus, we have
(A.6) $ , , = -AC - BC - BD.
The independence condition of (3) in Definition 6.1 implies
that A is independent of D and C, and B is independent
tFigure A.2 may help visualize the argument at this point
in the proof.
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z z2
Figure A.2
z2
z2
z
2
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of D and C. Thus, we have from (A.6) that E{$ ,i}
zl'z 2
is given by
(A.7) E{A 2}E{C } + E{B }E{C 2 + E{B }E{D }
+ 2E{AB}E{C2 } + 2E{B }E{CD} + 2E{AB}E{CD).
Use the continuity condition (4) of Definition 6.1 to
estimate
we have
(A.7) as follows. From the variance condition
< k (6z2)
< 2 (6z2 )
From the continuity condition
E{B }
and
E{C2
Note that 1| Z -Z2| 1 IPI and < .N
(6.1)
and
E{A }
E{D }
(6.3) , we have
< 2, (6z )0( z I- z2
2 k(62 )0(I z -z
I z -z I
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Using Schwarz's inequality on the terms E{AB} and E{CD}
in (A.7), we derive the following upper bound for .(A.7)
and hence, for Efi 2  ,}
z 2
(A.8) E fT2 < k 1(6z )P2 (6zP)O(IPI)
z ,zj
The inequality (6.11) follows from (A.5) and (A.8) in
the case P' P. For general P' and P we take P" 8b that P") P' and
P" ~) P. Apply (6.11) for the pairs P, P" and P', P"
and use the triangle inequality to obtain (6.11) for
P, P'. ///
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APPENDIX B: Stochastic Integrals and Differentiation
Formulas of Wong-Zakai and Cairoli-Walsh
Wong-Zakai
Wong and Zakai (1975) define three types of stochastic
integrals in the plane in addition to the Ito-type integral
described in 2.5. We now show these integrals correspond
to the ones defined in this paper.
Suppose $ is an F zvz2-measurable random variable
with finite variance. Let z 1  and 6z2 be rectangles
in [0,1]2 such that
x6z (OX6z2( = 0
unless (AC. The relation CAE' is true if <l E '
and C2 > Ej. Similarly, I(tA ') is the function of
and E' which 1 or 0 depending on whether or not
CA '. Define a process on [0,1] 2x[0,1]2 by
%gE, ~ $X6z ( MX6z2 W
for all E and E' in (0,112. Then Wong and Zakai (1975)
define integrals of over [0,1] 2x[0,]2 as follows.
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(B.1) /$ ,WdW , = $W(6z 1)W(6z2)
(B. 2) dE dW , = $m(6 zl)W(6z 2)
(B. 3) f$E , dW dE' = $PW(6z 1)m(6z 2)
In equations (B.1), (B.2), and (B.3), W(.) denotes the
standard Gaussian random measure on [0,1] 2, and m(.)
denotes the Legesque measure on (0,1] 2. Using linearity
and mean-square continuity, one extends the definitions
to define integrals of processes $ , such that
(B.4) $ , is FE , -measurable ,
(B.5) /{ ,2}d~d(' < wo,
and
(B.6) = 0 unless EA '.
For processes that satisfy (B.4) and (B.5) one
can define the integral of to be the same as the
integral of I(EA')V $ , . Note that each integral is a
continuous linear mapping with respect to the norm defined
by (B.5).
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We must evaluate these integrals for processes
1$E, which are given by
EI E~VE, I
where $ is in L2 (Qx[o,l] 2,M)a ,) First we prove the
following lemma.
LEMMA:
Suppose $ is the partition process defined by
$g= 1 zd
zEP
where P is a partition of [0,1] . Then define $(5,(',P)
as
$(z',P) = [ 0 X y E6x x [y
zC P z [0x] x6y 6xx [0,y]
where we always understand that z = (xy) and
6z = 6x x 6y for all z in P. Then the following
inequality is true.
(B. 7) fE{($ , I- $f(,5 P))2 d~d(' < O(IPI) fE {$ }dC
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Proof of lemma
Note that
= X[OxI
(M)
x6y
(E' )X6x X [0 , y) (E)+ X[,xx6y
(M) (EI)
X6x X 6y X6x x [O,y]
It is easy to calculate that since P is a partition, we
must have that
(P )
- X([0,x] x6y
zz P
(E) (c')
z [X[0,x]x6y X6xx6y X~xy) 1 X6xX[O'v1
(+) ( ')I
+ X6xx6y X6xx6y
The inequality (B.7) follows immediately from taking
expectation and integral of this equation.
From (B.1) we see that
f$(EOC',P)dWE 
dW, V=
and thus, we see that
ZEP
z W([Ox]x6y)W(6xX[O,y])
X6 z
(E')X6x X 6y
+ x6 x x X6x x 6y
X X(E')X~x[0 ,y]
zCP
///
(F) (E')
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(B.8) f$(,'P)dW dW , = f 1 W a 2W E.P
By using (B.7) and taking |P| -+ 0 in (B.8) we find that
(B.9) /$ ,dW dW , = f$ E W
for all partition processes $. It is a simple matter to
extend the result (B.9) to all processes * in
L (Qx[0,1]2 m).a
(b.10) f(,',P)ddW, = $zx6yW(6x X[O,y])
zePZ
where we have abused our notation slightly by allowing
6y to denote the length as well as the set 6y = (y,y +
Let $(E,P) denote the partition process defined by
(EP) = I $zx X6z *
zCP
It is simple to check that
(B.11) fE{($ El - 2P))2}d < f(EPd). E {$}  .
Using the inequality (7.22) of §7 for h = $ and
(dx,y) = W(dx X[0,y]), we obtain
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(B.12) E{{(f$(E,E',P)d~dW , - f$(EP) 2} W d(2)2
< fE{$(E,P) 2}d 0(IPI).
Taking the limit |PI -+ 0 gives
lim
I 1 -* $( , P) jW d~ 
= f$EVE
Let v(E) = E (2' then from (B.11) we have that
P+ f/$ ,P)D W C d = /* C2 1 Ed1
and thus , we have that
(B.13)
Similarly,
(B.14)
# v d~dW , = f$ E2a1 W dE .
from (B.3) one can deduce that
fI VE, dW dE' = f$E 1a2 EdE .
Finally, it is a simple calculation to show that
(B.15) I( AE') $vE, dEdE' = f E ( (2dE
where both integrals are Lebesgue integrals.
d dW , .
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Thus, we see that the integrals defined by Wong and
Zakai in [3] agree with the integrals defined in this
paper. Therefore, the Wong-Zakai differentiation formula
given below is equivalent to (3.11). (Wong-Zakai
differentiation formula for Wiener process W)
f(Wz) = f(0) + f
[0,z]
+ f[0,zlx[0,z]
f' (WE )dW + f
(0,z]
f' '(W )dE
f'''(Wv )dW dW , + fE' [O,z]x[O,z]
f''' (W EVE,)d dW
+$f[Oz]x[O,z]
[O,z]x[O,zl
By a similar argument one can show that (3.11) is
equivalent to the Wong-Zakai formula in the more general
case of the process M is defined as in (3.3).
Cairoli-Walsh
Cairoli-Walsh (1975) prove a stochastic Green's formula
f''' I(W EVE, )dW E'
f''''(W V , )I(EAE')d~dE'
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and then apply it to prove a two dimensional version of
*
Ito's formula, namely
(B.16) f(W ) = f(O) + f f'(W)dW + f f''(W)dJ
[O,z] [O,z]
- 1 f [F''(W) + Uf''''(W)]dudv - 1 f f''(W)(udv-vdu).[O,z] [O,z]
The first integral corresponds to our D 2W integral, that
is, the Ito-type stochastic integral. Cairoli and Walsh
derive the integrals in terms of the multiple Wiener
integral as in Wong-Zakai (1974, 1975, 1976). Thus, it
corresponds to our D 1W 2W integral. In fact, Cairoli and
Walsh also show that dJ is a measure corresponding to the
product, D1WD2W, which has the same meaning as in this
**
work . The remaining integrals in (B.16) are (almost
surely) Lebesgue integrals, the last one being a line
integral over the boundary of the rectangle [O,z].
Although (B.16) does not resemble (3.11), we can show
(3.11) is equivalent to another equation of [4] which is
equivalent to (B.16). Thus, in a preceding step of their
argument Cairoli and Walsh present the following equation
equivalent to (B.16).
*
This is (6.22) , p. 155 of Cairoli and Walsh (1975) .
**
See page 147, 56 of Cairoli-Walsh (1975).
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f(W z) = f(0) +
f''(W)dJ ++ f
[0,z]
f (W)dW
[0,z]
z z1
f [f f'''(W )d W ]dv0 0 2 uv u uv
z2
f
0
tf''(W ut)du
The mixed integral is the same as our a Wuvdv integral,
and by applying Ito's formula to the last integral one
obtains
tf''(W )du = 1ff
ut 2 0
z2 z1
vf''' (Wuv) 2Wuv}du
[f'(Wuv) + -f''''(W )uv]dudv.T uv 4 uv
Substituting this expression back into (B.17), one sees
that (B.17) is equivalent to (3.11) and hence, (3.11) is
equivalent to (B.16).
*
(B.17) is equation (6.20), p. 154 in Cairoli-Walsh (1975).
(B. 17) *
1
0
+ f
0
f
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